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ABSTRACT

Teams of senior managers from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

surveyed licensee staff members representing 13 nuclear power utilities from

across the country to obtain their candid views of the effectiveness and

impact of NRC regulatory activities. Licensee comments addressed the full

scope of NRC activities and the impact of agency actions on licensee resources,

staff performance, planning and scheduling, and organizational effectiveness.

The principal themes of the survey respondents' comments are that (1) licensees

acquiesce to NRC requests to avoid poor ratings on NRC Systematic Assessment

of Licensee Performance (SALP) reports and the consequent financial and public

perception problems that result, even if the requests require the expenditure

of significant resources on matters of marginal safety significance, and

(2) NRC so dominates licensee resources through its existing and changing formal

and informal requirements that licensees believe that their plants, though not

unsafe, would have better reliability, and may even achieve a higher degree of

safety, if licensees were freer to manage their own resources. This draft

report does not attempt to defend any NRC position; endorse or refute licensee

perceptions; or explain any action taken by NRC in fulfilling its

responsibilities to protect the health and safety of the public. Senior RC

managers have made a preliminary evaluation of the information in this report

and have made recommendations to address licensee concerns in some areas. The

final evaluation and recommendations will be published at a later date as the

final NUREG.
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PREFACE

This report describes the results of a survey conducted by the staff of the

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in the fall of 1989 at 13 utilities

operating nuclear power plants. The purpose of the survey was to obtain

feedback from utility personnel, from licensed reactor operators and engineers

to senior corporate officers, on the potential safety impact that RC licensing

and inspection activities were having on the operations of their nuclear

plants. This NUREG is issued as a draft because the final staff assessment of

the licensees' comments is not yet complete and there are two other related

activities being conducted by the NRC in this area. One activity consists of a

short questionnaire to all nuclear utilities soliciting, on a voluntary basis,

information concerning management time devoted to all inspections and audits.

The other activitv is an internal survey of NRC staff on the potential safety

impact that NRC licensing and inspection activities are having on nuclear plant

operation. The initial staff assessment of the licensees' comments and

proposed NRC actions follow this Preface. The results of the above mentioned

activities will be utilized to complete the staff assessment whereupon this

report will be finalized.

This survey can be viewed as a follow-on to a similar survey conducted in 1981

to determine utility views on the impact of the large number of NRC regulatory

initiatives and requirements imposed in the wake of the accident at Three Mile

Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) in March 19. Partially as a result of that earlier

survey, NRC made a number of changes in its organization and regulatory

practices. These changes included the creation of a new position, the Deputy

Executive Director for Regional Operations and Generic Requirements (DEDROGR),

and the Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR), as well as the

promulgation of the "Backfit Rule," 10 CFR 50.109.

There is a general agreement among the NPC staff that the post-TMI requirements,

while difficult to implement and perhaps excessive in some cases, have

nonetheless led to widespread improvements in the safety of nuclear plants.
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This belief is supported y the improved safety operating record of most plants

in the years following the TMI accident. Still, while the general trend

improved, there were isolated events indicating that all the problems had not

been corrected by the post-TMI requirements. Perhaps the most troubling was the

loss of all feedwater event at the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Plant in Ohio in

June 1985, an occurrence which the NRC staff regarded as an important precursor

to a severe fuel damage accident.

In the aftermath of the Davis-Pesse event, the NRC staff took a closer look at

its procedures for evaluating the operational safety performance of power

reactor licensees. The staff examined its inspection program, the Systematic

Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) program, and its on internal

processes for integrating all agency information available on each licensee's

safety performance.

The conclusion from that introspective look was that NRC should focus more

effort on improving operational safety and should improve its method of

integrating all the information gathered from inspections, licensing reviews,

SALP reports, operational data analyses, and special safety analyses, to arrive

at an overall assessment of how safely licensees were operating their plants.

Accordingly, the staff implemented semi-annual meetings of senior headquarters

and regional managers to review overall safety performance at operating plants.

From these senior manager reviews, the staff has developed a "Watch List" of

plants which, because of their poor operational safety performance, warrant

increased NRC attention.

In addition to improvements in the methods for integrating all information on

plant performance, it became clear that NRC's inspection program would have to

focus more sharply on assessing how well plants were being operated. As a

result, the inspection program in recent years has become more diagnostic

in nature, and not merely compliance-oriented as in past years. This change

in focus has been accompanied by an increase in the number of team inspections

and a corresponding evolution in SALP reports toward more critical assessments

of the safety management of nuclear plants.

x
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In judging the net result of this increased focus on operational safety, the

staff concludes that there has been a significant improvement in the overall

safety of operating plants in recent years. The licensee performance

indicators have shown steady improvements since 1985. Of special significance

are the results from the Accident Sequence Precursor Program, which show that

the inferred mean core damage frequency for all U.S. nuclear plants has

decreased steadily in the past ten years. On the basis of these trends, the

staff concludes that the regulatory focus on improving operational safety is

correct and that this increased attention has played a major role in improving

safety.

It is not surprising that the changes outlined above have had some side

effects. The changes in the inspection program, particularly the increased

number and type of team inspections, have made NRC more intrusive in day-to-day

plant operations. The focus on assessing the management of plant operations

has taken the NRC beyond its traditional focus on equipment performance and

procedure control, into such areas as evaluating safety attitudes, for example.

Similarly, SALP reports have become more critical in evaluating the management

of plant operations, and the reports are being used increasingly by outside

organizations for purposes not contemplated by NRC but which, nevertheless,

can place undesirable pressure on licensee management. These side effects have

led to criticism by the nuclear industry that NRC generic and site-specific

activities may actually be interfering with realizing the desired safety

effects. In order to gain a broader view of the potential impact of NRC

activities on the safe operation of nuclear plants, the staff conducted this

survey of industry in the fall of 19F9.

In reading the summary and the specific licensee comments presented in this

survey, it must be borne in mind that these views are not intended as a

balanced portrayal of the impact of NRC activities. The staff sought out

licensee observations of problems and the perceptions of problems in NRC's

activities rather than comments on the benefits or the positive effects of

agency regulatory activities. It is not surprising, therefore, that this

survey portrays a one-sided view of NRC activities. In some cases, the
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perceptions and opinions given are at variance with the staff's understanding

of the facts. Nonetheless, the report presents the unvarnished views of the

wide range of licensee representatives who talked with the staff.

The NRC staff has found this Regulatory Impact Survey to be beneficial. Because

of its scope and depth it has provided broad feedback on NRC staff activities,

whereas previously the feedback had been haphazard and unfocused. The survey

points out several areas for the staff to investigate to improve its activities.

Senior NRC managers will evaluate carefully all licensee observations in this

report to determine what changes should be made to NRC's regulatory approach to

assuring the continued safe operation of U.S. nuclear power plants.

Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation
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INITIAL STAFF ASSESSMENT

This report does not attempt to defend any NRC position or evaluate licensee

perceptions. Senior NRC managers are currently evaluating the information

in the report to determine if NRC should change its regulatory approach to

ensure the continued safe operation of the nation's nuclear power plants.

The regulatory impact survey report categorizes utility comments into ten major

areas. The licensees' issues of concern and the staff's evaluation of these

issues are summarized below.

1. Requirements and Perceived Requirements

Issues. Licensees commented that the NRC is issuing so many new

requirements that the NRC is actually managing the utilities' resources

rather than regulating the industry. The licensees consider informal

guidance, such as generic correspondence, policy statements, SALP, and

inspector and reviewer comments, to be nearly as binding as formal

requirements since they do not want to appear unresponsive to NRC

initiatives. The licensees view changing interpretations by inspectors

and reviewers as imposition of new requirements. The licensees also

stated that the restraint that once existed on the issuance of new NRC

requirements has essentially disappeared and that the NRC does not

consider the cumulative impact of all of its initiatives on the industry.

Staff Evaluation and Action. The staff identifies the need for new

requirements by evaluating operating experience, inspection results, and

the resolution of generic issues. Restraints on issuance of requirements

continue and are evidenced in reviews conducted by program offices, CRGR,

and the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). The staff finds
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that although these controls are effective, these restraints are not

visible to licensees. Beginning in December 1989, in response to the CRGR

backfit survey, each piece of generic correspondence will now state the

basis for issuing any new requirement. This should help licensees

understand the process better. The staff plans to examine other measures

to explain the process to industry. The staff also will examine methods

to take into account the cumulative impact of newly issued requirements.

2. NRC Licensing Activities

Issues. The most significant licensee comments concerning licensing

activities dealt with the areas of technical specifications and the

management and timeliness of the licensing review process. In general,

licensees commented on untimely reviews of licensee submittals, poor

quality of technical specifications and the lack of an appeal process

for technical issues.

Staff Evaluation and Action. One of the goals of the technical

specifications improvement program (TSIP) is to eliminate many of the

concerns that havi developed regarding the current technical

specifications. The TSIP is focusing attention on those aspects of

reactor operation that are most safety significant and is assuring that

the requirements established in these areas are clear and concise, and

adequately balance all of the relevant technical considerations.

In 1988, the staff developed and implemented a priority ranking system for

management of licensing reviews. The system assigns priorities on the

basis of safety significance, operational impact, and statutory

responsibilities. In June 1989, the staff completed a tudy of the

backlog of licensing actions and established timeliness oals for the

residence time of licensee requests. The staff is considering the need to

develop a technical review handbook that would contain guidance on the

staff review process, including scope and depth of review.
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3. NRC Inspection Activities

Issues. Licensees commented that NRC inspectors impose many unauthorized

backfits by setting successively higher standards of performance.

Licensees stated that team inspections, although generally better than

individual inspections, place a large resource burden on the licensee,

especially during refueling outages. An NRC augmented inspection team

(AIT) response to an event was considered to interfere with the licensee's

response because the AIT was at the site before the plant had stabilized.

In addition, when reviewing an event, the AIT so dominated the licensee's

resources that the licensee's ability to independently investigate the

event was impaired.

Staff Evaluation and Actions. The staff is considering instituting

training sessions on the backfitting process for utility personnel and NRC

inspectors, and training inspectors in interpersonal skills. The staff is

also considering monitoring more closely the planning and scheduling of

team inspections, and establishing team leader positions in each region.

The staff will place greater emphasis on assigning inspection resources

consistent with licensee performance.

4. Performance Evaluations

Issues. Licensees commented that the systematic assessment of licensee

performance (SALP) process is an improper mechanism for obtaining improved

performance, and that public and outside organizations misuse and

misinterpret SALP results. Licensees consider the SALP process to be too

subjective and not uniformly applied among NRC regions (especially as

related to scores). Licensees commented that they are afraid that

complaining about these issues to the NRC will result in retaliatory

action. Licensees also stated that performance indicators (PIs) should be

left to the industry and Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO).

xv
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Staff Evaluation and Action. Even before the regulatory impact survey was

performed, the staff was developing proposed changes to the SALP

procedures. The SALP actions being evaluated include eliminating SALP

ratings for a trial period, developing a proposed policy statement to

define NRC's expectations on the use of SALP, and revising the evaluation

criteria used in the SALP process. Revised guidance regarding the use and

limitations of NRC performance indicators was issued on November 28, 1989.

This guidance will be periodically reviewed to determine if additional

guidance is required.

5. Impact of Multiple Oversight Organizations

Issues. Licensees commented that they oppose regulation and oversight by

multiple organizations because of the cost and the potential adverse

safety implications of having to comply with numerous guidelines. Several

licensees considered state involvement unnecessary and stated that the

state's involvement should be further controlled by the NRC. Several

licensees stated that the MRC should establish the minimum requirements

and leave the pursuit of excellence to the licensee and to such industry

organizations as INPO.

Staff Evaluation and Actions. The staff will examine ways of improving

the interfaces with other oversight organizations, such as INPO and the

states, to minimize duplicative activities while still accomplishing the

mission of the NRC.

6. Operator Licensing

Issues. Although all utilities commented favorably on the recent changes

to the requalification examination process, they also stated several

issues of concern regarding operator licensing. Licensees stated that

operators are not permitted to function in the simulator examination

process as they normally function while on shift, examiner standards are

continually changing and not uniformly implemented, and too many

xvi
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organizations are involved in the requalification process. Licensees also

commented that the NRC should not conduct examinations but should merely

monitor the performance of an INPO-accredited program.

Staff Evaluation and Action. The staff is planning to revise the examiner

standards to allow shift crews to function as they normally do on shift.

The new examiner standards will focus on crew performance in the simulator

rather than on individual performance. In addition, revisions to examiner

standards will be formally issued and will become effective for

examinations after an established time subsequent to issuance of the

revision. The regional staff will receive training on consistent

application of the examiner standards. The staff plans to study the

features of the revised requalification program to determine if other

changes are appropriate.

7. Enforcement and Investigations

Issues. The most significant concerns expressed by licensees regarding

the NRC enforcement and investigation process related to enforcement

actions taken for violations and generic problems identified by the

licensee for which corrective action has been taken or planned, untimely

enforcement actions, regional inconsistency, and the reluctance to chal-

lenge violations because of the fear that in response to such challenge,

NRC inspectors may lower the licensee's SALP rating.

Staff Evaluation and Action. The Director, Office of Enforcement, has

provided additional guidance to the staff concerning implementation of the

enforcement policy allowing the staff to reduce a civil penalty or not

issue a citation if a licensee appropriately identifies and corrects

violations. For new generic requirements, greater efforts will be made to

develop clearer enforcement guidance at the time the new requirements are

promulgated. In addition, consideration may be given to exercising

enforcement discretion for violations found in iitial inspections to

assure that licensees understand NRC expectations and, if necessary,
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clarify NRC requirements before proceeding with enforcement. NRC senior

management will monitor the timeliness and consistency of enforcement

actions more closely to determine how to improve the process.

8. Reporting Events

Issues. Licensees commented that the NRC needs to examine its

requirements for reporting events because reporting thresholds are too

low, interpretations of what is reportable are inconsistent, conflicts

exist in the documents governing reporting requirements, and complying

with the requirements may impair their ability to respond to an event.

Staff Evaluation and Action. The staff, with assistance from the

industry, is examining the reporting requirements in order to eliminate

unnecessary reports and to provide an adequate reporting threshold. As

part of this examination, workshops are planned with NRC staff and with

licensees, and the staff will revise existing guidance to clarify the

reporting requirements.

9. Communications

Issues. Licensees expressed a reluctance to raise issues regarding NRC

actions that they felt were unfair or wrong because they fear retaliation.

In many cases, utility employees stated that it was company policy not to

raise problems concerning NRC employees with NRC supervisors or managers.

Many licensees commented that the verbal communication skills of NRC

personnel during exit meetings could be improved and that, in general,

written products were of poor quality. Concerns regarding redundant

contacts of licensees by multiple NRC staff organizations were also

raised.

Staff Evaluation and Action. NRC managers should be receptive to

discussing problems involving NRC employee's actions if the licensee feels

they are unfair or exceeding reasonable bounds. Without such feedback, a
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balanced and professional relationship is not possible. The staff will

seek opportunities to reinforce this agency posture. The staff will also

consider whether additional staff training on communications and team

leadership skills should be developed and implemented.

10. Qualification, Training, and Professionalism of NRC Personnel

Issues. Licensees expressed a concern about the qualification and

training of NRC personnel. Specifically, licensees commented that NRC

inspectors should not be evaluating licensee management and management

systems and that inspectors were not adequately trained on the specific

plants they inspect. In addition, licensees stated that some inspectors

had difficulty distinguishing between significant and less significant

items.

Staff Evaluation and Action. Most NRC inspectors are not trained to

evaluate licensee management and management systems, but inspectors are

expected to find the reasons for failures or problems relative to the

operation of the facility. In pursuing problems, the inspectors sometimes

find management failures as the root cause of problems.

The NRC staff is considered adequately trained on the specific plants they

inspect. The degree of training must be traded off against the 5-year

resident inspector rotation policy, retention, and the role of the

inspector, which is to question and observe rather than operate.

The majority of the NRC's inspector training is technically oriented and

could be improved in the areas of interpersonal skills and communications.

Such courses are available at the NRC, but not on a broad scale. The

training in this area appears to warrant further emphasis.

xix
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ACRONYMS

A-E Architect-Engineer

AEOD Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data

AFW auxiliary feedwater

AIT Augmented Inspection Team

ALARA as-low-as-reasonably-acheivable

AOV air-operated valve

ANSI American National Standards Institute

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

ATWS anticipated transient without scram

BRC below regulatory concern

CAL Confirmatory Action Letter

CE Combustion Engineering

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

cm corrective maintenance

CRGR Committee to Review Generic Requirements

DB design basis

dc direct current

DCRDR Detailed Control Room Design Review

DET Diagnostic Evaluation Team

EALs emergency action levels

EDG emergency diesel generator

ENS emergency notification system

EOF emergency operating facility

EOP emergency operating procedure

EP emergency preparedness

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

ERDS emergency response data system

EQ environmental qualification

ESF engineered safety feature
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FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report

GL Generic Letter

gpm gallons per minute

ICRP International Commission of Radiological Protection

IN Information Notice

INPO Institute for Nuclear Power Operations

IPE Individual Plant Examination

ISAP Integrated Safety Assessment Program

ISI inservice inspection

IST inservice testing

JPM job performance measure

LCO limiting condition for operation

LER licensee event report

LLRT local leak rate test

LOCA loss of coolant accident

MG motor generator

MOU memorandum of understanding

MOV motor-operated valve

MSSV main steam safety valve

MTI Maintenance Team Inspection

MWR maintenance work request

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

NUMARC Nuclear Utilities Management and Pesources Council

O&M operating and maintenance

OE Office of Enforcement

01 Office of Investigations

OSTI Operational Safety Team Inspection

Pi performance indicator

PM preventive maintenance

PM project manager

PRA probabilistic risk assessment

PSI preservice inspection
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PSI preservice inspection
QA quality assurance
QA/QC quality assurance/quality control
RER Regulatory Effectiveness Review
RG Regulatory Guide
RI resident inspector

RO reactor operator
SALP Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance
SA/QV safety assessment/quality verification
SER Safety Evaluation Report
SIL Service Information Letter
SNM special nuclear material
SOER Significant Operating Experience Report
SPDS safety parameter display system
SRB Safety Review Board
SRI senior resident inspector
SRO senior reactor operator
Ss shift supervisor
SSFI Safety System Functional Inspection
SSOMI Safety System Outage Modification Inspection
STA shift technical advisor
TMI Three Mile Island
TS Technical Specifications
UE Unusual Event
USAR Updated Safety Analysis Report
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

In 1981, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) surveyed utility licensees for

their views of the impact of NRC regulatory programs and initiatives on licensee

operations and resources. Partially as a result of that survey, the NRC made a

number of changes in its organization and regulatory practices. These changes

included the creation of a new executive position, the Deputy Executive

Director for Regional Operations, and a new oversight organization, the

Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR); the elevation of the Regional

Administrator position within the NRC organization; and the promulgation of the

Backfit Rule, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 50.109.

In 1989, the NRC conducted a similar regulatory impact survey to assess the

effectiveness of those changes and to obtain insights into recent criticisms

by licensees and nuclear utility organizations that the NRC's generic and

site-specific activities may not be resulting in the desired safety effects.

This draft report contains a compilation of licensee comments related to

licensee experience with the NRC. This draft report, prepared to help NRC

improve its effectiveness, does not attempt to defend any NRC position, endorse

or refute licensee perceptions, or explain any action taken by NRC in

fulfilling its responsibilities to protect the health and safety of the public.

Senior NRC managers will continue to evaluate the licensee observations in this

draft report to determine what changes, if any, should be made to the NRC's

regulatory approach to assuring the continued safe operation of the country's

nuclear power plants.

Methodology

Surveys were conducted at 13 licensee utilities throughout the country by

teams of senior NRC managers. Approximately five discussion group sessions

were held at each utility with a spectrum of individual licensee representatives,
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ranging from plant operators and engineers to several Chief Executive Officers.

The results of the discussions were then compiled and summarized. The major

topics that emerged from licensee perceptions of NRC's regulatory impact upon

their operations are summarized below and in Sections through 10 of this

report. A more detailed compilation of these comments appears in Appendix A.

The NRC teams began each meeting with the Opening Statement shown in Appendix 

to provide licensees with background information on the survey. The discussions

that followed were informal, unstructured, and lasted approximately 90 minutes.

The NRC teams limited their comments to seeking clarifications or to obtaining

examples, since their primary intent was to obtain unprompted views from

licensees. Occasionally, however, the NRC teams introduced topics for

discussion that were not raised by licensees. All areas of reactor regulation

were considered open for candid discussion. Each group was informed by an NRC

participant that the problems or issues under discussion would not be directly

attributable to the individuals in the group personally or to their utilities.

A representative survey visit schedule is provided in Appendix C.

The comments received could be logically grouped under the following topics:

requirements and perceived requirements, licensing activities, inspection

activities, performance evaluations, impact of multiple oversight

organizations operator licensing, enforcement and investigations, reporting

events, communications, and qualification, training and professionalism of NRC

personnel.

Representatives of the following licensees were interviewed between September 25,

1989 and December 1, 1989: Alabama Power Company, Arizona Nuclear Power Project,

Commonwealth Edison Company, Duke Power Company, Illinois Power Company,

Louisiana Power and Light Company, Nebraska Public Power District, Northeast

Utilities, Northern States Power Company, Pacific Gas and Electric Company,

Pennsylvania Power and Light Company, South Carolina Electric and Gas Company,

and Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation. Appendix D provides information

on when and where each portion of the survey took place, and identifies the

NRC team members.
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NRC participants agreed that all licensees appeared open, sincere, and

constructive. Those team members who took part in more than one portion of the

survey felt that the comments and viewpoints expressed by different groups and

at different utilities were similar. Each group was complimentary of NRC for

conducting this survey.

Summary of Significant Survey Comments

This section identifies the two principal themes that emerge from all licensees'

comments and summarizes major comments from licensee senior managers, middle

managers, engineers, and plant operators.

The principal themes of the survey are that (1) licensees acquiesce to NRC

requests to avoid poor numerical Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance

(SALP) ratings and the consequent financial and public perception problems that

result, even if the requests require the expenditure of significant licensee

resources on matters of marginal safety significance; and 2 NRC so dominates

licensee resources throuah its existing and changing formal and informal

requirements that licensees believe that their plants, though not unsafe, would

be easier to operate, have better reliability, and may even achieve a higher

degree of safety, if they were freer to manage their own resources.

Senior managers had strong views on the following issues: the perceived need to

be responsive to nearly all NRC requests, regardless of their importance to

safety, to avoid poor numerical SALP ratings; the significant impact on all

levels of licensee personnel and associated operating costs resulting from

rules, generic correspondence, and NRC's perceived "quest for excellence"; the

subjectivity of the SALP process and the inappropriate use of SALP numerical

ratings by outside organizations; NRC's lack of a comprehensive, coordinated

plan for safety that could be used to define and limit the proliferation of

formal and informal requirements; the increased licensee efforts resulting from

the activities of multiple oversight organizations; the additional oversight of

NRC licensed activities by the States that is unneeded and not controlled by

the NRC; the lack of NRC sensitivity to a licensee's budgeting and planning

cycle as it relates to NRC-requested plant evaluations and modifications; the
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need to develop a vision of a new standard family of plants which have a

certified design, are qualified by the operation of a prototype, and are

regulated on safety system performance; the strength of the NRC Resident

Inspector Program; the improvement of the revised operator requalification

program over the previous program; and the competence and dedication of NRC

staff in resolving developing operational problems.

Middle-level managers and engineers had strong views on the following issues:

the perceived need to be responsive to nearly all NRC requests. regardless of

their importance to safety, to avoid poor numerical SALP ratings; the major

resource impact in supporting oversight group activities (e.g., NRC inspections

and Institute for Nuclear Power Operations evaluations), particularly NRC team

inspections during outages; the large number and the short time provided to

perform evaluations and plant modifications requested by NRC generic

correspondence; the pressure put on them by their management to achieve good

numerical SALP ratings; the significant burden and resulting stress that an

unstable operator licensing training and examination process has on operators

and training departments; the unreasonable time and effort needed to obtain

licensing actions from NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR); and

the lack of definitive acceptance criteria from NRC that licensees can use to

satisfy NRC initiatives.

Operators had strong views on the need to further improve the quality of

operator licensing examinations; the continuing changes to and stress associated

with the operator licensing training and examination process; the complicating

effects that continuing plant modifications have on operator performance; the

burden resulting from the complexity and ambiguity of Technical Specifications;

and the unnecessary burden of reporting events of marginal safety significance.
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1. REQUIREMENTS AND PERCEIVED REQUIREMENTS OF THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY

COMMISSION

This section of the report summarizes the most significant licensee comments on

the regulatory standards and requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC). In general, licensees consider informal NRC guidance, such as that

provided in generic correspondence and in reviewer and inspector comments, to

have essentially the same force as requirements established by NRC's rules and

regulations. They also believe that such NRC "requirements" have increased to

the point that NRC, rather than the licensee, is managing the plants. Such

guidance may make the plants safer in some theoretical context, but makes them

harder in practice to operate; makes nuclear power plants uncompetitive from a

cost standpoint; has moved too far into the domain of insisting on excellence

in all aspects of plant operations and precursor prevention; is established by

NRC staff reviewers and inspectors rather than by NRC management; and, is

subject to change by staff members in NRC workshops. Despite these concerns,

many licensees believe that additional guidance is needed in some areas. For

more information about those areas where licensees believe that NRC has 11gone

too far," as well as a detailed compilation of licensee comments, see Appendix

A, pages A-1 to A-26.

1.1 Proliferation of Requirements

Many licensees believe that NRC issues too many requirements. The

proliferation of these requirements results in NRC managing rather than

regulating licensees. Two licensees stated that the restraint on the issuance

of NRC requirements, which occurred after the last Regulatory Impact Survey,

has essentially disappeared. Two licensees commented that the NRC is trying to

solve too many problems without determining whether every problem needs to be

fixed.

Two licensees perceive that although NRC initiatives may cause the plants to be

safer in some theoretical context, they make plants much harder to operate.

They also believe that both the NRC and the licensees need to consider the

cumulative effect of all these changes on the people who operate and maintain
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the plants. One senior manager stated that the "explosion" of NRC initiatives

is a safety concern of unknown but very real dimensions.

There was also a concern expressed by several licensees that the cost to meet

NRC requirements and the fees charged for NRC activities may affect the

financial viability of nuclear power.

1.2 Quest for Excellence

Many licensees agree on the need to strive for better performance in all

aspects of plant operations and to maintain an ample margin above minimum

safety standards; however, they believe that NRC standards and requirements

have moved beyond those strictly needed for adequate safety and into concerns

for excellence and the prevention of precursor events without the NRC having

established a goal for "how safe is safe enough." Such a goal would be the

basis for determining when no further improvements are necessary. One licensee

stated that although such a goal should be set high, it should not require

perfection.

1.3 Informal Guidance as "Requirements"

Generally, licensees are appreciative of the information provided to them in

Generic Letters, Bulletins, and Information Notices since these enable them to

improve their operations. However, while recognizing the legal distinction

between rules and informal guidance, many licensees consider informal guidance,

such as generic correspondence, policy statements, Systematic Assessment of

Licensee Performance (SALP) reports, and inspector and the Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation (NRR) reviewer comments, to be nearly as binding as formal

NRC requirements, since licensees do not want to appear unresponsive to any

staff or management level at NRC. Several licensees stated that all

requirements should be imposed only by formal rulemaking.

1.4 Generic Correspondence Process

Many licensees do not understand or do not agree with the NRC process for

issuing generic correspondence. Two licensees object to the NRC practice of
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using 10 CFR 50.54(f), "Conditions of Licenses," to impose backfit requirements

by requesting licensee schedules for the completion of items covered in Generic

Letters and Bulletins. Several licensees also believe that NRC avoids backfit

reviews by issuing Information Notices, Bulletins, and Generic Letters. Many

licensees stated although they recognize that backfit reviews are done they

consider NRC's dose estimates to be low and the costs for implementation to be

incomplete or underestimated. One licensee stated that it does not challenge

these inadequate reviews because doing so is costly and, ultimately, it will be

forced to comply anyway. Several licensees believe that NRC should get

industry involved when generic issues are under NRC consideration to provide

comments on the technical and cost aspects of compliance. Also, several

licensees commented that NRC workshops on a topic can change a "requirement"

and thus circumvent the review process of the Committee to Review Generic

Requirements (CRGR).

1.5 Imposition of "Requirements" and Changing Interpretations

A significant number of comments related to how "requirements" are set and

imposed or adopted. Many licensees believe that NRC "requirements" should not

be prescriptive, except possibly for licensees whose poor performance warrants

such action. They also believe that NRC should be more receptive to licensees'

proposed solutions to problems and that "requirements" are being set by

inspectors and reviewers rather than by NRC management. Further, changing

interpretations of existing "requirements" by NRC inspectors and reviewers

cause confusion to many licensees and have the effect of raising the threshold

of the "requirements."

1.6 Additional Need for Guidance

There was a general view that additional guidance from the NRC is needed in

some areas to assure that the regulatory position is clear and to avoid

requirements" being set through inspections and licensing reviews. Examples

provided by many licensees of areas where such guidance is needed included

using engineering judgement without supporting calculations, ensuring that

commercial-grade parts meet nuclear-grade standards, treating radiation levels

that are below regulatory concern, treating small radioactive particles and the
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resulting radiation exposure, and reconstituting records to verify a plant's

design-basis.

1.7 Future Nuclear Power Plant Standards

One senior manager believes that there is a need for NRC to develop a new

standard family of plants which have a certified design, are qualified by the

operation of a prototype, and are regulated on safety system performance.

1.8 Other Significant Comments

Several licensees commented that the "requirements" for security are very

expensive and are being continually upgraded through inspections and Regulatory

Effectiveness Reviews.

Several licensees noted that the proposed revision to 10 CFR 20, "Standards for

Protection Against Radiation," is based on outdated information and will create

a credibility problem for the industry and for the NRC.

Several licensees commented that the commercial-grade dedication program is

viewed as costly while providing only a minimal safety benefit.

One licensee stated that the emphasis on plant appearance and housekeeping is

costly, overdone, and diverts attention and resources from more important

activities.

Two licensees stated that the NRC's position on radios, background music, and

reading material in control rooms is inconsistent with the latest human factors

theories.
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2. NRC LICENSING ACTIVITIES

This section of the report summarizes the most significant licensee comments

relating to NRC's review of licensee generic and plant-specific submittals, the

adequacy of plant Technical Specifications (TS), and related topics. Issues

concerning operator licensing are discussed in Section 6 In general, licensee

comments were negative regarding (1) untimely reviews by the Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation (NRR) of licensee submittals; 2 the poor quality of TS;

(3) excessive TS surveillance testing; 4 TS requirements that are too

restrictive or not restrictive enough; and (5) the lack of an effective appeal

route for technical issues. The increased presence of NRR staff at licensee

facilities was viewed positively by one licensee, however. (See Appendix A,

pages A-27 to A-36 for detailed licensee comments on these issues.)

2.1 Review of Licensee Submittals

A significant number of comments related to the untimely review of licensee

plant-specific and generic submittals to NRR, some of which were several years

old. Many licensees believe that these delays create inefficiencies for both

them and for NRC, postpone resolution of issues and modifications, and can be

costly. One licensee acknowledged that although NRR responsiveness has

improved, the problem is still so significant that the licensee is delaying the

submittal of important change requests to avoid overburdening the system. A

licensee senior manager stated that he did not believe NRC needed more

resources to accomplish timely reviews; it just needs better management. Two

licensees stated that NRR's schedule for reviews needs to be made predictable

and that the NRR priority system seems to work well for topics NRC wants

resolved but does not adequately consider licensee needs. Several licensees

are concerned that changes in NRR reviewer personnel require licensees to

essentially start over when submitting a change request since new reviewers

often will not adopt previous work even if it was previously accepted in a

Safety Evaluation Report (SER). Finally, one licensee commented that NRC's

failure to conduct timely reviews of new methodologies and topical reports

discourages improvements in efficiency and safety.
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2.2 Technical Specifications

There were a number of comments related to Technical Specifications (TS).

Several licensees consider them to be so poorly written that they require

extensive interpretations. Several licensees also assert that related items

are located in several different places in the TS, a condition that creates

opportunities for mistakes by the operators. Several licensees also expressed

concern about what they called "cascading TS,` by which they mean that when a

support system is inoperable, the components served by the support system are

also considered inoperable. Often the support system limiting condition for

operation (LCO) is different from the LCOs of the several components it serves.

This disparity creates significant difficulty for licensees when they try to

determine the appropriate action statements and required documentation for all

systems affected. They object to this method of applying LCOs and to the

manner in which NRC has imposed it. One licensee did, however, appreciate the

removal of some items from the TS, such as fire protection.

Several licensees expressed concern that TS surveillance testing is excessive

and is prematurely wearing out equipment. The testing of emergency diesel

generators was of particular concern. They also stated that excessive

surveillance testing may cause unnecessary transients, including plant trips

(i.e., automatic shutdowns), which may have adverse safety implications.

There were also comments that TS requirements were either too restrictive or

not restrictive enough. NRC auditing requirements were considered too

restrictive by two licensees, as were some requirements that went beyond

manufacturer recommendations. Also considered inappropriate by one licensee

was a TS that has an action statement which does not provide adequate time for

an orderly plant shutdown. On the other hand, one engineer expressed concern

that removing equipment from service under an LCO for preventive maintenance

was inappropriate in that it increases the unavailability of safety equipment.

2.3 Other Significant Comments

One licensee stated that NRC needs to establish a policy regarding the size of

a change that may be made under 10 CFR 50.59, "Changes, Tests and Experiments,"

without prior NRC approval.
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The increased presence of NRR staff at licensee facilities was viewed

positively by one licensee in that it improved communications and mutual

NRC-licensee understanding of pending issues.

One licensee is concerned that no effective appeal route for technical issues

exists and that management accountability in NRR is lacking.
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3. NRC INSPECTION ACTIVITIES

This section of the report summarizes the most significant licensee comments

relating to the NRC inspection process. There was a general view by many

licensees that NRC uses the inspection process to push licensees far beyond

existing regulatory requirements. Nevertheless, many licensees are positive

about the resident inspector program. Although many licensees believe that

team inspections are more effective than individual inspections, they are

concerned about the number conducted and the significant impact they have on

licensee resources. Two licensees commented on NRC's response to significant

events, believing that teams arrive at the site too soon and then dominate

licensee resources. Many licensees stated that inspectors improperly impose

requirements on licensees. (See Appendix A, pages A-37 to A60 for detailed

comments.)

3.1 Increasing Standards Through Inspections

There is a widely shared view among many licensees that the NRC inspection

process pushes licensees beyond existing regulatory requirements and forces

them to accede to unnecessary requests. The perception of several licensees is

that inspectors improperly impose backfits on licensees because of how

inspectors interpret requirements or because of the cumulative impact of

successive inspections, each requiring more than the previous one. One

licensee believes that inspectors have too much leeway (especially those who

are relatively inexperienced) to hold licensees to increasingly higher

standards through their interpretation of requirements.

Other examples of increasing standards through inspection include inspectors

who try to solve generic issues through specific inspections, inspectors who

use open items as a means of forcing licensees to respond to their wishes

(because open items carry a connotation of "badness" on the part of the

licensee), and inspectors who intimidate licensees with the threat of

violations and poor Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP)

ratings. Many licensees for their part accept what they believe are improper

backfits to avoid appearing unresponsive to the NRC because of the major impact

that poor NRC evaluations can have on their reputation. This process, one
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licensee asserts, drives up costs and occurs without the benefit of significant

NRC management review and control, since licensees assume that there is a gap

between what inspectors are doing and what NRC management thinks they are

doing.

3.2 Team Inspections

There were many comments on team inspections. Many licensees believe that team

inspections are more effective than individual inspections; however, they are

seen as a significant burden. One licensee estimated that salaries alone to

support a one-week NRC team inspection cost $100,000, not including

post-inspection activities. Two licensees stated that they must provide

approximately three key people to support each inspection team member, which is

a tremendous burden, particularly during plant outages. Another licensee

stated that seven team inspections were performed at its facility in an

eight-month period. There is also the view by two licensees that the same team

inspection should not be conducted at more than one plant of a multiple-site

licensee.

In commenting on NRC's response to significant events, one licensee stated that

after an event, its personnel were so involved in supporting an Augmented

Inspection Team (AIT) that the licensee's independent evaluation of the event

was hampered. Another stated that the AIT was onsite before the licensee could

bring the plant to a stable condition. Yet another licensee believes that NRC

Regional Offices overreact to events because they fear how NRC Headquarters

will react.

Diagnostic Evaluation Teams received mixed comments. One licensee likes the

reviews in that they look for root causes of problems. Another believes team

members are not qualified to evaluate management and management systems.

Several licensees compared the quality of Institute for Nuclear Power

Operations (INPO) and NRC teams. In general, INPO team inspections are

considered to be better planned and implemented.
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3.3 Resident Inspectors

Many licensees at various organizational levels consider the resident inspector

(RI) program to be one of NRC's best programs. Even at that, one licensee

questioned why three RI staff members were assigned to its single-unit site

that is rated an INPO Category I (the highest rating). Other comments indicate

that licensee views of RI staff activities are dependent on the quality of the

inspector and the communications that have been established between them: (1)

many licensees stated that some RI staff members are very qualified and their

views show good balance; 2 two licensees stated that some RI staff members do

not have a good perspective on findings; 3 two licensees stated that some RI

staff members ask questions of the wrong person and also ask questions of many

people when they already know the answer; and 4 one licensee stated that some

RI staff members second guess Technical Specification interpretations made by

the shift crew.

3.4 Performance-Based Inspections

The NRC's current emphasis on performance-based inspections received many

comments. Single licensees made the following comments: they work well for

team inspections but not for individual inspections; single problems are

considered to be potentially generic and require evaluation by the licensees;

and the NRC has not clearly defined what a performance-based inspection is.

3.5 Inspector Attitudes and Techniques

Many licensees questioned the attitudes or techniques of NRC inspectors. Among

the assertions were the following: (1) two licensees stated that NRC has too

many inspectors who are zealots and NRC management is not controlling them; 2)

one licensee stated that inspectors come to the site and sit in the RI office

just to meet their onsite NRC time requirements; 3 one licensee stated that

some inspectors appear to be trying to make a reputation for themselves rather

than to perform objective, fair assessments; 4 one licensee observed that

inspectors are unreasonable in dealing with licensees when the use of judgement

is involved; (5) many licensees believe that inspectors want things done their

way; and 6) several licensees stated that NRC personnel and contractors have a

vested interest in keeping generic issues open.
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3.6 Other Significant Comments

One licensee noted that NRC tends to accept training and procedural changes as

adequate corrective actions even when these do not address the root cause of a

problem.

Several licensees stated that RI staff should act as a liaison between visiting

NRC inspectors and the licensees to resolve disputes. One licensee noted that

an RI can fall out of favor with an NRC Regional Office if he or she performs

this go-between role. Two licensees asserted that relations between the RI at

the plant and the NRC Regional Office staff is adversarial.

Several licensees criticized NRC's quality assurance (QA) inspections as being

poor because they do not recognize that licensee QA programs are based on

statistical sampling.

One senior manager stated that the selection of RIs is questionable in that a

former shift supervisor became an RI at his former facility and another RI's

son worked at the plant.

Another senior manager stated that the NRC Regional Office's attitude toward

the licensee changed a couple of years ago: tough statements are now made

without the facts to justify them.

One senior manager stated that RIs should not be permitted to attend the

morning meetings of the licensee's plant manager and his staff in that his

presence creates a chilling effect.

One licensee suggested that the NRC develop an inspector "Code of Conduct."

Many licensees are concerned that inspectors do not consider the impact of

requests for documentation and system alignments to support inspections.

Two licensees stated that inspectors are not held accountable for incorrect

findings.
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One licensee commented that vague NRC requirements leave licensees open to

inspector interpretations.

Two licensees stated that inspectors should become familiar with licensee

hardware and software systems before they begin to inspect a plant.

One licensee observed that NRC Regional Offices are not consistent in the

inspection areas they emphasize.
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4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

This section of the report summarizes the most significant licensee comments

related to Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) evaluations and

performance indicators (PIs). Licensees believe that SALP numerical ratings

should be eliminated, that the SALP process is being used as an improper

mechanism to obtain better performance, that it is too subjective, that it is

not applied uniformly among NRC's regions, that it is being misused and

misinterpreted by the public and outside organizations, and that licensees are

afraid to complain about these issues to the NRC. Licensees believe PIs should

be left to industry and to the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and

that the NRC's role should be to set standards. There is also concern about

the use or misuse of PIs by outside organizations. (See Appendix A, pages A61

to A70 for detailed comments.)

4.1 The Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) Process

One licensee stated that SALP reports are generally accurate, identify areas

for improvement, and clarify what the NRC considers to be important. Another

stated that it learns and improves as a result of the program and incorporates

the results into corporate goals to let workers know that management is

interested in a safe, well-run facility. However, many licensees believe that

the SALP process is too subjective and that the conclusions reached are not

supported by the facts. They also believe that NRC regulatory standards are

increasing, thus making it unclear what licensees need to earn a SALP

Category 1, the highest SALP rating. One licensee stated that although it is

generally recognized that plant performance is improving, SALP ratings are

declining. Several licensees believe that SALP reports should not contain

numerical ratings of plant functional areas, although the narrative portions of

the reports are useful in that they identify strengths and weaknesses. Because

of the perceived subjectivity of SALP reports, one licensee believes NRC cannot

distinguish between a SALP Category 1, the highest, and a SALP Category 2 the

next highest rating. Many licensees believe that the NRC cannot provide clear

information on what a licensee must do to improve a SALP numerical rating.

Additionally, severallicensees stated that SALP functional areas are too broad

and that more functional areas are desirable. Several licensees expressed the
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view that the ratings focus too heavily on negative events and on events

occurring late in the SALP assessment period rather than in striking a proper

balance between positive and negative performance and performance over the

entire SALP period. One licensee compared its SALP numerical ratings with

those received by other licensees. Based on this comparison, it concluded that

the SALP process is being implemented inconsistently among the regions. Many

licensees asserted that the SALP numerical ratings are dominated by the senior

resident inspectors and that a number of people on the SALP Board are not

cognizant of plant activities and have never even visited the plants.

4.2 Improper Use of the SALP Process by NRC

Many licensees stated that the SALP process should not be used to pursue

excellence in all phases of plant activities. Every licensee expressed the

concern that the SALP process is being used to obtain better performance,

citing as the primary example the security area. There is an intense interest

by many licensees to avoid poor SALP numerical ratings because of the impact of

the public, the economic regulators, some States, and the financial community.

In view of the importance attached to these ratings, licensees react very

quickly to NRC findings and requests to avoid appearing unresponsive, since

unresponsiveness adversely affects SALP ratings. Several licensees asserted

that NRC inspectors frequently threaten licensees with poor SALP ratings to get

them to respond to their desires and that the potential for retribution from

NRC staff members can only be avoided through compliance with their wishes.

Two licensees' managers are afraid to discuss a variety of concerns, such as

inspector "informal" requirements, technical disagreements, reasonable

schedules to address all of NRC's desires, and unreasonable requests with the

NRC Regional Office or higher NRC authority, because they are afraid of

appearing unresponsive.

4.3 Interpretation of the SALP Process by Others

Many licensees stated that SALP numerical ratings should be discontinued

because of their misuse by others. One licensee believes a SALP Category 3,

the lowest rating, is-interpreted by the public to mean that the plant is

dangerous. Many licensees stated that financial bond rating agencies consider
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SALP numerical ratings in their bond rating processes, as do commerce

commissions, in determining electric rates, and that such uses continue to

expand.

4.4 Performance Indicators

One licensee felt performance indicators (PIs) must be handled with great

sensitivity, since they can be a useful but also a dangerous tool. There is a

view from one licensee that it was unnecessary for both INPO and NRC to have

PIs and that NRC should set standards and leave PIs to its licensees and to

INPO.

No licensee believes that anyone would do anything unsafe to make PIs "look

good." One licensee stated that PIs cause it to operate more conservatively.

One senior manager stated that PIs inhibit operators from manually scramming

the reactor when scrams are appropriate. Two licensees stated that they manage

PIs to a degree to reduce reportable events or to focus on those PIs that are

of interest to the resident inspector staff to assure a positive NRC

impression.

4.5 Other Significant Comments

One licensee stated that although SALP ratings and performance indicators are

not supposed to be used for comparisons among plants, this is "hog wash."

Several licensees noted that people add numbers and use them and will continue

to do so as long as numbers exist.

Two licensees stated that a SALP I rating encourages the functional group that

received it to be less responsive to changes that may enhance safety since such

changes may affect their top rating.

One licensee believes NRC does not sufficiently acknowledge voluntary programs

in the SALP report. This oversight may cause a loss of licensee management

support for such programs.
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Two licensees questioned NRC's statutory authority to conduct SALP evaluations

and discuss them publicly.
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5. THE IMPACT OF MULTIPLE OVERSIGHT ORGANIZATIONS

This section of the report summarizes the most significant licensee comments

related to the impact of multiple oversight organizations on licensee

activities. Governmental oversight organizations include the NRC, the Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),

and State agencies, including rate-setting organizations. Industry oversight

organizations include the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), the

Nuclear Utilities Management and Resources Council (NUMARC), and owners' groups

composed of utilities using similar reactors. Internally, each licensee has a

quality assurance organization.

Generally, licensees oppose regulation and oversight by multiple organizations

because of the cost and the potential adverse safety implications of compliance

with numerous guidelines. Several licensees feel that the NRC should establish

minimum requirements and leave the pursuit of excellence to the licensees

themselves and to industry organizations like INPO. (See Appendix A, pages

A-71 to A-76 for detailed comments.)

5.1 Extent of Impact

One senior manager stated that collectively the impact of multiple oversight

organizations, including his own quality assurance (QA) organization, was

almost an impossible burden. At one plant, four to five senior engineers are

needed to address NRC, INPO, NUMARC, and owner's group questions and concerns.

Another licensee has a staff of 10 to 20 per site to handle regulatory issues.

Some managers do not have as much time to manage as they would like to because

of the need to respond to this level of oversight.

Estimates of managers' time spent attending to oversight activities varied

among licensees, with estimates ranging from 90 percent by one training manager

to 28 percent by a senior manager. One licensee stated that the effect of

multiple oversight on its training staff was staggering. During a six-month

period, this licensee had an INPO simulator evaluation, an INPO training visit,

an NRC training inspection, a requalification training program change, a

requalification examination, and an NRC emergency operating procedure

inspection; many of the same issues were evaluated in each of these visits.
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5.2 Conflicts and Duplication of Effort

There were comments regarding duplication and conflicting initiatives among the

oversight organizations. Many licensees commented that correspondence on

generic issues, for example, comes from both NRC and INK rather than being

coordinated to save licensee resources. Many licensees noted conflicting views

when INPO and NRC look at the same areas or when one organization emphasizes a

specific area more and differently than another. Responding to these

conflicting demands affects licensee resources and increases costs.

Several licensees stated that there was competition between INPO and NRC, while

another detected little such competition. One senior manager stated that each

oversight organization mirrors, to some extent, its peer organizations and

checks on licensee responses to the other oversight organizations.

5.3 State Involvement

Several licensees stated that NRC should take a tough stand on State intrusion

into areas of NRC jurisdiction, since States will not stop at a reasonable

point if NRC continues its passive role. This view is prompted by concerns

about duplicate regulation because there are currently so many oversight

organizations. One licensee stated that it has spent one-half million dollars

for facilities to accommodate State desires. Another licensee felt the NRC's

Policy Statement on State involvement may result in States that are currently

less active becoming more involved. A third licensee differed, noting that

based on its one-year experience with a State resident engineer, State

involvement may not have a major adverse impact if the States use good,

well-trained people.

There were a number of comments on economic regulators. These regulators

scrutinize operating and maintenance expenditures more closely each year and

make prudency determinations based on whether expenditures are made for

specific requirements. Therefore, they assert, licensees need to be careful

and prudent about what they volunteer to do. Several licensees stated that

allowances are more 1kely to be granted for money spent to meet rules rather

than for expenditures on issues covered by NRC generic correspondence.
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5.4 Emergency Planning

Many licensees noted that NRC, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and

the States use different criteria for determining emergency action levels, that

NRC's five-year and FEMA's six-year cycle for emergency exercises are

inconsistent, that FEMA is promulgating requirements using guidance memoranda,

and that one FEMA region is "out of control."

5.5 Hazardous Waste and Radioactive Emissions

One licensee stated that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and NRC are

not consistent in their approach for determining acceptable public risk from

airborne radioactive emissions. Each has a different acceptable risk level and

a different calculational method for determining radiation exposure levels.

Two licensees stated that at present there are no joint NRC/EPA licensed

disposal facilities for wastes that contain a mixture of radioactive and

hazardous waste. Consequently, this mixed waste must be stored onsite at

considerable cost.
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6. OPERATOR LICENSING

This section of the report summarizes licensee comments related to the Operator

Licensing Program, which includes the replacement examination program for new

operator license applicants and the requalification examination process for

current license holders. All licensees commented on the operator licensing

programs, and their comments were generally consistent. Several licensees

believe the NRC's role should be limited to monitoring licensee programs rather

than to conducting examinations. There is also concern about the lack of

uniformity; the uncontrolled, continual changes to the operator licensing

examiner standards; and the stress to operators from the examination process

NRC conducts. Many licensees, however, feel that the current requalification

program for assessing the training and qualifications of operators currently

licensed is an improvement over the previous system. (See Appendix A, pages

A-77 to A-85 for detailed licensee comments on these issues.)

6.1 NRC's Role in the Examination Process

Several licensees feel that the training accreditation program provided by the

Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and the NRC's endorsement of the

INK program should be sufficient for the licensing of operators. The NRC

should monitor the licensee's training and qualification programs rather than

actually conducting operator examinations. Two licensees stated that there are

too many organizations involved in the training and evaluation process. These

include NRC, INPO, and licensees training and operations departments.

6.2 Requalification Examination Program

There were many comments related to the requalification examination process.

Many licensees stated that the process needs to be stabilized since the lack of

stability is a chronic problem that adds stress to the operators and training

personnel and is a major resource burden. However, many licensees also agree

that the requalification program is an improvement over the previous program in

that the previous program required operators to be trained to pass the

examination and then trained separately to operate the plant. Now one training

program accomplishes both goals.
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Many licensees commented that there was insufficient uniformity in the operator

licensing process. Section 601 of NUREG-1021, "Operator Licensing Examiner

Standards," is continually being revised and implemented on short notice

without formal control and issuance of the revisions. This practice has a

major impact on operators and training staffs, since the revisions require that

significant changes be made to the training programs shortly before an

examination is administered. In addition, several licensees commented that

NUREG-1021 is being inappropriately treated as a regulation by both licensees

and NRC. Moreover, all examiners -- those within and among NRC's regions and

licensee examiners -- are interpreting the examiner standards differently, a

situation which causes confusion. For example, the style and depth of

questions, and the selection of critical tasks, vary considerably. Also, one

licensee observed that the six-year schedule for completing examinations should

not be compressed, as is currently the case, because NRC got a late start in

implementing the program.

Many licensees commented that the examination process is artificial and unfair

in some respects. For example, they noted that since examinations emphasize

severe accidents, accident scenarios monopolize training, leaving little time

for normal plant operations and evolutions. In addition, individual operators

must verbalize their thoughts for the benefit of the examiner; the consultation

and cooperation among members of the shift crew, as would occur during normal

plant operations, are not permitted. As a result, a single mistake from which

one could recover during actual plant operations may result in the operator

failing the examination. Also, two licensees stated that job performance

measures should be dropped from the examination since the pass rate is

approximately 99 percent and it is resource intensive. Several licensees

stated that applicants have more opportunities to fail if they are needed to

fill additional shift crews during requalification examinations, because they

will be given multiple test opportunities. Finally, several licensees believe

the operator licensing training process is turning out people who follow

procedures verbatim rather than being made to think.
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6.3 Replacement Examinations

Comments were also made on the replacement examination process for new operator

license applicants, although they were not as extensive as those for the

requalification process. Two licensees feel that the replacement process

should be patterned after the requalification process.

Several licensees stated that the process discriminates against some employees

since licensees only allow top candidates to sit for the examination. This

practice is followed so that licensees can avoid the potential for receiving

poor SALP numerical ratings because of training deficiencies.

6.4 Other Significant Comments

Two licensees stated that inspection and examination duplication should be

eliminated for Emergency Action Levels and Emergency Operating Procedures.

One licensee stated that a shift supervisor examination should not be given to

an operator who holds a Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) license but who never

acts as a shift supervisor.

One licensee stated that the appeal process for a failed examination is

untimely since it cannot be completed in time to permit a person to sit for the

next examination. Some operators believe that an appeal would be judged fairly

by NRC Headquarters staff but not by Regional staff.

Several licensees stated that the examiners should hold a current or past SRO

license and be more familiar with the plant simulator before giving the

examination.

Several licensees stated that the emphasis on degreed operators, even under the

policy statement, is a concern. The multiple tasks of performing shift work

while studying for operator licensing examinations and a degree are too

stressful. A degree would then be used as a "ticket" to get off shift work.
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7. ENFORCEMENT AND INVESTIGATIONS

This section of the report summarizes the most significant licensee comments on

the enforcement and investigation process. In general, licensees expressed

their beliefs that the enforcement process is applied inconsistently, is often

based on self-identified and Crrected violations, does not motivate, and is

usually untimely. They also consider it unproductive to challenge violations.

Several licensees also expressed concern about the impact of violations on

Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) ratings. (See Appendix A,

pages A-86 to A-93 for detailed comments on these issues.)

7.1 Enforcement Policy Implementation

Several licensees stated that NRC Regional Offices are inconsistent in their

application of enforcement policies. One licensee believes that the

enforcement process does not motivate for improvement and that it is

counterproductive. One senior manager saw a contradiction in that although

everyone recognizes that performance has improved since 1985, enforcement

actions have increased during the same period. Responding to enforcement

issues causes licensees to expend considerable resources to resolve issues they

perceive are of marginal importance to safety. In addition, one licensee

observed that the regulatory scope of enforcement seems to be broadening to

include balance-of-plant issues. Many licensees were particularly critical of

enforcement actions taken for violations that were already identified and

corrected or that were scheduled for correction. Such duplicative enforcement

actions may be a disincentive to aggressive licensee self-assessment programs

and to the alert licensee employees who carry them out. Although several

licensees recognize recent changes in NRC enforcement policy related to

licensee-identified items, they believe that more credit should be granted to

them for escalated enforcement issues. One licensee also pointed out the

inherent unfairness of being one of the early inspectees in an area. Despite

the belief that it was ahead of the industry in correcting a generic problem,

one licensee still received a civil penalty. Another licensee noted that the

first licensee to identify a generic problem is punished rather than rewarded,

while other licensees-who are less aggressive in identifying such problems are

not punished. One licensee stated that elimination of Severity Level IV and V
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violations would not affect performance because licensees would correct

problems even if no formal NRC citations were issued. Several licensees do not

challenge violations because they have had little success in doing so and are

concerned such challenges may adversely affect their SALP rating.

7.2 Enforcement Timeliness

Enforcement timeliness was also of concern to several licensees. Late

enforcement causes the same infraction to be publicized at two widely different

times and causes public concern twice about the same issue. Late enforcement

actions resulting from Office of Investigations (OI) investigations are also

disconcerting to the employees involved. They must wait in uncertainty about

the disposition of their case between the time the infraction is discovered and

the time OI makes its decision and the enforcement action is taken.

7.3 Other Significant Comments

Several licensees observed that attention by States, the news media, the

public, public interest groups, and the public utility commissions impose

heightened pressures on them to be responsive to NRC violations.

One licensee stated that it would prefer that unresolved items be identified in

inspection reports so that licensee staff would be given the opportunity to

resolve them rather than having NRC issue violations for them.
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8. REPORTING EVENTS

This section of the report summarizes the most significant licensee comments on

formal and informal reports of events at their plants. Many licensees believe

that event reporting requirements need to be reexamined because reporting

thresholds are too low and the reports themselves are a burden which could

adversely affect the proper handling of an event. Several licensees are

concerned with NRC interpretations of formal reporting requirements and with

requests for informal reports of events. (See Appendix A, pages A-94 to A-98

for detailed licensee comments on these issues.)

8.1 Reporting Requirements

Many licensees believe that the formal reporting threshold is too low.

Reporting criteria cover a wide spectrum of safety significance and all take

about the same time and effort. For example, one licensee questioned the need

to report that a bird on an endangered species list was killed when it flew

into a power line. One licensee observed that the Unusual Event Emergency

Action Level requires that items of low safety significance be reported, and

when they are, the reports are interpreted by the public as another "emergency"

at the nuclear plant. Another licensee stated that the requirement for

one-hour security reports is too stringent and results in no apparent action by

NRC.

Many licensees also stated that reporting requirements need to be reexamined

since complying with them may adversely affect their ability to respond to an

event. Licensee concerns focused on the potential problems of tying a key

person up to make the required calls, concentrating on reporting rather than

handling the event, and staffing of the Emergency Notification System

continuously.

Several licensees stated that the interpretations of what is reportable under

10 CFR 50.72, "Immediate Notification Requirement for Operating Nuclear Power

Reactors," by the resident inspectors and the NRC Regional Offices is neither

consistent nor reasonable and change over time. They are being pressured to
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report smaller and smaller events just to be on the safe side of the

regulations.

In addition to the formal reporting requirements, one group of operators assert

that some resident inspectors request informal notification of events of lower

significance. Operators are concerned with the resulting administrative

burden. Since guidance is vague, they are also concerned with potential

conflicts with their management or the resident inspector should they not

report as requested.

8.2 Other Significant Comments

One licensee stated that many organizations they call are staffed by

individuals who are not knowledgeable about plant operations and requirements.

They noted, however, that the NRC Operations Center is improving in this

regard.

One licensee noted that there is a conflict between the reporting requirements

of 10 CFR 50.72 and those in NUREG-0654, "Criteria for Preparation and

Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support

of Nuclear Power Plants," in that some unusual events in 10 CFR 072 are

classified as non-emergencies in NUREG-0654.
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9. COMMUNICATIONS

This section of the report summarizes the most significant licensee comments on

the quality of NRC communications with licensees and others. Generally,

licensees appreciate contacts with NRC. It helps them improve their operations

and better understand NRC's practices and positions on issues. Visits by

Commissioners, the improved contacts with the Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation (NRR), the Regulatory Information Conference, and regional

information meetings with all licensees received positive comments. Licensees

report difficulties in communicating with regional staff, fear adverse SALP

ratings if they complain to regional management or to a higher authority, view

the quality of communications with inspectors as mixed, consider the quality of

NRC written material to be poor, and find burdensome the need to discuss with

Headquarter's staff the same information that they had previously discussed

with the Regional Office. Concern for potential sanctions for providing

erroneous information to NRC causes some licensees to limit their

communications with the agency. NRC's performance in communicating with the

news media was viewed negatively. (See Appendix A, pages A-99 to A104 for

detailed comments.)

9.1 Communications with NRC Headquarters

Positive comments were made regarding visits by Commissioners, the Regulatory

Information Conference, and the improved contacts with Headquarter's staff by

several licensees. However, several other licensees object to being called

upon by Headquarter's staff to explain information that they had previously

discussed in full with the resident inspector and/or the Regional Office.

9.2 Communications with Regional Management

Several licensees stated that it was difficult to communicate informally with a

region because of a concern for unpredictable regional responses and it was

difficult to initiate desired meetings with some regions because staff was

often unavailable. In addition, many licensees are reluctant to complain to

regional managers for fear of being perceived by the region as unresponsive or

overly legalistic, reactions which could result in poorer SALP numerical
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ratings. There was little contact with regional managers and the contact

operators did have with a Regional Administrator was viewed negatively by one

licensee. One licensee vice president, who had worked at facilities located in

two different NRC Regions, noted that there was good give-and-take in one

region but not in the other region. However, regional information meetings

with all licensees received positive comments by several licensees.

9.3 Communications with Inspectors

The quality of communications with inspectors was viewed as mixed and dependent

on an inspector's style, knowledge, and maturity. A licensee with multiple

sites reported good communications with most, but not all, resident inspectors.

Another licensee reported poor relations and communications with the senior

resident inspector at that site. One licensee stated that there had not been

good communications with resident and regional inspectors for the last two

years. Two licensees assert that they work hard to foster good communications

with inspectors because they believe that regulatory issues are kept in better

perspective by the NRC if the senior resident inspector and other inspectors

are kept fully informed about them. One licensee recognizes that inspectors

are knowledgeable and that they gain valuable information by visiting other

sites; therefore, they appreciate receiving information from inspectors that

may be helpful to them in improving their performance. One licensee stated

that better communications are needed at inspection exit meetings. Another

licensee stated that inspectors only communicate meaningful information at exit

meetings or to management rather than to the people they interact with during

inspections.

9.4 Other Significant Comments

Two licensees expressed some confusion over who is the main NRC contact for

them now that the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is more involved with

day-to-day activities.

A senior manager stated that the quality of NRC written material is poor, with

inspection reports being the poorest.
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Several licensees believe that they carry an inordinate burden to communicate

issues with clarity to the NRC staff because the staff is unable or unwilling

to deal with its own communications problems.

Some licensees are reluctant to openly communicate with the NRC beyond

communications required by the regulations or to answer specific questions

because they believe that any information volunteered may result in enforcement

or personal penalties.

One licensee stated that NRC contacts the press before the licensee is fully

informed of all the issues. A senior manager stated that NRC appears to take

an adversarial role with its licensees when dealing with the media rather than

functioning as an objective regulator; many statements made by NRC cause

situations to appear more negative than the licensee believes they are.

One licensee stated that NRC communications with the public are often made by

people lacking needed communications skills. This undermines public confidence

in the NRC and the licensees.
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10. QUALIFICATION, TRAINING, AND PROFESSIONALISM OF NRC PERSONNEL

This section of the report summarizes licensee comments related to the quality

of NRC and its staff. Comments were diverse. Some licensees praised the

agency for its professionalism and its ability to address certain issues. Many

licensee representatives, ranging from operators to senior managers, viewed the

resident inspector program positively. Their views were mixed on the quality

of resident inspection staff and region-based inspectors, with more of them

expressing negative views than positive ones for resident and region-based

inspectors. The senior resident inspectors (SRIs) were considered to be more

qualified than other inspectors. Many expressed the view that NRC personnel

needed more systems training, were not qualified to evaluate management

systems, and did not differentiate well between important items and unimportant

items. (See Appendix A, pages A-105 to A109 for detailed comments.)

10.1 The Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Several managers stated that the NRC is much more professional, responsive, and

technically competent than other Federal and State agencies. Senior management

for one licensee said that industry needs a strong, competent NRC for nuclear

plant safety and for public acceptance of nuclear energy. The NRC organization

and its people were praised for their ability to address and resolve difficult

issues in licensing and operations. Several licensees at various

organizational levels praised the resident inspector program as one of the best

things NRC has done.

10.2 The NRC Staff

Many licensees at various organizational levels believe that NRC people are

competent but that they lack the knowledge and experience needed to perform

inspections in some areas. One licensee believes that the inspectors are

getting better in their interpretations of regulatory and licensing

requirements and are willing to listen. One senior manager stated, however,

that NRC inspectors, including those on team inspections, are not qualified to

evaluate management or management systems. Another manager stated that

resident inspector (RI) staff lack important technical knowledge, evaluation
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techniques, and communications skills. Furthermore, two licensees noted that

few inspectors have instrument and control backgrounds. There were a number of

views that NRC inspectors and engineers do not have an adequate knowledge of

operations and systems and that "educating" them requires an expenditure of

licensee resources. In a related observation, one licensee believes that

inspectors lack familiarity with Combustion Engineering plants, so that the

licensee must spend extra time to explain plant systems to them.

One licensee stated that although the RI staff worked to get the facts before

forming conclusions, other NRC people do not. One senior manager stated,

however, that inspectors are prone to misunderstand issues, jump on mistakes,

and focus on issues that are not important to safety. Two licensees believe

that RI staff do not discriminate well between what is important and what is

not. Operators from several licensees stated that RI staff are not as

knowledgeable as licensed operators and that they should be to gain the

credibility of those they regulate.

A number of licensee representatives expressed concern about the need to train

NRC inspectors on a specific facility and its programs. Two licensees

suggested that inspectors be trained at a facility other than the one(s) they

inspect. One licensee stated that as a group Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation (NRR) project managers had better skills than most inspectors and

are on a par with Senior Resident Inspectors.
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DETAILED COMPILATION OF LICENSEE COMMENTS

The following comments were compiled from the licensee representatives surveyed

during this study and have not been validated by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC). The comments are grouped in the same topic categories as

those in the report as a convenience to the reader. When comments or examples

represent overlapping multiple thoughts or perceptions, they are included with

more than one topic category. The parenthetical statement at the end of each

comment indicates the approximate number of licensees who made the comment and

their occupational status within the utility. Comments were gathered in a

manner that protects the identity of the originator and his or her

organization. Thus the numbers given are only rough approximations.

1. REQUIREMENTS AND PERCEIVED REQUIREMENTS OF THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY

COMMISSION

Proliferation of Requirements

1.1 The number of new NRC initiatives has not reached the level that

characterized the period following the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI);

however, it has reached the point that it dominates licensee technical

resources, causing desired plant improvements to be deferred. Some licensees

stated that about one-third of the modifications at a plant were the result of

NRC initiatives. In approximately the last five years, one licensee has

expended 600,000 staff-hours on NRC outage modifications, some of which it felt

were unnecessary. The NRC continues to issue more rules and policies, even

though performance indicators from the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations

(INPO) show that licensee performance generally is improving. This suggests to

licensee operators and management that NRC no longer trusts them to do their

jobs. Additionally, NRC issues Confirmatory Action Letters (CALs). A strong

view was expressed that the NRC was managing rather than regulating utilities.

(Many licensees - all organizational levels)

1.2 The "explosion" of new NRC initiatives is a safety concern of unknown, but

very real, dimensions. It is difficult to estimate the magnitude of this
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problem. NRC appears to have little appreciation for the potentially negative

impacts that NRC initiatives have on the operators and every other licensee

employee. Nearly every NRC initiative eventually affects the operator either

by increasing training or by requiring his or her attention on-shift. Some of

these initiatives become permanent and require time and attention for the life

of the plant. The operator's time and attention are highly valuable

commodities. (One licensee - senior management)

1.3 A licensee's backlog of items to complete is growing rapidly and should be

considered before any new generic communications are issued. (One licensee -

middle management)

1.4 The NRC had demonstrated significantly improved restraint in imposing

generic requirements following the last Regulatory Impact Survey in 1981.

However, those restraints have all but disappeared in the meantime. Though the

backfit rule has been effective in reducing unnecessary plant-specific backfits

to-date, generic backfits are again out of control. (Two licensees -

engineers, and middle and senior management)

1.5 While the plants may be safer in some theoretical context as a result of

the many NRC initiatives, the post-TMI changes have made the plants much harder

to operate, overall. (Two licensees - operators and engineers)

1.6 NRC needs to practice greater restraint as it reviews isolated events

across the industry. The agency tries to solve too many problems without

determining if every problem needs a solution. As the NRC evaluates

root-causes and looks for trends and generic applicability, it should consider

notifying licensees of the problem and leaving the solution and the priority

for implementing it up to them. By mandating prescriptive actions, the NRC

often appears to ignore or downplay the cumulative effects that the required

actions have. The NRC should consider the safety significance of removing

systems from service, and that disassembly of components may be followed by a

local leak rate test (LLRT), system flushes, and hydros. (Two

licensees - senior management)
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1.7 Both the NRC and the licensee need to consider the cumulative effect of

the many changes on the operators, maintenance, and instrumentation and control

personnel. Otherwise, licensee staff, particularly operators, will undergo

excessive stress. In one 15-month period, a licensee rewrote the Emergency

Operating Procedures EOPs), changed operations to accommodate Generic Letter

(GL) 89-13, ("Service Water System Problems Affecting Safety-Related

Equipment"), had an NRC requalification examination, implemented 10 CFR 50

Appendix R changes ("Fire Protection Program for Nuclear Power Facilities

Operating Prior to January 1, 1979"), installed a new reactor protection

system, completely rewrote its operating procedures, is in the process of

adopting standard Technical Specifications (TS), and conducted an emergency

drill. (Two licensees - operators and middle management)

1.8 Periodically, the NRC should review the need for its existing regulations.

(One licensee - engineers)

1.9 Licensees expressed concern about the potential impact of NRC recovering

all of its budget from the licensees from the standpoint that there may not be

adequate control of the NRC budget. This funding change could result in more

and more NRC activities. (One licensee - senior management)

1.10 The NRC is being influenced by people with military weapons experience,

with security concerns moving toward a mines-and-machine guns" mentality. The

costs of safeguards regulations are out of control and the outsider threat does

not justify the cost. One licensee puts the cost of the guard force at over 5

million per year; and another licensee estimates that random drug testing will

approach $1 million per year. (Several licensees - engineers and senior

management)

Quest for Excellence

1.11 Regulation of nuclear power plants has moved into the domain of the

pursuit of excellence in all facets of plant operations and precursor

prevention rather than regulatory compliance. Currently, licensees do not know

the "rules of the game" or what to expect in the future. Licensees agree on

the need to strive for excellence and to have ample margins above minimal
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safety standards. However, standards and expectations have not been

established and continue to change. It is not clear that the NRC knows what

the standards should be. Today's standard of excellence appears to be

tomorrow's norm. (Several licensees - all organizational levels)

1.12 NRC cannot regulate for excellence. However, if industry performance in

an area is good, it may be appropriate to raise the basic standards. In that

case, the changed standard should be accomplished through rulemaking. (One

licensee - middle and senior management)

1.13 NRC standards should be set high but should not require perfection.

Standards need to be established, agreed upon by industry, and stabilized. Cost

should be also considered. Once such standards are established, all licensees

should then be required to meet them. (One licensee - senior management)

1.14 Although it is recognized by licensees and the NRC that plant performance

and safety have improved, the NRC continues to strive for "better, better,

better," with no end in sight. One licensee stated that the NRC appears to be

I'chasing technology." (Several licensees - all organizational levels)

1.15 Basic equipment reliability has not changed significantly; therefore,

elevated levels of plant performance require that human performance itself must

approach perfection. The cost in money and human stress to achieve such a goal

may not be justified based on the potential safety benefit. NRC is focusing on

another level of conservatism well above that needed for an adequate level of

safety. (One licensee - senior management)

1.16 The NRC's role should be to create an environment for safe operations,

not to try to manage from a distance. A licensee referenced a Supreme Court

ruling that the Federal Aviation Administration is not responsible for safe

airplane operation, only to create an environment for safe operations. (One

licensee -middle management)

1.17 "If everything is important, nothing is important." Therefore, the NRC

needs to establish an overall plan for improving safety. Each new rule,

standard, or generic correspondence issue, needs an established priority so

that it can be integrated into an overall plan. One licensee believes that
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most NRC initiatives are designed to solve specific problems rather than to

support an overall plan. Additionally, each NRC initiative must be integrated

into licensee initiatives. Periodically, the NRC and licensee should assess

the collective initiatives for each plant. Otherwise, there is the potential

that both the NRC and licensee will miss something important. If such a plan

existed, a licensee questioned whether an expenditure of 40 million would have

been made on fire protection, or whether a hardened vent and combustible gas

control in Mark I containment structures needed to be addressed before

completion of the Individual Plant Examination (IPE). Without such a plan,

initiatives of marginal safety benefit or ill-defined standards and

requirements will continue. This lack of planning increases costs and may

result in "unaffordable nuclear power." One licensee stated that NRC does not

realize how much cost is associated with its actions, and costs are increasing

at 15 percent per year. It was noted that the labor rate for generating

electricity has steadily increased from 1973 to 1988 while the labor rate for

all other manufacturing has dropped by 40 percent. Current high-cost

initiatives which should be integrated into an overall plan include the

proposed maintenance rule, safety system functional inspections (SSFI),

configuration management, station blackout, service water and air systems, and

commercial-grade dedication. Additionally, the integration of initiatives,

like those for probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), motor-operated valves

(MOVs), Emergency Operating Procedures EPs), Revision 4 and hardened vents,

could achieve the same safety improvements with less cost. (Many licensees -

all organizational levels)

1.18 The NRC should but does not have a firm quantitative goal that

establishes "how safe is safe enough." If such a goal were established, it

would be the basis for determining when no further improvements were necessary.

NRC should not proceed with a new initiative unless it can be clearly shown

that it supports such a goal. (Two licensees - operators and engineers)

1.19 When establishing new initiatives, the NRC should recognize the

realities of the licensees' budgeting, planning, and implementing processes.

Licensees have five-year plans, must budget by June for modifications to be

done the next year, and generally need about two years prior to an outage for

design, procurement, procedure changes, training, and planning of
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modifications. Also, since many utilities have rates frozen for several years,

new NRC requirements must displace other planned work. One licensee asked if

everything the NRC mandated is really more important than anything the licensee

wants to do, especially when the work displaced has already been determined by

the licensee to be highly beneficial. Activities deferred include new control

room recorders, control room nuisance alarm modifications, additional motor

generator cooling, and testability enhancements. Some of these deferrals make

the operators' jobs more difficult since they must continue to "work around"

deficiencies. One senior manager observed that operating and maintenance (O&M)

costs are a function of the standard of regulations and inspections; as the

standard increases, so does the cost. At one plant, &M costs have risen 264

percent since 1982. Challenges to the plant can be minimized through

self-improvement in operations, maintenance, and design. The NRC and the

licensees need to work together before new requirements are issued. (Many

licensees - all organizational levels)

1.20 NRC exerts leverage on licensees through the licensee Wrk necessary to

address enforcement actions, poor Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance

(SALP) numerical ratings, and the Senior Management Meeting. These activities

cause licensees extra work in that licensees believe they must satisfy NRC

wants and desires. (One licensee - middle management)

1.21 One licensee asserts that it is a company in the nuclear generation

business, not a "barometer of NRC effectiveness," and as such should not be

held to standards higher than any other company. No regulatory basis for a

special standard exists. The current application of such a standard fails to

account for the special difficulties and unique needs of a multiple-site

operation. (One licensee - senior management)

Informal Guidance as "Requirements"

1.22 The SALP process is an NRC means to establish "informal requirements"

without appropriate backfit and Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR)

review. Without exception, licensees stated that they would implement

unnecessary changes and expedite the schedule of valid changes in order to

appear responsive to the NRC, since responsiveness is a SALP evaluation
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criterion. However, they would not implement a change that was adverse to

plant safety. INPO findings are treated similarly. A SALP Category 3 rating

(the lowest) puts significant pressure on licensees to do as requested.

Licensees reported the following representative examples. (1) What at first is

voluntary reporting on the "red phone" to the NRC Operations Center and by

Licensee Event Report (LER) becomes a requirement. 2 Logs are required to be

increasingly detailed to avoid NRC accusations that the licensee is "covering

up" information. This defeats the purpose of providing quick identification of

status. 3 Engineers are required to be "on call" for inspectors during

outages. 4 Voluntary commitments, like the Emergency Response Data System

(ERDS) and Mark-I containment structure upgrades, become requirements.

(5) Licensees tag out equipment to allow NRC inspections, thereby reducing the

number of available trains. 6 Licensees hang an electrical clearance in

eight hours rather than the normal 72 hours because an inspector wanted to

observe maintenance that day. 7 Licensees upgrade equipment even when it is

not necessary for safety, such as chlorine monitors and a second security

fence. (8) Resolving Regulatory Effectiveness Review (RER) findings becomes a

requirement. 9 Licensees limit the number of people with access to vital

areas. (10) NRC requires licensees to fix an isolated problem with a

programmatic solution when it is not really necessary. (11) Licensees take

more formal administrative action to address personnel errors, when counseling

is probably sufficient. 12) Workers are required to physically touch the

auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump every 12 hours to detect check valve leakage,

even though temperature alarms make such contact unnecessary. (Many

licensees - all organizational levels)

1.23 De facto regulation and backfitting occurs when the NRC endorses another

organization's position without public comment and interaction. The licensee

believes that this establishes a dangerous and costly trend. It would prefer

rulemaking, instead. INPO training accreditation was given as an example.

(One licensee - middle management)

1.24 One licensee felt that the NRC Inspection Manual contains criteria that

inspectors use to judge licensee performance, even though the manual is not an

official document issued to licensees. This practice was considered
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inappropriate because licensees are not aware of these criteria, nor can they

comment on them. (One licensee - middle management)

1.25 Some standards are adopted by licensees as a result of suggestions or

positions made or taken at various NRC organizational levels. Some of these

are important and proper, while others are counterproductive. For example,

operator professionalism standards are proper, but a dress code is

inappropriate and may discourage people from working in the plant. (One

licensee - operators and engineers)

1.26 NRC personnel fail to put issues into proper perspective for resolution,

a failure that has an impact on the planning and scheduling of other licensee

activities. Each inspector or reviewer considers his or her issue important

but fails to integrate the issue into the total number of important issues

(some regulatory) the licensee has for action. This practice satisfies the

individual inspector or reviewer rather than establishing priorities that the

licensee believes appropriate. (Two licensees - all organizational levels)

Generic Correspondence Process

1.27 A large number of licensees appear not to understand or disagree with the

process by which the NRC issues generic communications. For example, licensees

frequently stated that NRC avoids backfit reviews by issuing Bulletins,

Information Notices (INs), and Generic Letters (GLs). The rationale for each

backfit decision, they maintain, is not provided with the document.

At an NRC workshop, NRC personnel allegedly stated that dampers were to be

included in GL 89-10, "Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and

Surveillance." This process bypassed the CRGR and the requirement that a

cost-benefit analysis be conducted beforehand.

There were additional comments on NRC's implementation of the Backfit Rule. A

licensee believes that the backfit analysis for the degreed operator rule was

ridiculous and that it was based on NRC's "thinking" it should be done and was

merely supported h a restatement of what was stated in the rule. At one plant

an inspector re-evaluated an issue 1989 that had been found acceptable in a
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1978 inspection. When the licensee questioned this as a backfit, the

inspector, his section chief, and his branch chief said that it was not a

backfit. (Many licensees - all organizational levels)

1.28 NRC is misusing 10 CFR 50.54(f), "Conditions of Licenses," information

requests to impose backfits in high numbers by requesting schedules for

completion. If things are that important, they should be ordered from the

start. (Two licensees - engineers, and middle and senior management)

1.29 Licensees questioned the NRC's technical basis and cost-benefit analysis

supporting the issuance of some generic communications. As an example, GL

89-10 on MVs appeared to be based on some preliminary finding that the valves

may not operate under certain accident conditions because valve vendor

equations were not correct. The licensee believes that NRC's approach is

inflexible in that (1) the problem with the equations may be resolved without

full-flow testing of all valves; 2 the full-flow, exact-prototype testing

unnecessarily precludes engineering judgement; and 3) NRC does not consider

safety system defense in depth. However, the licensee acknowledged that the GL

identified an issue that needed to be addressed. The NRC estimated that the

issue would cost $100,000 to resolve while the licensee estimated that it would

cost $10 million.

Another licensee had not had problems with MVs in the past and believed they

would have worked during an accident; therefore, the GL went too far. Another

licensee stated that only five to ten valves warranted GL actions. The GL also

requested actions that went beyond the design basis. One licensee was

apprehensive that more GLs like this one will crush the industry.

Representative comments made on other generic communications are as follows:

(1) Bulletin 88-05, "Nonconforming Materials Supplied by Piping Supplies, Inc.,

and West Jersey Manufacturing Co." had no safety benefit, cost one licensee

$250,000, another one staff-year, and should have been done on a sampling basis

before generic application; however, it was noted that the NRC did eventually

suspend the actions following involvement by the Nuclear Utilities Management

and Resources Council (NUMARC) 2 GL 89-19, "Request for Action Related to

Resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue A-47 'Safety Implications of Control
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Systems in LWR Nuclear Power Plants,'" was of questionable safety benefit; 3)

the costly Bulletin on circuit breakers had questionable benefit based on their

long successful operating experience. Additionally, a maintenance engineer

thought the breakers were now less reliable because of the testing required by

the Bulletin; 4 GL 89-07, "Power Reactor Safeguards Contingency Planning for

Surface Vehicle Bombs," did not contribute to safety; (5) testing on reactor

trip breakers advised by a GL should be terminated since the root-cause has

been found and continued testing is degrading the breakers; 6 GL 89-04,

"Guidance on Developing Acceptable Inservice Testing Programs," did not benefit

the licensee since it required some new things; 7 by issuing GL 89-16, "Mark

I Containments: Hardened Wetwell Vent," and not an order on the installation of

a hardened vent, it is not clear to one group of operators that the risk to the

public justifies the installation. (Many licensees - all organizational

levels)

1.30 NRC cost-benefit arguments are being made on erroneously low cost

estimates. One licensee indicated two reasons for this based on its reviews:

(1) a lack of understanding on the part of the NRC as to the actual cost of

making modifications; and 2 an inadequate review of the related implications

of a proposed change to other systems and their attendant costs. These two

factors cause actual costs to exceed NRC estimates by wide margins. GL 89-16

on hardened vents is seen as a recent example of both problems. Thus, the

licensee urged greater involvement by industry in the "costing" of proposed

changes. Another licensee noted that the NRC does not consider the collective

resource impacts, such as additional office space and administrative support

for additional technical staff. As an example, the staffing estimate for

responding to the NRR letter on TMI action items was, in particular, grossly

low. One licensee estimated 1500-2000 staff-hours were expended over a

weekend, compared with the NRC estimate of 48 hours. Also, one licensee stated

that NRC guidance did not appear to properly take radiation exposure costs into

consideration. (Many licensees - all organizational levels)

1.31 Some licensees recognize that the NRC does backfit analyses on generic

communications, but there is no effective appeal process for disputed issues.

Therefore, licensees do not challenge inadequate analyses because it is more

expedient and less costly to submit. To challenge an improper backfit, which
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the licensee believed it would ultimately be forced to comply with, exceeds the

cost of implementing the backfit initially since the licensee will be charged

for NRC costs for analyzing the challenge and NRC costs for its own reanalyzes

of the backfit. As a result, it may cost a licensee $1 million to delay an

improper backfit that would only have cost 200,000 to implement without

challenge. In addition, many unresolved issues distract nearly all departments

from running the plant. (One licensee - senior management)

1.32 Additional industry involvement in NRC-planned actions at an early stage

should occur. The NRC staff should solicit cost estimates from industry when a

backfit cost estimate is made. The Seismic Qualification Utility Group was

considered an excellent example of NRC and industry cooperation. For the

Maintenance Performance Indicator Program, industry involvement did occur, but

the involvement came too late in the process to be very useful. However, other

licensees stated that the NRC does not listen to others, nor does it consider

the advice of licensees and/or independent parties (e.g., vendors and

consultants). (Several licensees - all organizational levels)

1.33 Generic initiatives are not consistently clear as to their intent and

acceptance criteria. NRC should ensure that issues are well thought-out,

clearly articulated as to scope and depth of expected utility effort, and

contain clear acceptance criteria to avoid wide ranges of staff

interpretations. Necessary staff guidance, such as Regulatory Guides and

Review Criteria, as appropriate, should be promulgated at the time a rule, GL,

Bulletin, etc., is issued. If acceptance criteria are not adequately clear,

pre-approval of licensee submittals would be desirable. As examples: ) the

Detailed Control Room Design Review (DCRDR) was consciously begun by the

licensee based on its understanding of the requirement. An NRC audit resulted

in significant changes that appeared more due to NRC and consultant opinion

than on the rule; 2 the safety parameter display system (SPDS) changes were

completed a couple of years ago. Recently a NUREG report [title not provided]

was issued giving new acceptance criteria. The licensee concluded that "it

does not pay" to take the initiative on these types of changes; 3 GL 89-13 on

service water systems allows alternative methods, which are subject to second

guessing; and 4) GL 89-04 provided little guidance on requested actions for
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the inservice testing program. (Many licensees - engineers, and middle and

senior management)

1.34 The typical generic communications response time of 30 to 60 days is

considered unreasonably short. The licensees do not understand how an

important issue can be under consideration by the NRC for two or more years and

then require a 60-day response. Additionally, the response times limit the

licensee's ability to thoroughly address all aspects of the issue without a

significant impact on ongoing activities. One senior manager stated that large

utilities need more time to adequately respond because of the increased

coordination such activities must undergo in any large organization. (Many

licensees - engineers, and middle and senior management)

1.35 Licensees question the need to issue status requests for TMI action items

and Unresolved Safety Issues (GL 89-21) since NRC should have this information

in its files. Additionally, GL 89-21 referred to NRC Commission papers

(commonly referred to as SECY papers) not available to the public. (Many

licensees - engineers, and middle and senior management)

1.36 GLs and Bulletins have been issued, even though the subject may still be

an unresolved safety issue. The generic communications on pump seals and

diesel generator reliability were given as examples. (One licensee - middle

management)

1.37 One licensee stated that NRC generic communications provide sufficient

latitude to licensees to resolve issues as they see fit. This is especially

true of INs. By contrast, most licensees believe that GLs, INs, Bulletins, and

Significant Operating Experience Reports (SOERs) result in informal backfit

requirements. Several licensees would prefer to have the NRC initiatives

covered in GLs, Bulletins, and INs implemented through rulemaking, They

believe this procedural change would create discipline in the process and

provide an opportunity for public and licensee comment. Also, one licensee

treats policy statements as requirements and does not understand why a rule

that is not adopted resurfaces as a policy statement. The licensee cited the

degreed operator policy as an example. (Several licensees - all organizational

levels)
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1.38 Generic communications should be issued on a more timely schedule. (One

licensee - middle and senior management)

1.39 A licensee stated that there was no real difference between a Bulletin

that requires an NRC response and a certification, since the licensee does the

same amount of work and documentation for each. However, the downside of

certification is that later in the process, when change is more costly,

inspectors may second-guess the approach and the approach may be more difficult

to reconstruct at that time. (One licensee - engineers)

1.40 Generic Letters are now being used like Bulletins. In the past, they

were used only as information requests. (One licensee - senior management)

1.41 Information Notices would be more useful if they were symptom-based

rather than event-based. (Two licensees - operators and senior management)

1.42 Supplements to generic correspondence should not be issued. Rather, the

generic communication should not be issued until all the appropriate

information is known. Supplements cause additional resource expenditures

because of the inefficiency involved in readdressing the issue. The licensee

cited the example of Bulletin 88-10, "Nonconforming Molded Case Circuit

Breakers." (One licensee - engineers)

1.43 The resources spent on the severe accident issue could be better spent on

deferred efforts to improve overall plant reliability. (One licensee - middle

and senior management)

Imposition of "Requirements" and Changing Interpretations

1.44 NRC should set standards but not prescriptive standards. NRC should ask

the licensee how it is handling an issue and then determine if the licensee's

method or approach is acceptable before mandating a new course of action. NRC

and licensees need to work together to define appropriate responses to

perceived problems. Prescriptive guidance should be reserved for those

facilities that have demonstrated the need for such guidance. NRC should not

take every problem that occurs at every plant and impose prescriptive
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requirements on all other plants as a way of solving it. NRC should explain

the problem and be receptive to a licensee's proposed solutions and schedules.

(Many licensees - all organizational levels)

1.45 NRC initiatives should not be universally applied to plants that differ

in design, age, and operating practices. Licensees cited the following

examples: (1) The maintenance rule is not needed for licensees with good

existing maintenance practices; 2 The NRC-prescribed scram discharge volume

modification was inappropriate for a specific plant; 3 Generic Letters, such

as GL 89-13 on service water systems, should recognize that different schedules

are appropriate based on plant age; 4 The 10 CFR 50.62 anticipated transient

without scram (ATWS) rule should not be applied at all plants and may actually

degrade operation; and (5) IN 87-21, "Shutdown Order Issued Because Licensed

Operators Asleep While on Duty," and an NRC Executive Director of Operation's

letter concerning sleeping operators, should not have been issued to all

licensees. (Several licensees - all organizational levels)

1.46 Changing and inconsistent interpretations of existing standards by

inspectors and/or Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) reviewers are

licensee concerns. Licensees should be informed of interpretations through

their issuance rather than by enforcement. Also, generic communications are

interpreted as requirements by the lowest NRC personnel. For example, (1)

Although agility testing of the guard force has been approved and accepted by

both NRR and the region, inspectors are requesting enhanced agility testing at

some facilities. 2 The criteria upon which vital area access is based is

nonuniformly applied by inspectors. A practice acceptable at one site results

in violations at another site. 3 Surveillance testing of an instrument

channel was acceptable for years. Then the interpretation was changed to

require operability of each device/contact in the circuit to be demonstrated

during the test. 4 NRR gave a licensee an incorrect interpretation of the

number of breakers for which traceability had to be determined concerning

Bulletin 88-10. A supplement to the Bulletin later conflicted with the oral

interpretation. (5) 10 CFR Part 50.59 "Changes, Tests and Experiments," is

interpreted differently by different resident inspector (RI) staff at different

sites of the same licensee. 6 Proposed 10 CFR 50, Appendix R modifications

were accepted by the NRC PRA group but not by the fire protection group. 7)
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The cross-tie of a dc battery and charger from one unit to another is no longer

permitted, even though a TS amendment, a Safety Evaluation Report (SER), and

the Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) allowed it. The new interpretation

is based on the format of the TS not explicitly having a limiting condition of

operation (LCO) that would implement the cross-tie, even though the cross-tie

was technically sound. (8) A welding team inspection during an outage stopped

work for three days because of an NRC interpretation of acceptability. The

licensee believed its determination was acceptable and a code interpretation

would have verified it. However, due to the timing of the inspection, that

approach was impractical. (Many licensees - all organizational levels)

1.47 Currently, standards are in a state of flux and percolate from the bottom

of the agency up; that is, inspectors or reviewers establish them. This

results in licensees spending a lot of time inappropriately. Licensees state

that guidance should come from the top of the agency. The NRC should recognize

that licensees have many responsibilities in addition to complying with NRC's

requirements. Working on inappropriate items distracts managers from their

other responsibilities. The following examples were provided: (1) One

licensee is expending significant resources "fighting" with NRR not to make the

10 CFR 50.62 ATWS rule emergency feedwater actuation modification because of

their contention that i degrades the system. NRC wants it done anyway.

(2) An Environmental Qualification (EQ) inspector found wires touching the side

of their enclosure, which was a configuration not qualified by test results.

The inspector then established this as a new standard. 3 An inspector wanted

a trending program to be based on a time interval different from the

licensee's. To accommodate the inspector, the licensee changed to the new

interval. 4 Based on a licensee's failure to meet a security inspector's

expectations, an RER team was brought in to identify security weaknesses. The

licensee agreed to then upgrade the security facilities at a cost of

$13 million. Even the Regional Administrator admitted that such an upgrade was

overkill. (5) Regional pressure was applied to shutdown a plant when its

leakage rate was 3 gallons per minute (gpm) rather than the TS limit of 5 gpm.

(6) Older utilities are being driven to new plant standards through such

initiatives as the design-basis inspection and SSFI initiatives. 7 The

regions are pressuring licensees to have a system engineering program, when

there are no requirements to have one. (8) The amount of required simulator
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fidelity differs among the regions. (Many licensees - all organizational

levels)

1.48 NRC fails to articulate its expectations in a fashion that provides

uniform guidance to both licensees and NRC staff. Prior to inspection of new

initiatives, such as fitness-for-duty, service water system GL 89-13, and

commercial-grade dedication, inspectors should be trained on what the

acceptable standard is and how it will be inspected. In the absence of

broad-based guidance, plant-specific guidance is distributed and used as

general guidance when it is inappropriate. "Cascading" TS are an example.

This term refers to the linkage of TS requirements, so that when a support

system is inoperable,

the components served by the support system are also considered inoperable.

Often the support system LCO is different from the LCOs of the several

components served. This linkage creates significant difficulty for licensees

in determining the appropriate action statements and required documentation for

all the systems affected. Licensees objected to this application of LCOs and

to the manner in which NRC has imposed it. Licensees appreciated the removal

of some items from the TS, such as fire protection. (Two licensees -

operators, engineers and middle management)

1.49 NRR and the region have given different interpretations on some of the

same issues. The submergence of EQ cables was given as an example. (Two

licensees - engineers and middle management)

1.50 The schedule to implement NRC requirements is not always reasonable,

since it may not allow sufficient time for design, training, procedures and

implementation. For example, the NRC staff estimated in GL 89-10 that 50 MVs

could be tested per outage and that 150 MVs would be tested per plant.

However, plants with shorter outages may only be able to test 40 MVs per

outage and some plants have more than 150 MVs. (Two licensees - all

organizational levels)

1.51 Some NRC initiatives may be inappropriate and put plants at risk during

modifications to accommodate the initiatives. For example, DCRDR modifications

cost about $15 million at one plant. Moreover, they did not help current
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operators since the changes created the potential for mistakes during the

transition period and required that operators unlearn what they had been

trained to do. This transition forced the plant through a period of less-safe

operations. Also, operators may need to operate switches on the dissimilar

control boards of two-unit control rooms because of different implementation

schedules for each unit. (Two licensees - operators and middle management)

1.52 Licensees must expend considerable resources in interpreting new

requirements. This process usually involves extensive correspondence with the

NRC. In some cases, the intent and scope of the requirement appears to change

during this interchange. (One licensee - middle management)

1.53 Regulatory Guide (RG) 197, "Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled

Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During and

Following an Accident," and DCRDR guidance are in conflict on their respective

identification of instrumentation. The regional inspector pushed for the use

of RG 197 while NRR wanted DCRDR used. (One licensee - engineers)

Additional Need for Guidance

1.54 To avoid an unnecessary expenditure of resources, NRC should provide the

additional rules, standards, and guidance required in several areas to ensure

that the regulatory position is clearly established. This would allow

licensees to develop acceptable programs, reduce standards being established

through inspection and licensing reviews, and eliminate efforts that have

little or no safety impact. Many licensees believe that standards regarding

dedication of commercial-grade parts should be established since the number of

available suppliers is decreasing. For example, (1 A licensee procured a

replacement part from its original supplier after having determined what

changes the supplier had made since the part was purchased. The inspector

demanded to know whether the changes had been made under a quality assurance

(QA) program before he would accept the new part. Obviously, such a standard

was not possible since commercial-grade parts are not subject to 10 CFR 50,

Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel

Processing Plants." 2 NRC is less often accepting the use of engineering

judgement in the commercial-grade dedication process. Rather, test results,
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detailed engineering calculations/analyses, and/or internal parts inspections

are required. This change in acceptance criteria is forcing small licensees to

use more expensive components, which often have poorer operating performance;

this limits the opportunities for safety improvements. 3 One licensee wants

to add a sixth emergency diesel generator (EDG) that is identical to its other

five but does not know how to qualify it. 4 Qualified terminal strip

insulation dividers cost 6,000, whereas commercial-grade dividers cost .50

for a box of 50. (Several licensees - engineers and middle management)

1.55 Licensees want timely resolution of the treatment of radioactive hot

particle exposures. One licensee has spent more that $1 million on monitoring

equipment, even though it considers hot particles to have minimal health

effects. Another licensee spent 19,000 for one particle analysis when a

worker neared the dose limit. Currently, unrealistic doses are being assigned

to a worker's lifetime exposure record, which causes anxiety for the worker.

One licensee found that workers were coming into the plant with particles and

did not know how to account for the dose. The precautions taken to protect

workers from hot particles may cause a safety problem itself because the extra

protective clothing and devices required cause heat stress and increase the

likelihood of a worker falling. Also, these extra precautions mean that jobs

take longer to do since workers must stop to be monitored, a procedure which

itself can increase exposures to worker and radiation protection staff. One

licensee estimated that these control measures add approximately 20 to 40

person-rem per year per plant. (Many licensees - engineers and middle

management)

1.56 Radiation and contamination levels that are below regulatory concern

(BRC) should also be established. Detection levels continue to decrease

because of the lower limit of detection possible with increasingly more

sensitive instruments. These lower detection thresholds are cost and safety

concerns. For example, if BRC levels were 15 mrem per year, industry would

save approximately 67 to 78 million per year. While slightly cntaminated

oil samples from operating equipment cost $1000 per sample to analyze, clean

oil samples cost only 25 per analysis. This disparity may inhibit analyses

and lead to poorer predictive maintenance practices. Soil at plants is treated
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as radioactive material when it has lower radioactivity levels than soil at a

fertilizer company "down the road." (Many licensees - engineers and middle

management)

1.57 Additional areas needing guidance include (1) proposed revision to

10 CFR 20, "Standards for Protection Against Radiation"; 2 operating basis

earthquake experience; 3 reconstitution of design-basis accident

documentation; 4 definition of engineered safeguards feature (ESF) actuations

that require reporting; (5) fitness for duty; and 6) shift duration and

rotation. (Many licensees - all organizational levels)

1.58 The NRC needs to establish a policy on the use of engineering judgement

in lieu of detailed engineering calculations and analyses. This would

eliminate inconsistent inspector interpretations of when engineering judgement

could be used. Without such a policy, examples such as the following will

continue to occur: A region insisted that a licensee demonstrate, by analysis,

that a certain flow could be achieved in a portion of the system despite the

large capacity of the pump. Engineering judgement would have precluded the

need to do so. (One licensee - middle management)

1.59 The commercial-grade dedication program is costly and adds small or no

incremental improvements in safety. Typical licensee comments are that:

(1) Problems would be found without the program. 2 No supplier meets all of

the requirements and vendor audits are not effective. 3 Thousands of

components include parts that ultimately are commercial grade. (One

licensee - senior management)

Future Nuclear Power Plant Standards

1.60 According to one senior manager, the financial viability of nuclear power

is in jeopardy unless:

(1) NRC stops regulating to "excellence" in all phases of plant operations

since excellence cannot be defined and is a management responsibility anyway.
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(2) NRC stops releasing its assessments of licensee performance to outside

organizations and the public;

(3) NRC stops "trying to look tough to the public";

(4) NRC renounces State involvement in NRC activities; and

(5) NRC and the industry share a vision to develop a new standard family of

plants for which the design is certified and proven by operating a prototype

and for which a reliability factor is defined for each safety system and NRC

regulates to that reliability factor. Applying these criteria would make

building and licensing a one-of-a-kind plant both difficult and undesirable.

(One licensee - senior management)

Other Comments

1.61 During the last eight years, NRC has shifted away from working on real

problems to focusing on perceived problems. As a result, licensee resources to

assist operators is insufficient. The engineers must spend time solving other

people's problems rather than operators' problems. (One licensee - operators)

1.62 NRC requirements are not adequately evaluated, including those for system

interactions, before they are issued. This results in unrealistic and

inadequate system designs. For example, the 10 CFR 50.62 ATWS rule gives no

credit for operator actions, and the turbine trip and automatic auxiliary

feedwater initiation significantly complicates plant cooldown. (One

licensee - operators)

1.63 The NRC can tell licensees that the agency does not have the resources to

review something in a timely manner, but a licensee cannot tell the NRC that

they do not have enough resources to implement an NRC requirement in a timely

manner. (One licensee - engineers)

1.64 There is no licensee appeal process for decisions made by the NRC. (Two

licensees - engineers and senior management)
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1.65 "Problem plants" believe they cannot negotiate issues with the NRC. They

cannot eliminate an issue; they can only relocate it on a list of things to do.

(One licensee - operators and senior management)

1.66 The German "BIG PICTURE" method of regulating was favored by one manager

over the detailed, micro-regulatory approach taken in the United States. (One

licensee - middle management)

1.67 The NRC should ensure that payments licensees make for the review of

submittals are used for the timely review of those submittals for which the

payments were made. (One licensee - middle management)

1.68 The NRC fees are becoming a significant part of a utility's budget

(greater than 2 million), and they continue to increase, as charged NRC

staff-hours mount up. This is particularly burdensome and seen as unfair for a

small plant and may make it lose its status as a low-cost producer of

electricity. NRC fees are estimated to be to 10 times as much as all other

fees, including those from INPO, which are also significant. These fees

threaten the continued operation of the plant. (One licensee - senior

management)

1.69 The NRC regulatory process needs better balance to protect both the

employee and the licensee in employee-licensee disputes. An employee can file

a labor grievance and lose. He then has recourse to the Department of Labor

and NRC. During this process, the employee can continue to make disparaging

comments against the company and its other employees. This takes management's

attention away from other significant issues, makes management appear

ineffective in the eyes of other employees, and often results in media coverage

which is embarrassing to the licensee and its other employees. (One

licensee - senior management)

1.70 NRC refuses to defend its positions by giving legal testimony in

lawsuits. (Two licensees - senior management)

1.71 Although the proposed revised 10 CFR 20 is consistent with International

Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) Reports 26 and 30, these are to be
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superseded soon with new ICRP reports. This inconsistency will create a

credibility problem for both the licensee and the NRC. Also, it could make it

difficult to defend potential legal suits. One licensee questioned whether or

not an expenditure of $8 million to bring a program into conformance with a

nearly obsolete standard was appropriate. Another licensee questioned the

adoption of the proposed 10 CFR 20, since a primary feature of the regulation

is the requirement that total internal and external doses be combined. The

likelihood of an individual receiving significant internal and external doses

is so rare that there is no practical justification for such a requirement.

However, assuming the proposed 10 CFR 20 will be issued, Regulatory Guides

should be issued well in advance to permit licensees to develop the necessary

implementation systems and procedures. Estimates of the implementation time

needed ranged from 3 months to 2 years because the change will require a major

administrative and training burden. (Several licensees - middle and senior

management)

1.72 The radioactive source term for the design basis accident needs to be

revised. Millions of dollars are spent annually to maintain engineered safety

feature (ESF) systems and to conduct emergency response planning based on the

source term. A more realistic source term may permit: (1) modifications of

filtration systems that would reduce maintenance and increase availability;

(2) reduction of noble gas releases during an accident, since by designing ESF

systems to mitigate false iodine releases, noble gas release is maximized; and

(3) relaxation on the leak tightness of containment vessels. One licensee

estimated a potential savings of 9 million for maintenance of carbon filters

if a more realistic source term was used. (Two licensees - middle management)

1.73 Although it is a major resource burden, licensees plan to complete the

Individual Plant Examination (IPE) program as requested by GL 88-20,

"Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities." A licensee

with a level I PRA will not have much difficulty. Some licensees indicated

they would need some contract support and their employees would have to curtail

other important activities to support the IPE. One licensee stated that it

will not be able to handle the IPE and external events simultaneously. (Several

licensees - engineers, and middle and senior management)
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1.74 The best licensee maintenance personnel would be used to develop a

program and procedures to meet the proposed Maintenance Rule. This would take

them away from managing or performing maintenance. Even licensees with a good

existing maintenance program would be required to commit a large resource

expenditure to prove they met the rule. This would be counterproductive. (Two

licensees - engineers and middle management)

1.75 Future outages may take longer because of the lack of availability of

craft personnel. NRC requirements, such as fitness-for-duty (10 CFR 26) and

criminal history checks (10 CFR 73.57), may cause the best craft personnel to

prefer to work elsewhere to avoid the hassle of such requirements. Also, NRC

initiatives, such as motor-operated valve work, can only be done by a limited

number of such personnel. (Two licensees - operators and middle management)

1.76 The NRC has overkilled fitness-for-duty by issuing the new rule. Drug

testing is not only not needed but it is humiliating. Also, the NRC does not

test all of its own staff. (Two licensees - operators, and middle and senior

management)

1.77 The cost of funding a medical officer to meet a requirement of the

fitness-for-duty rule was considered to be a significant impact. (One

licensee - middle and senior management)

1.78 Previously acceptable standards for security systems, which met the

security plan or an NRC-approved security upgrade, are being further upgraded

as a result of inspections and RER. They are resulting in multi-million dollar

expenditures. Security requirements continue to be increased despite recent

actions that decrease the potential for an insider threat. Licensees are now

being pushed to total self-sufficiency should they come under attack; before,

they only had to "hold the fort" until the local law enforcement agency

arrived. Other examples given include the fingerprint and fitness-for-duty

rules and the proposed access authorization rule, which have not resulted in

corresponding relaxations of security requirements. (Several

licensees - mddle management)
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1.79 The requirement to escort, while onsite, trucks that are normally offsite

is an annoyance since such trucks have already been inspected. (One lcensee -

engineers and middle management)

1.80 The NRC should re-examine the Wft Technical Advisor (STA) program. The

STA should either be eliminated or be made a licensed Senior Reactor Operator

(SRO) who is part of the shift team. One STA stated that given the improved

training of operators, the quality of the EPs, and the well-instrumented

plants, there is no longer a strong need for an STA. Also, during an event it

would be better to have the STA involved in handling the event rather than

acting as an advisor. (One licensee - operators)

1.81 NRC's positions on radios, background music, and reading material in

control rooms is arbitrary and not consistent with the latest human factors

theories. Reading about sports keeps one more alert than reading a systems

manual which is a "cure for insomnia." (Two licensees - operators and middle

management)

1.82 There were concerns regarding the NRC guidelines on overtime. The

licensee preferred a standard involving the total number of hours per work week

rather than the number of consecutive days. (One licensee - operators and

middle management)

1.83 At some sites generic communications, such as Bulletins, are required

reading, while at others, they are discussed in training. They give licensee

personnel notice of potential problems and often result in improved procedures

and training. For example, significant improvements were made to controls for

evolutions involving reduced reactor vessel water levels. However, another

licensee thought the requested actions were unnecessary. (Two

licensees - operators and middle management)

1.84 Operators at one plant strongly believed that the NRC and INPO emphasis

on plant "esthetics" has been overdone. One "can't be a SALP 1 with a dirty

plant." They believe that millions of dollars are being spent on painting and

other housekeeping tasks that could be better spent. Operators perceive their

efforts are directed toward these tasks rather than more important activities,
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such as control room observation and maintenance work requests. (One

licensee - operators)

1.85 NRC-mandated emergency action levels (EALs) are excessively complicated

because they contain too many separate classifications. This complexity

detracts from licensee response to events. Also, the unusual event (UE) EALs

do not help in emergency response and have an adverse impact because of the

time it takes to properly classify and report them. The public perceives

unnecessarily that UEs represent emergencies. (Several licensees - all

organizational levels)

1.86 A dichotomy exists between EPs being symptom-based and EALs being

event-based. (One licensee - operators)

1.87 The American Society of Mechanical Engineer (ASME) Code, Section XI

requirements, should not be applied universally without prior evaluation. Some

inservice testing (IST) puts the plant at greater risk. As an example, the

disassembly of the four safety injection tank check valves requires mid-loop

operations; this disassembly was deemed unnecessary by the licensee since the

valves were known to be operable. (Two licensees - engineers and middle

management)

1.88 If a pump is performing better than its IST "curve," it must be run more

frequently since it is outside the acceptance criteria. Operators joke that

they will run it until it degrades into the curve. (One licensee - operators)

1.89 NRC's special nuclear material accountability requirements are too

restrictive and time consuming. They require the licensee to account for every

gram of special nuclear material (which necessitates calculation of the loss in

quantity from natural decay) and the country from which the material

originated. It would be simpler and just as effective to merely count the

number of fuel elements and other sources on hand. (One licensee - engineers)

1.90 One licensee stated that it would prefer to include generic

communications in its Integrated Safety Assessment Program (ISAP) rather than

respond to each in the relatively short time requested. This would minimize
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the effect on long-term planning. (One licensee - engineers and middle

management)

1.91 An IN defines a person's lower extremity to include the lower leg, while

10 CFR defines the lower extremity to include the feet and ankles. (One

licensee - middle management)

1.92 IN 89-59, "Suppliers of Potentially Misrepresented Fasteners,"

erroneously listed a company as a supplier of fraudulent components. Extra

care is needed in compiling such information. (One licensee - middle

management)

1.93 Architect-engineers (AEs) who have assisted NRC in developing generic

requirements subsequently seek "to help" licensees meet these same

requirements. (One licensee - engineers)

1.94 The NRC NUREG report for an SRO to be in "line of sight" of control room

boards and panels forces two SROs to be in the control room rather than have

one out in the plant. Could not the rule be interpreted to allow for a short

visit to the rest room? (One licensee - middle management)

1.95 Financial assurance for decommissioning requirements more appropriately

belong in the bankruptcy laws rather than in NRC regulations. (One licensee -

senior management)
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2. NRC LICENSING ACTIVITIES

Review of Licensee Submittals

2.1 It is more difficult to get timely action from the Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation (NRR) since the April 1987 NRC reorganization. (Two

licensees - middle and senior management)

2.2 In general, 10 CFR 2206 petitions ("Requests for Action Under This

Subpart") and operability questions have been handled in a timely manner when

the licensees work with the regions and NRR. (One licensee - senior

management)

2.3 A licensee is pleased that NRR is addressing the backlog of licensing

issues. (One licensee - middle management)

2.4 A senior manager stated that NRC does not need more resources to

accomplish licensing reviews, just better management. For example, NR's

schedule to review submittals needs to be predictable; NRC management needs to

communicate its expectations to the staff more effectively to make licensing

reviews more efficient; and the agency needs to ensure that the NRR staff is

appropriately qualified. (Several licensees - middle and senior management)

2.5 The NRC process for assigning review priorities for licensee submittals

should be modified to reflect a licensee's needs. The priority system seems to

work well for topics the NRC wants resolved, but significant licensee issues

take an inordinate amount of time. Examples of licensee issues that have a low

NRC priority include: (1) facility license extension to 40 years (which has a

big financial impact); 2 integrated leak rate test termination criteria;

(3) removal of stroke timing of motor-operated valves (MOVs); and 4 replacing

minimum flow pump testing with high flow testing during each refueling outage.

(Two licensees - middle and senior management)

2.6 In many cases, NRR reviewers are either not aware of, or will not accept,

past evaluations of an issue, even if the issue is addressed in a Safety

Evaluation Report (SER). Changes in NRC staff often result in the need for
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licensees to readdress issues. New reviewers ignore or overturn previous

decisions. This causes the licensee extra work to readdress an issue and

drains NRC and licensee resources. Different NRC reviewers and supervisors

come to different conclusions on similar requests from different units. The

burden of researching the issue should fall on NRC instead of on licensees.

One licensee noted that hydrogen generation, although already addressed in an

SER, was subsequently readdressed. (Several licensees - all organizational

levels)

2.7 The NRC will no longer accept judgements made during the Systematic

Evaluation Program, even for current technical issues that are similar. (One

licensee - middle management)

2.8 It is difficult to get amendments approved when NRR compares old operating

reactor Technical Specifications (TS) with standard TS. For example, at one

other plant, the motor generator (MG) set power trip has no bypass capability;

therefore, a limiting condition for operation (LCO) to trip the MG is not

needed. In spite of this, NRR insisted on applying the guideline in the

standard TS which contains a statement related to the trip bypass. However,

another group at the same utility indicated satisfaction with NRC's response to

license amendments. (Two licensees - operators, and middle and senior

management)

2.9 Some technical issues are handled by NRC in a strictly "legalistic"

fashion without proper consideration for the technical merits of the issue.

(Several licensees - operators, engineers, and senior management)

2.10 NRR project managers (PMs) are distracted by having generic-issue

responsibilities, such as pressurizer safety valves and inservice testing

programs. This reduces the time they have available for plant-specific

licensing work, which causes delays in their review of licensee submittals.

(One licensee - senior management)

2.11 NRC timeliness in processing TS is mixed. Even though changes to TS can

take over two years, good support can be obtained for TS relief when it is

needed and justified. For example, when one containment building fan cooler
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was out of service during a plant startup, relief was granted to permit a mode

change while the cooler was being repaired. Examples of untimely TS processing

include: (1) attempts to obtain TS for containment building purges and vent

operations, which were required by Order in 1980, are still ongoing despite

correspondence, discussions, sample TS, and proposed TS submittals in 1981,

1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, and 1989; and 2 there was difficultly in obtaining a

spent-fuel rack TS amendment identical to one that had been approved for a

sister unit. Other licensees stated that lack of timely resolution of TS

requests creates a licensing backlog which can adversely affect their

operations. For example, one licensee, while acknowledging that NRC

responsiveness has improved, holds back on submitting important change requests

to keep from overburdening the system. Another licensee was told by the PM

that a submittal to change an unnecessary commitment (e.g., traveling incore

probe testing) may slow down action on more important submittals that have

already been made. However, one licensee reported little or no backlog at two

units, giving a lot of credit to aggressive NRR PMs. (Many licensees - all

organization levels)

2.12 As a result of a recommendation made by the NRC Management Guidance Team,

a licensee was asked to reformat eight TS amendment requests under review by

the NRC since 1988. The reformatting does not change the technical content of

the amendment requests. There was further concern that the amendment requests

might have to be reformatted again when NRR decides on final format guidance.

(One licensee - engineers and middle management)

2.13 Licensees receive either no feedback or untimely feedback on their

responses to generic correspondence, which makes them uncomfortable. Outage

work is based on commitments made in submittals. Licensees are concerned that

late NRC reviews or comments may affect planned work. They cited as examples

Generic Letter (GL) 81-28, "Steam Generator Overfill," and 10 CFR 50,

Appendix R, "Fire Protection Program for Nuclear Power Facilities Operating

Prior to January 1, 1979," modifications. (Two licensees - engineers and

middle management)

2.14 Exemption requests are treated very poorly. Some are rejected out of hand

and others are treated "cavalierly." They believe that there is some "luck"
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involved when they request extensions. One licensee received an extension

until 1985 for 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, modifications while others got extensions

to 1988. (Two licensees - operators and engineers)

2.15 An exemption request was denied that had previously been approved at

another facility, even though the NRC agreed it was technically sound. A

Hw�ndow" of plus or minus 25 percent was requested for the annual medical

examination for respiratory protection wearers. The exemption was denied based

on the finding that it represented no undue hardship as compared with other

licensees and that there was no benefit to the public health and safety. (One

licensee - middle management)

2.16 NRC's failure to review submittals on new methodologies and topical

reports in a timely manner discourages improvements in efficiency and/or

safety. Also, fees are a disincentive for topical report submittals. One

licensee cited as an example the new computer model for loss-of-coolant

accidents. (One licensee - engineers)

2.17 Submittals for the next core reload are not reviewed in a timely manner

and this type of workload is going to increase significantly in the future.

These delays put a licensee at risk since it must place an order to manufacture

fuel before the review is completed. (Several licensees - middle and senior

management)

2.18 Since 1983, one licensee has submitted five revisions to NRC covering its

pump and valve inservice test plan, and none has been approved. With no

approved test plan, inconsistencies occur between inspections, which can result

in improper enforcement action. For example, in 1983 NRC acknowledged that

there was not a high pressure safety injection system minimum flow acceptance

criterion. Recently a violation with civil penalty was issued for a decrease

in minimum flow, despite the lack of acceptance criteria. Another licensee's

submittals have been under review since 1978. The program has been implemented

but is in "regulatory limbo." (Two licensees - operators, engineers, and

middle and senior management)
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2.19 Inservice inspection (ISI) submittals can take up to five years to be

approved. NRR should come to the site during the reviews where drawings and

documentation are readily available. Furthermore, are these reviews even

necessary? Also, after NRR has had a submittal for two years, the licensee

finds it to be somewhat unfair that it has only 30 days to respond to requests

for additional information. (One licensee - middle management)

2.20 Review and approval of American Society of Mechanical Engineer (ASME) code

relief requests are not timely when upgrades to the code have been made. In

some cases there has been difficulty in obtaining approval of relief requests

for the updated code, even though the same relief had been obtained for the

older code. For example, one licensee was expending resources to prepare for a

main steam line hydrostatic test at 100 psi as a contingency for an outage if

approval to not perform the test was not obtained in time. (One licensee -

engineers and middle management)

2.21 An Integrated Safety Assessment Program license amendment and updates were

submitted in 1987, 1988, and 1989 with no response to any of them. (One

licensee - middle management)

2.22 A submittal to use the direct generation-of-response spectra methodology

for mechanical design was made in 1988 and supplemented several times in

response to NRC information requests in 1988 and 1989. Even though the direct

generation methodology had already been accepted by NRC for use in electrical

equipment qualification, considerable work was required to justify the

methodology for this mechanical application. (Two licensees - middle and

senior management)

2.23 Some needed security plan changes take more than 18 months for approval.

(One licensee - middle management)

2.24 NRC asked a series of questions about the licensee's plan for disposal of

decontamination fluids 15 months after the plan was submitted to NRC. (One

licensee - middle management)
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2.25 The report on core operating limits was prepared in accordance with the

NRC Generic Letter. NRR subsequently requested a few changes, which

necessitated two more onsite reviews. The same group within NRR that requested

the changes was in conflict about what was needed. (One licensee - engineers)

Technical Specifications

2.26 The Technical Specification (TS) improvement program may be the answer to

TS problems but it is proceeding too slowly. Operators need to see results to

believe in this program. (One licensee - operators)

2.27 TS are difficult to interpret, as evidenced by the licensee's large volume

of TS interpretations. One licensee had 50 TS interpretations written for its

standard TS. Strong TS technical and regulatory bases are needed to resolve

this interpretation problem. (Several licensees - operators and middle

management)

2.28 Because of the resources already expended in developing interpretations of

existing TS, one licensee stated that it may not adopt new standard TS because

it anticipates that additional resources will be required to develop additional

new interpretations of the new TS. (One licensee - engineers)

2.29 TS are not user-friendly. Related items appear in several places. This

creates stress for the operators when they miss finding an obscure

specification. For example, references to stack radiation monitoring equipment

appear in four places in one licensee's TS. Additionally, TS footnotes have

added five operating modes at one plant. (Several licensees - operators)

2.30 Licensees complain about "cascading TS." They use the term to refer to

the condition that when a support system is inoperable, the components served

by the support system are also considered inoperable. Often the support system

LCO differs from, and may be more restrictive than, the LCOs of the equipment

it serves. This disparity creates significant difficulties in determining the

appropriate action statements and the required documentation. This concept has

been implemented during inspections as the result of a letter from NRR to the

regions informing them that it had been applied to one licensee. Further, it
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is not being applied uniformly. If NRC intended to apply this concept, it

should have done so explicitly in the TS. Applying it increases the chances

that a plant will have to shutdown, thus putting the plant through a transient.

(Several licensees - operators, and middle and senior management)

2.31 Removing radiological effluent details and fire protection detection from

the TS was a definite improvement. (One licensee - engineers)

2.32 TS surveillance testing is excessive and is wearing out the equipment.

Historical records show that the retested equipment always passes its tests.

For example, two days following a surveillance test on a piece of equipment, a

different component can become inoperable that requires the previously tested

equipment be tested again. Systems subject to excessive testing include

emergency diesel generators, the residual heat removal system, core spray

system, and high pressure coolant injection system. (Two licensees -

operators)

2.33 Emergency diesel generators (EDGs) are started so often as a result of TS

requirements that the EDGs may be degrading. Examples cited were TS

requirements to start EDGs more frequently following EDG failures, or following

operability testing of alternate EDGs. It was noted, however, that for some

failure modes, EDG testing is appropriate. (Two licensees - operators)

2.34 NRR has been inconsistent regarding the frequency of EDG surveillance

testing. An NRC EDG task force concluded that the number of starts was too

great. As a result, the licensee changed its procedures to reduce the number

of starts to an average of one per month. Subsequently, an NRC instrument and

controls group concluded that testing relays in actuation circuits required

that the EDGs be started, which necessitated another change in procedures. The

EDGs are now started on an average of four times per month for surveillance

tests. (One licensee - operators and engineers)

2.35 Surveillance requirements are too restrictive and may cause unnecessary

plant trips and adversely affect safety. Examples cited include the

requirement to test components such as turbine valves weekly when they always
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pass their tests; and the need to test redundant instruments or components

because doing so puts the plant at risk. (Two licensees - operators)

2.36 Many TS requirements are too restrictive. For example, quality

requirements for EDG fuel oil are more restrictive than those the EDG

manufacturer requires for non-filterable residue. As a result, the EDG must be

taken out of service more frequently to change the fuel oil. (One licensee -

operators)

2.37 TS require that virtually all areas of plant activities be audited,

regardless of their safety significance. Recent inspections have strongly

emphasized that more performance-based audits be conducted. Licensees should

have the flexibility to construct quality assurance audits and surveillance

programs that focus on performance in selected areas where the safety payoff is

greatest. Also the audit interval should include a plus or minus 25 percent

window, as do other TS surveillances. One licensee would like to see a

reduction in frequency for good performance. For example, while TS require an

annual audit of environmental monitoring, they require that a control room

audit be conducted only once every two years. (One licensee - middle and

senior management)

2.38 Operators are trained to minimize the number of fast transients. However,

TS 30.3 does not provide adequate time to complete a controlled shutdown at a

boiling water reactor with 185 control rods. Therefore, the operators must

scram the plant from about 20 percent of full power to meet the TS requirement.

The standard time limit in the TS may be appropriate for a small plant with

24 control rods. (One licensee - operators)

2.39 A concern was expressed that some licensees voluntarily enter TS Action

Statements for preventive maintenance (PM), thereby increasing the

unavailability of safety systems. The licensee understands that NRC has a

position on this, but has not seen it. The licensee also thinks that it is

inappropriate to overhaul a diesel generator under a seven-day LCO, but they

understand some licensees do so. (One licensee - engineers)
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2.40 The lack of definitions for PM and corrective maintenance (CM) creates

problems in TS interpretations. For example, a licensee does not enter a S

LCO for PM but does for CM. A surveillance test is required after CM but not

after PM. The failure to define these terms puts operators at risk for

violating their TS. (One licensee - operators and middle management)

2.41 The effective date of a TS change should be about six weeks after its

issuance. This period would permit time for making procedural changes and

conducting training during the normal training cycle. Alternatively, NRC

should contact the utility to discuss the effective date. (One licensee -

operators)

2.42 Operating in LCO action statements occurs most of the time but it is not a

big burden. (One licensee - operators)

Other Comments

2.43 The NRC needs to establish a policy regarding changes that can be made

under 10 CFR 50.59, "Changes, Tests and Experiments." This regulation

adequately covers small changes to the facility. However, the licensee's

application of it to large changes, particularly those involving technology

changes, are not acceptable to the staff, even though the licensee believes it

meets the literal interpretation of 10 CFR 50.59. For example, the NRC has

taken the position that a reactor protection system change cannot be made under

10 CFR 50.59 because of the dramatic change in technology. (One licensee -

middle management)

2.44 The increased presence of Headquarter's staff in the field is a positive

development. As a group, the PMs are generally good and effective at

interacting with licensee staff. The licensee would like to have more field

interaction with Headquarter's technical staff, especially the branch chiefs

and section chiefs. (One licensee - senior management)

2.45 There is neither an effective appeal route for technical issues nor NRR

management accountability. In addition, the licensee cannot find the person

responsible for making decisions. (One licensee - senior management)
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2.46 NRR will frequently not give a formal written position on issues, only an

oral position. (One licensee - engineers)

2.47 The NRC staff that writes generic communications should be involved in

their implementation. In one case, a license amendment was sought in

accordance with a Generic Letter; however, NRR changed the approach and wanted

more information. (One licensee - engineers)

2.48 Licensees are frustrated that once the industry reaches a consensus

agreement with NRC's Office of Research, such as on an issue like station

blackout, it does not mean that an agreement will be reached with NRR. (Two

licensees - middle and senior management)

2.49 There is little safety benefit to the anticipated transient without scram

(ATWS) diverse auxiliary feedwater actuation requirement in the 10 CFR 50.62,

"Requirements for Reduction of Risk from ATWS Events for Light Water Cooled

Nuclear Power Plants." The licensee stated that NRR agreed after a lengthy

series of meetings that the modification would not be required. Following a

change in NRR's organization, its position reversed. However, NRR stated it

would entertain an ATWS rule exemption request. The exemption request was

prepared, submitted, and rejected. The licensee considers this to be

compliance merely for the sake of compliance, at a cost of one-half million

dollars. Further, it believes it cannot rely on stated staff positions. (One

licensee - middle management)

2.50 A request to permit atmospheric operation for one percent of the time for

a sub-atmospheric containment building was rejected, even though NRC permits

Mark I plants to operate without an inert atmosphere for small fractions of

time. The licensee believes this rejection was incorrect and plans to resubmit

it. (One licensee - middle management)
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3. INSPECTION ACTIVITIES

Increasing Standards Through Inspection

3.1 The inspection process drives up licensee costs because the process

pressures utilities into taking actions and uses as leverage ratings from

Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) reports and responsiveness

to the NRC. This occurs extensively and without benefit of significant NRC

management review and control. Licensees adopt findings and requests from

inspectors irrespective of their importance. Licensees "jump through hoops" to

resolve issues while the inspectors are onsite. Inspectors do not put specific

problems into programmatic context, and often overemphasize the problem areas.

NRC's inspection standards and criteria are lacking. "Every inspector is a

policymaker!" (Several licensees - all organizational levels)

3.2 Inspectors impose backfits on licensees by new interpretations of NRC

requirements or because of the gradual impact of successive inspections. One

licensee commented that the same criticism can be directed at the Institute for

Nuclear Power Operations (INPO). As an example, the NRC procurement and

commercial grade parts inspectors use an Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)

guide for dedication of commercial-grade equipment that was written after certain

commercial parts were already in use. In spite of this, the inspectors raised

questions about 13 commercial-grade parts and asked the licensee to review all

such parts upgraded for safety-related applications in the last five years. None

of the 13 parts turned out to have a problem. This effort expended an estimated

2700 to 3000 staff-hours. Since commercial-grade parts have not caused

significant problems, the inspector's request does not appear reasonable. A

better approach would be to examine parts selectively based on testing or

performance problems. Among the other areas affected by changing interpretations

were: (1) windows as security barriers; 2 diesel generator starts and

failures; 3 snubber testing; 4 multiple Regulatory Effectiveness Review (RER)

findings; (5) shift turnover practices; 6 environmental qualification (EQ)

findings; and 7 Technical Specifications (TS). (Several licensees - all

organizational levels)
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3.3 Licensees are being "regulated" by inspectors as a result of an individual

inspector's interpretations of requirements. This results in non-uniform

regulation among licensees. Examples cited were for submergence of EQ splices;

test instrument malfunctions; shift turnover practices; and logging and reporting

of diesel generator failures per Regulatory Guide RG 1.108, "Periodic Testing of

Diesel Generator Units Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power

Plants." (Two licensees - operators engineers and senior management)

3.4 Inspectors who provide comments and suggestions based on their experience at

other plants or in other agency positions are viewed as more helpful and

professional than those who just criticize and cite violations. (One licensee -

operators and engineers)

Conversely, other licensees considered inspectors' suggestions as implied

requirements. These suggestions receive high priority consideration by

licensees, even though they may have only marginal benefit. Appealing inspection

suggestions or interpretations is considered risky to the licensee and very

resource intensive. Licensees cited the following examples as intrusive. (1 A

licensee completed a radiation shield survey and was asked by the inspector to do

it a different way. The licensee complied with the inspector's request in order

not to appear argumentative. 2 A licensee disagreed with an inspector over the

use of security guards as opposed to a state-of-the-art electronic security

system. As a result, the NRC then sent a RER team to the site and determined

that guards alone were not sufficient. The licensee finally upgraded the

electronic security system. 3 An inspector wanted an alarm for a hatch, even

though it was not at ground level and was inaccessible. The licensee appealed

this decision to the region and lost the appeal. 4 A licensee purchased a fire

truck for the possibility of grass fires. (Several licensees - operators,

engineers and middle management)

3.5 Vague requirements leave the licensee wide open for a host of

interpretations by inspectors and the regional staff. One example cited

pertained to the proposed Maintenance Rule. (One licensee - engineers)

3.6 When NRC issues new initiatives, gaps exist between what NRC management

believes is being done and what NRC field people are requesting to be done.
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Workshops about the initiatives are helpful; however, the NRC does not spend

enough time adequately communicating management's expectations of what the

inspectors are required to do. NRC is good at setting requirements but poor in

implementing them. A licensee singled out EQ and fitness-for-duty as areas where

such behavior was evident. (One licensee - senior management)

3.7 It is difficult to achieve consistent interpretations on issues. The

licensee concern is whether management is aware of positions inspectors are

taking. For example, a licensee called the region and got an agreement that an

event (not properly posting a guard) was not reportable. During a subsequent

inspection, the inspector issued a violation because the licensee had not

reported the event. Other examples pertained to fire protection issues related

to Information Notice 88-04, "Inadequate Qualification and Documentation of Fire

Barrier Penetration Seals," and an EQ test report interpretation by an inspector

who stated that the NRC would no longer accept similarity analysis. (Two

licensees - middle and senior management)

3.8 Too much leeway is given to inspectors (some of whom are relatively

inexperienced) to hold licensees to increasingly higher standards through their

interpretations of requirements. Two examples were cited. (1) After being rated

a SALP Category in security for two assessment periods, a licensee was cited by

a security inspection team for five violations against standards that had not

changed and had been previously accepted. The licensee will upgrade the security

system at significant cost ($50,000 in hardware plus engineering). 2 After 17

years of service, a carbon dioxide fire protection system was required to be

declared inoperable on a Friday afternoon because it had not been dump-tested

when installed. The licensee had analyzed the adequacy of the system, but had

not done a dump test, even though the Fire Code does not require such a test.

However, the test will be done at the next refueling outage. In the meantime, a

fire watch has been established, which will cost the licensee 350,000 by the

next refueling outage. (One licensee - engineers, and middle and senior

management)

3.9 Inspectors use "open items" as a means of forcing licensees to respond to

their wishes or their interpretations because "open items" carry a connotation of

badness on the part of the licensee. This categorization forces licensees to
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agree quickly with the inspector's position and creates de facto regulation by

the desires and interpretations of individual inspectors. QA trending was given

as an example. Licensees also expend large amounts of resources "helping" the RI

staff close these "open items." (Two licensees - engineers, and middle and

senior management)

3.10 Inspectors insist that things be done their way even when another way

(preferred by the licensee) is just as good. Licensees acquiesce because doing

so is easier than arguing and the licensee wants to appear cooperative. The

following examples were cited. (1) An inspector prefers interviewing personnel

concerning their knowledge of emergency preparedness rather than observing their

performance during drills. 2 An inspector forces the licensee to use a certain

brand of grease in an EQ application (a brand qualified by testing) when an

alternate brand was of equivalent quality according to the licensee, its

consultants, and the oil company. The licensee wanted to standardize its choice

of oil to one vendor to reduce the risk of mix-ups. (NOTE: The brand chosen by

the licensee had not been qualified by testing.) (Two licensees - engineers and

middle management)

3.11 Some inspectors are trying to solve generic issues through inspections. One

inspector took a position on how problems with Westinghouse safety relief valves

settings should be dealt with, even though this issue is being discussed by NRR

and Westinghouse and no final resolution has been achieved. Other similar

examples dealt with were commercial grade dedication and power-operated relief

valve operability. (One licensee - middle and senior management)

3.12 The regulatory standard for how to treat dcumentation for the design basis

(DB) during Safety System Functional Inspections (SSFIs) or configuration

management programs is not clear. Sme inspectors accept the existing DB.

Others require that the existing DB be justified. There are significant licensee

ramifications related to this lack of criteria because of the high cost of

efforts to reconstitute design-basis documentation. One licensee estimated a

cost $50 to 60 million. (Two licensees - middle and senior management)

3.13 In 1987 a steam enerator eddy current inspection was conducted with the

conclusion that all requirements were met. In 1988, a visual examination
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revealed some evidence of degradation. A re-review of the 1987 data revealed two

small previously unidentified indications. The licensee was then issued a

violation for inadequacies in the eddy current review process, even though no

inadequacies were noted in the 1987 inspection. Another inconsistency occurred

during security inspections at different sites of a multiple-site licensee. One

inspector determined that the vital area status levels were adequate at one site.

A different inspector determined that the same program was inadequate at another

site, which resulted in a Severity Level IV violation. "Work-related need for

access" has been treated differently by different inspectors. (Two licensees -

middle management)

3.14 The regional inspectors did not agree with the licensee's belief that "as

found" leakage in an older plant need not be added to the type A test results.

The licensee was further concerned that failure to adopt the inspectors' view

would be used by the region to lower the SALP numerical rating because the

licensee would be perceived as not responsive. (One licensee - middle

management)

3.15 When licensees on their own initiative applied more conservative techniques

than those required by the current American Society of Mechanical Engineers

(ASME) code, the NRC has scrutinized them intensively and caused them to expend

excessive resources. As an example, "beyond code" techniques for inservice

inspections (ISI) have identified potential flaws. The NRC put great emphasis on

resolving the flaws so identified, at an excessive cost in licensee resources.

NRC's lack of proper perspective for licensee initiatives in the use of better

inspection techniques can discourage licensee efforts to make improvements. (One

licensee - middle management)

3.16 A concern was raised that an NRC regional Section Chief appeared to be

making some decisions without apparent management controls. As an example, one

licensee was cited for a Severity Level V violation because of an event that

caused the spent fuel pool temperature to increase by 6 degrees Fahrenheit, even

though the inspector apparently did not believe the violation was appropriate.

The licensee is hesitant to complain about the conduct of specific NRC staffers

unless the issues are of high safety significance. (One licensee - operators and

senior management)
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Team Inspections

3.17 There were mixed views on what would be more acceptable over time: fewer

large-team inspections or many smaller or single-inspector inspections. Most

said that the team inspections were more in-depth and penetrating and better in

quality than the others, but there was no similar agreement on whether it would

be better to "spread out the impact" or "take it at one time and get it over

with." (Many licensees - middle and senior management)

3.18 NRC team inspections are a significant time and resource burden. Two

licensees estimated that it takes two to four licensee staff hours to support

each hour of NRC inspection effort. One licensee estimated that the cost to

support the NRC reinspection of Bulletins 79-14, "Seismic Analysis for As-Built

Safety-Related Piping Systems," and 79-02, "Pipe Support Base Plate Designs Using

Concrete Expansion Anchor Bolts," was 2 million; in addition, the NRC did not

consider the radiation exposure incurred during the system walkdowns associated

with this inspection. Another licensee averaged two staff-years of work

preparing for the EQ inspection for its two sites. They estimated that it cost

about $100,000 in salary to support this significant team inspection, a cost that

does not include post-inspection activities, such as responding to enforcement

actions. This high cost could be reduced somewhat if NRC worked with utility

groups to promote improvements rather than accomplishing the improvements through

inspections. Licensees also stated that INPO visits may be a larger impact than

NRC team inspections. (Several licensees - all organizational levels)

3.19 In one region, the demands made by an EQ inspection team were excessive. To

evaluate the condition of cable splices, one licensee felt it was forced to send

workers into the containment building, which was 130 degrees Fahrenheit, when the

plant was operating at 100 percent power, to do inspections. The licensee stated

that "requirements and expectations developed in the office might sound good, but

in the field they may be either impracticable or extremely difficult." The EQ

inspections were driven by such an unrealistic "in-office" mentality. (One

licensee - middle management)

3.20 During a maintenance team inspection (MTI), an inspector voiced a concern

about a reactor engineer touching a control room computer to collect data. The
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inspector's concern escalated all the way to the plant vice president and back

down. It took 24 hours of the shift supervisor's time to resolve this issue when

it could have been resolved more efficiently without being elevated to that

level. (One licensee - operators)

3.21 Team inspections are a burden. Teams should prepare as much as possible

offsite so as to minimize their impact on the operating crew (site personnel).

The portion conducted during or just prior to a refueling outage should be

limited to onsite observations of work activities, since outages are a

particularly intense time for virtually all licensee personnel, with much

overtime being worked. One licensee asserted that performing team inspections

during or near an outage detracted from safety in that it cut down on the amount

of time supervisors could spend in the field monitoring and directing work in

progress. For example, an SSFI that was conducted two months before a refueling

outage significantly affected the engineers who should have been working on the

design of modifications. Then two weeks before the outage, an engineering and

technical support team inspection was conducted. More generally, one licensee

would like to share schedules with the NRC to reduce the impact of such

inspections. (Many licensees - all organizational levels)

3.22 A licensee finds it necessary to provide an "A Team" to interact with NRC

team inspectors; this causes a major resource impact, as when (1) all vacations

were cancelled within a department so that everyone could be there during an

SSFI; and 2 the best plant personnel, who were responding to an Augmented

Inspection Team (AIT), were unavailable to independently diagnose the event being

reviewed by the AIT. (One licensee - engineers, and middle and senior

management)

3.23 The number of inspections held is a problem. There are so many team

inspections that licensees do not have time to correct the problems discovered by

one team before employees must get involved with the next team. Seven team

inspections were conducted in an eight-month period at one plant and in an

eleven-month period at another plant. Another licensee stated that five

different inspections were conducted during a five-month period that essentially

covered the same area, regardless of how the inspections were "advertised" (MTI,

Quality Assurance (QA) and EQ teams were mentioned). This licensee stated that
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it could adequately support two inspections a year. Too many could be a

detriment to safety because of the diversion of resources from other key issues.

(Many licensees - all organizational levels)

3.24 Licensees that are attempting to recover from poor performance are in a

difficult position. They have many time-consuming inspections (e.g., diagnostic

evaluation team (DET), MTI, SSFI) that continue to identify more and more

findings, which are added to an already lengthy list. Their attempts to resolve

them competes with the process of determining that all of their programs and

systems are adequate for operation. (One licensee - senior management)

3.25 It is not a good use of resources to send the same kind of inspection team

to several of a licensee's plants when the licensee has a process for correcting

problems found at one plant at all its other plants. Verification that

applicable generic corrective actions were taken can be accomplished by giving

the team inspection report to the appropriate resident inspectors. Also, at

multiple-unit sites, inservice inspection program inspections during each unit's

outage is resource wasteful since the programs are the same for each unit, Thus,

programmatic inspections of each unit during each outage are unnecessary. (Two

licensees - engineers, and middle and senior management)

3.26 The quality of a team inspection depends on the team leader. Even

inspectors who are not effective on their own can perform better as a member of a

team if the leader is able to keep the effort focused so that much of the

"trivia" is weeded out before it becomes an issue. (Several licensees - all

organizational levels)

3.27 NRC inspection teams were compared with INPO inspection teams. Licensees

believe that INPO teams (1) stay together plant to plant; 2 follow a defined,

structured plan; 3 know who to talk to in a plant; 4 focus on processes and

management; (5) beyond findings, will pass on observations for licensees to act

on without requiring follow-up; 6 are better prepared than NRC teams; 7 have

better quality results; (8) have higher quality team leaders and 9 have higher

standards. Conversely, NRC teams: (1) are pieced together for each inspection;

(2) have leaders who do not have line authority over team members, who sometimes

cannot control team members, and who have no specialization in team leadership,
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since it is not a full-time job with special training given; 4 focus on

equipment, hardware, results, procedures, and regulations; (5) perform more

in-depth inspections; 6 are compliance oriented; and 7) will document

observations or open items and will require follow-up. In some instances, the

management of the team leader does not show up for the exit meeting. NRC team

inspections have improved, however. (Several licensees - middle and senior

management)

3.28 During an AIT review of a plant event, the licensee supported the AIT rather

than doing its own evaluations, thereby approaching the condition where NRC was

running the plant rather than the licensee. Higher level licensee management

later denied this assertion. (One licensee - middle management)

3.29 The NRC and its inspectors should not press hard for an explanation of an

event before a licensee has had time to get to the bottom of the situation.

NRC's questions immediately after an event occurs can significantly hamper

licensee investigations. In one instance, an AIT was onsite before the licensee

could stabilize the plant after a steam generator tube rupture. The team

proceeded to question licensee staff who were responsible for dealing with the

event, including the plant manager. Thus, critical licensee personnel were

distracted from plant recovery efforts. The licensee feels that during an event,

NRC should assist, such as by helping with communications, rather than standing

back in the role of analytical investigator. (One licensee - operators, and

middle and senior management)

3.30 The region is perceived as over-reacting to events out of fear of how

Headquarter's staff will react. (One licensee - senior management)

3.31 One MTI did not focus on maintenance; rather the inspectors appeared to have

an agenda related to the "system engineering concept" and engineering support of

the preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance process. During another

MTI, the inspectors left the impression that they were looking for how the job

was done, not its results. The licensee was told it needed detailed procedures

to compensate for a possible sudden large staff turnover. (Two licensees - all

organizational levels)
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3.32 During one MT1, inspectors made 270 information requests over a short time.

When the licensee failed to provide an answer to one of them, they were

criticized at the exit meeting. (One licensee - engineers)

3.33 NRC denied a licensee request to delay the NRC MTI until after the licensee

completed its own ongoing maintenance inspection. (One licensee - middle

management)

3.34 Inspections hat are diagnostic in ature and look for root causes of real

problems are the most effective and are appreciated by the licensees as they

focus on the evaluation of safety. A good approach is that used for emergency

operating procedure (EOP) implementation inspections. (Several licensees - all

organizational levels)

3.35 Diagnostic Evaluation Team (DET) evaluations received mixed comments. One

licensee felt that the team reviews were good in that they looked for root causes

of problems. Another licensee stated that team members are not qualified to

evaluate management and management systems. Another licensee complained that a

DET member continued to insist on asking an operator questions even when the

operator told him he could not talk at the time because he was observing a

trainee withdraw cntrol rods. The operator had to appeal to his supervisor.

The DET member said the supervisor did not have the authority to tell the DET

member to leave the control panel area. The DET member later apologized.

(Several licensees - operators, engineers and senior management)

3.36 A request for a one-month delay of an Operational Safety Team Inspection

(OSTI) to get beyond an outage was denied by the region. The OSTI was "needed to

be completed to allow for write up in the SALP period," according to the region,

even though the end of the SALP period was five-months away. (One licensee -

middle management)

3.37 OSTI personnel were asking control room operators questions that take time

and concentration away from normal duties. This practice could possibly have a

negative safety impact. (One licensee - middle management)
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3.38 The RER team makes findings that are inconsistent with the design-basis

threat. For example, there was an inconsistency between the Security Plan and

the RER regarding the time it may take to breach a steel door. The inspector

took the position that to be rated a SALP Category 1, the licensee would have to

upgrade the doors to meet RER tests, a change that would involve substantial

costs. (One licensee - middle management)

3.39 An announced emergency preparedness (EP) team inspection was delayed by the

NRC one hour before the inspection was to begin because the team was not

prepared. In the meantime, the licensee had gone to a lot of effort to plan and

schedule people for interviews, including people who were offshift. The licensee

did not understand why the region could not plan and schedule more effectively.

(One licensee - operators)

Resident Inspector Staff

3.40 NRC's resident inspector (RI) program is "a real plus" and contains some

very qualified people whose views have shown good balance and are helpful. (Many

licensees - operators, and middle and senior management)

3.41 The RI program improves the safety of the plant. (One licensee - middle

management)

3.42 The RIs are not accountable. In a report on commercial-grade equipment, the

RI's written statement was factually wrong. It did not refer to the latest

procedures in place at the plant. The licensee can get cited for a "material

false statement," but an RI cannot. (Two licensees - all organizational levels)

3.43 The appropriateness of the RI staff five-year rotation policy was

questioned. RI staff personnel become more effective and have a better

perspective the longer they stay. RI staff rotation requires that licensees

1'retrain" the replacements on site specifics. (Two licensees - operators)

3.44 One licensee stated that the NRC should not rotate RI staff personnel among

plants of the same utility or allow them to stay for extended periods of time.

(One licensee - middle and senior management)
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3.45 There must be trust and mutual respect between the senior resident inspector

(SRI) and plant management if there are to be good communications and if the SRI

is to be effective. Establishing trust is undermined when plant management gets

the idea that the RI staff will turn everything that he or she is told into a

violation. While the technical training of SRIs is uniformly good, their

performance with respect to enforcement is highly variable. (One

licensee - middle and senior management)

3.46 The RI staff is not respected by licensees. Yet, licensees accept RI staff

shortcomings to avoid conflicts. The RI staff have a consultant syndrome,

wanting to "squeeze" licensees to do things their way and not using sampling

techniques in their inspections. (Two licensees - middle management)

3.47 RI staff should act as liaisons between the licensee and visiting inspectors

and inspection teams. They also should mediate disputes between the licensee and

other inspectors. SRIs especially are very knowledgeable and can put things in

better perspective. (Several licensees - operators, and middle and senior

management)

3.48 It is very difficult to close inspection items and doing so should be the

responsibility of the RI staff. (One licensee - middle and senior management)

3.49 The SRIs are becoming "go-fers" for many other people in the NRC. They are

being asked to determine such things as how many people at the plant have

degrees, what disciplines the degrees are in, and the like. These tasks cut into

their primary mission and reduce their prestige and effectiveness. (One

licensee - senior management)

3.50 The RI staff has turned over to licensees to answer an increasing number of

regional informational requests. (One licensee - engineers)

3.51 A licensee noted that RI staff showed good judgement in documenting in a

report an event where scram times did not meet specified limits. Subsequently,

the NRC issued an Information Notice. (One licensee - middle management)
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3.52 RI staff does not have good perspective on findings. As an example, an RI

gave the shift supervisor a finding regarding housekeeping during a busy day.

The finding concerned a fuzzball behind the gaitronics phone in the fire pump

house. In another region, a vital area door leading to the diesel generator room

had been secured, although the alarm was not functioning. The RI showed poor

judgement in interpreting requirements in insisting on a detailed check of logs

to prove that the door was secured; oral confirmation by the licensee was not

deemed sufficient. The effort cost the utility 50 staff-hours of effort. (Two

licensees - operators and middle management)

3.53 Sometimes RI staff call the region before they know the entire story, which

causes the RI staff to pursue the region's questions prematurely. They should

allow the licensee adequate time to investigate an issue before they start asking

questions. (One licensee - operators)

3.54 RI staff too often cross the line from observing to directing activities. In

one incident, during a backshift a shift supervisor (SS) suspended a frequently

conducted test of a main steam safety valve (MSSV) after being unable to respond

to an inspector's persistent questions about why it was seismically safe enough

to have the Heise test gauge hung on the MS line. Licensee staff in general are

not comfortable about making decisions contrary to an inspector's wishes. In

another instance, an inspector stopped a technician from reassembling a valve.

(One licensee - middle management)

3.55 The assignment of one SRI and two RIs seems excessive for an INPO I plant.

The diversion of management attention their presence creates is significant and

does not necessarily have a positive effect on safety. (One licensee - middle

management)

3.56 The assignment of two new RI staff personnel (who have not inspected before)

during a troubled plant's recovery process is disruptive. (One licensee - senior

management)

3.57 The selection of RIs has been questionable in several cases. At one

facility, a previous SS at the plant was selected by the region (it was not clear

how soon after leaving the company). In another case, the RI's son worked at the
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plant, which later became a difficult situation when the son got into trouble

with the law. (One licensee - senior management)

3.58 Anything that is of concern to the RI staff is brought to the attention of

senior licensee management. (One licensee - senior management)

3.59 The RI staff second-guess TS interpretations made by the shift crew. (One

licensee - operators)

3.60 RI staff seem to fall out of favor with the region when they intercede into

region-based inspector findings, particularly those for team inspections. (One

licensee - middle management)

3.61 The relationships with RI staff and regional staff are "adversarial." (Two

licensees - engineers, and middle and senior management)

3.62 The RI staff requires verbatim compliance from licensees, even when it is

unrealistic. The licensee believes in good procedure control but thinks that it

is impracticable to provide procedural coverage for operations involving such

things as fine-tuning a system. (One licensee - engineers)

3.63 One RI reversed positions about issues previously taken by an SRI. The

licensee went to the region to discuss the problem. The region requested written

documentation of the issues. The issue became public, despite the wish of the

licensee that it remain confidential. They did not document the problems because

they did not want to ruin the RI's career. (One licensee -senior management)

3.64 RI staff should not attend morning meetings held by the plant manager with

his or her staff. Their presence has a chilling effect on the frank discussion

of problems. The licensee felt that RI staff are now being asked inappropriately

to involve themselves in management matters that go beyond regulatory

requirements. (One licensee - senior management)
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Performance-Based Inspections

3.65 The change in inspection philosophy to conduct performance-based inspections

is appropriate and has worked well for team inspections. However, individual

inspections are generally no better than they were before. Although teams have a

large impact, the product enhances safety, while individual inspections generally

do not. A licensee noted that the team inspection of counterfeit parts addressed

and really understood the issue, while an individual surveillance inspector cited

a licensee for a violation for leaving a blank space on a form, even though the

surveillance was properly done. (One licensee - engineers, and middle and senior

management)

3.66 NRC has not clearly defined "performance-based" inspections. Nor are the

performance results always well-defined. As a result, some of the design,

maintenance, and other team efforts are more like free wheeling intellectual

exercises that result in uncontrolled new and changing requirements. (One

licensee - senior management)

3.67 NRC inspectors often do not put their findings into proper perspective when

doing performance-based inspections. The programs that result in the performance

should be left to the licensee since the inspectors are often not qualified to

know what a good program is. As an example, when inspectors find a problem, they

do not determine if it is unique or indicative of a program weakness. Yet, based

on the single problem found, they request that the licensee prove its entire

program is not defective. (Two licensees - engineers, and middle and senior

management)

Inspector Attitudes and Techniques

3.68 NRC should publish an inspector code of conduct. The licensee does not know

the expectations and/or limitations of the inspector-licensee relationship. (One

licensee - engineers and middle management)

3.69 NRC has many inspectors who are zealots. NRC management appears to be

unable to control such inspectors because of the fear that they will go public

wilth issues if they are not satisfied. This results in unstable regulations
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through the interpretations and desires of individual inspectors. Examples

characteristic of this attitude include: (1) EQ submergence issue; 2 multiple

fences and the "fields of fire" concept at certain sites; and 3 guard agility

testing interpretations. NRC must be willing to deal with its minority

viewpoints and not allow them to dictate licensee programs. (Two licensees -

senior management)

3.70 Some inspectors appear to be more concerned about making a reputation for

themselves than with being concerned about objective, fair assessments of

licensees. Some are viewed as "flamers" as a result. One licensee cited as an

example the inspector who held up resolution of a vendor interface issue (GL

83-28, "Generic Implications of Salem ATWS Events") for two years. (One

licensee - middle management)

3.71 RI staff intimidate licensees with the threat of violations. If a request

is not adverse to safety, the licensees will comply with the RI staff's wishes to

avoid violations and to maintain good rapport. Many licensee actions are not

necessarily performed solely in response to written requests, (One licensee -

middle management)

3.72 Issues never die. Both NRC personnel and contractors have a vested interest

in keeping generic issues open to protect themselves from second guessing by

others and for monetary considerations, respectively. Examples include Bulletins

79-14 and 79-02, fire protection, EQ, and MVs. (Several licensees - engineers

and middle management)

3.73 Inspectors come to the site with prior knowledge of problems. They come

with "loaded guns" and a "secret agenda." They then proceed to find the same

problems at the site as they have on their "agenda." This problem would be

better handled by NRC notifying licensees of such potential problems either

individually or generically so the licensee could resolve them without adverse

inspection findings. One manager expressed the view that if the NRC knew of a

problem that could affect his plant, the NRC has the obligation to communicate

that information in a timely manner. Another licensee has ASCO solenoid valves

in 125V application that led to indeterminate operability of an emergency diesel

generator (EDG) when an inspector came with prior knowledge of the problem.

(Several licensees - operators, engineers and middle management)
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3.74 In some cases, NRC shows disrespect to the utility workers, which leads to

problems. (One licensee - engineers)

3.75 Some RI staff ask several individuals the same questions, even though they

already know the answers. This practice results in individuals becoming

reluctant to inform NRC of issues. Some individuals believe that inspectors are

trying to "trap" them. Casual conversations get documented in inspection reports

and licensees are required to follow-up on them. This was not characterized as a

widespread problem; rather it was attributed to certain NRC inspectors. (Two

licensees - operators, engineers, and senior management)

3.76 RI staff frequently direct questions to the wrong person. Their persistent

inappropriate questioning of licensee staff does not provide inspectors with the

needed information, and some of the resulting discussions have led to

misunderstandings and disagreements. (One licensee - middle management)

3.77 NRC inspectors do not adequately prepare for inspections, which results in

their wasting the licensee's resources and holding up ongoing work. As an

example, five mechanics were delayed for an hour from performing maintenance

activities while an NRC inspector inspected various aspects of their work

request, which could have been done before the work began. However, team

inspections do appear better planned than individual inspections. (One licensee

- middle management)

3.78 NRC inspectors do not coordinate their work with other inspectors and are

not generally aware of what past inspections addressed. New inspectors often

11plow the same ground," sometimes coming to different conclusions about what they

find. This practice results in duplication of effort by inspectors and licensee

personnel. (Two licensees - engineers and middle management)

3.79 Many inspectors (probably on order of 20 to 30 percent) are not open to

dialog and always look at a single discrepancy as if it indicates a generic

problem, even though the licensee has already reviewed controls in place,

concluded the controls are adequate, and determines that the item is an isolated

issue. These inspectors leave the impression that NRC expects perfection, an
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attitude that distracts licensee attention from real safety issues. (One

licensee - operators, engineers and senior management)

3.80 In some instances, NRC inspectors are unreasonable in dealing with licensees

where judgement is required in determining whether licensing requirements are

being met. One licensee asserted that inspectors were particularly rigid and

unreasonable during the inspections of EQ. (One licensee - operators, engineers

and middle management)

3.81 The NRC is intimidating, particularly when visiting the control room. (One

licensee - operators)

3.82 RI staff are not asking permission to enter the control room or read the

operating logs. After one operator challenged the inspector, the operator was

called into the plant manager's office. (One licensee - operators)

3.83 Some inspectors come to the site merely to meet NRC requirements for onsite

inspection time arid never leave the office of the resident inspector. One

licensee questioned whether inspectors were actually conducting inspections or

simply doing office work. (One licensee - engineers)

3.84 One licensee had good relations with regional staff on inspection activities

and stated that the regional people had a good perspective on issues. (One

licensee - middle management)

Other Comments

3.85 NRC inspectors do not always provide enough advance notice to licensees on

inspections, which makes it very difficult for licensees to promptly or

efficiently provide needed information to the inspectors. One engineer, however,

preferred no advance notice since he thought the licensee prepared too much for

lishow." A month's lead time is desirable to give licensees more flexibility in

gathering needed information. The amount of material requested is very large in

some instances and requires numerous staff members to retrieve it and make

copies. In some instances inspectors do not have an appreciation for how much

work is involved in responding to questions and requests for information. This
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attitude can lead to frustration on the part of both the inspector and licensee

when the expectation is that responses should be provided "overnight." For some

inspections, including major team inspections, early identification of the

information needed has been provided. Licensees provided a variety of examples

concerning NRC requests. (1) An inspector requested that information on

pressurizer safety valves be provided in 48 hours. The request was for copies of

test procedures, frequency of tests, pressure settings required, loop seal

effects, settings and resettings, etc. It took the licensee 40 staff-hours to

compile and would have had less of an impact if the inspector had allowed more

time. 2 At the request of an inspector, information was compiled on the

testability of fire dampers. When the information was provided, it was no longer

of interest to the inspector. 3 In two cases, information had been sent to the

regional office in advance for review. When the inspectors arrived on site, they

did not bring the information with them for use during the inspection because of

"baggage limitations." The licensee was then asked to re-duplicate the material,

which took additional time and manpower. 4 Inspectors want their findings

resolved in a timely manner without considering the relative importance of the

findings compared to all other licensee commitments and planned work. Licensees

are hesitant to complain about the impact of such demands. (5) During an EQ

inspection, inspectors requested that 50 motor-operated valves (MOVs) be tagged

out so that they could be inspected. The inspectors refused to inspect valves

that were already tagged out. Changing system alignments to accommodate the

inspectors' request was a major impact. As an example, even though one train of

shutdown cooling was out of service for maintenance, the inspectors wanted to

inspect the train that was operating. Therefore, ongoing maintenance was stopped

and the system realigned for the inspectors. This type of request could have an

adverFe safety impact. (Many licensees - all organizational levels)

3.86 Region-based inspectors do not adequately separate orientation and

inspection activities. A one-week period to complete both is sometimes

inadequate and results in some misunderstandings and inaccurate characterizations

of licensee performance in the functional area. "Handoff" inspections (overlap

between former and future lead inspectors) are recommended when site-specific

responsibilities are transferred between people. Otherwise, it costs significant

licensee resources to train NRC inspectors and detracts from other ongoing

activities. (Two licensees - operators, engineers and middle management)
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3.87 NRC tardiness in inspecting issues adversely affects licensees. A number of

years passed between the time licensees completed modifications to concrete block

walls and to Mark I containment buildings and the time they were inspected. In

the meantime, licensee staff involved had either moved on to other assignments or

had to spend a considerable amount of time familiarizing themselves with the

issues so they could support the inspections. (One licensee - engineers)

3.88 The NRC's inspection process requires such a high level of detail and places

so much reliance on procedures that it is difficult to operate the plants. One

engineer stated that NRC's emphasis on strict adherence to procedures will cause

a small event to become serious. This practice is creating robots who cannot

think and reason. (Several licensees - all organizational levels)

3.89 The number and length of each licensee's procedures is out of control. This

occurs largely because licensees write or expand procedures to be able to show

procedural coverage to address auditor's concerns. Licensees cited the following

examples. (1) The procedure on how to do an American National Standards

Institute (ANSI) calculation has gone unnecessarily from to 30 pages. 2 It

was necessary to expand the procedure on how to fill out a log sheet when the

sheet itself was self-explanatory. 3 A procedure for rod drop testing was

revised at an inspector's request when it did not include a step to close the rod

drive trip breaker. This step is obviously required and therefore does not

require a step in the procedure. 4 Administrative procedures have grown from

two volumes to twelve. (Two licensees - operators and engineers)

3.90 Some inspectors inappropriately inquire about Information Notices (INs) At

times this occurs before the licensee even has a chance to digest the information

and determine what action may be warranted. This practice also suggests that NRC

is treating INs as if they are Bulletins requiring licensee action, when the IN

states that no specific action is required. In order to cope with inspector

questions, licensees evaluate each one and justify actions, even if taking no

action is appropriate. One licensee completed two pages of documentation to

justify why a radiography IN was not applicable. One middle manager complained

that they cannot conclude that they have done enough until the inspector says

'Jokay." About 50 percent of the time, the inspector says they have not done
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enough, and he probably is right. (Several licensees - engineers, and middle and

senior management)

3.91 NRC frequently advises licensees that training is a problem. As an example,

one inspector advised a licensee that warehouse workers needed more training for

the receipt of radioactive material. However, from the licensee's point of view,

a better solution was to post a sign telling warehouse workers to set radioactive

material aside. It was not efficient to train them on how this material should

be handled because of the caliber of the people involved and the short time they

spend on this assignment. On the other hand, licensees generally like inspection

findings that point to the need for training and procedural changes because these

are easy to correct and get these items closed out, even if the corrections are

not the best solution to the problem. (One licensee - middle management)

3.92 NRC should perform more inspections in reactivity control areas. (One

licensee - engineers)

3.93 The NRC does a poor job of inspecting quality assurance/quality control

(QA/QC) issues. For example (1) they fail to recognize that licensee QA/QC

programs are sampling programs. NRC may judge a good program unfairly because it

questions a problem that was not covered by the licensee's sample. The NRC

should not expect QA/QC programs to find every plant problem. 2 The purpose of

QA inspections should be to evaluate the effectiveness of ongoing activities

rather than the reinspection, years later, of an item such as a snubber. 3 It

was an inspector's opinion that a licensee's QA program was not working because

there were no "findings"; however, the licensee would have had to change its

definitions of "findings," "observations," and "recommendations" to satisfy the

inspector. (Several licensees - engineers and middle management)

3.94 The NRC has not clearly indicated the extent to which it will recognize

increased licensee self-assessment capabilities, except to mitigate escalated

enforcement civil penalties. Currently, the NRC reduces inspections at plants

with good overall SALP ratings. A similar reduction should be applied to the

safety assessment/quality verification (SA/QV) area when licensee self-assessment

is found to be working. (One licensee - middle management)
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3.95 There are events that the NRC should not get involved in, such as turbine

trips that causes reactor trips. (One licensee - operators)

3.96 The region's attitude toward the licensee changed a couple of years ago.

Tough statements are made without facts to justify them. Although an inspector

apologized about an incorrect SALP writeup, no change was made to the SALP rating

or writeup. (One licensee - senior management)

3.97 The previous regional modus operandi was to work with the licensee to

improve safety; now it is to watch people "squirm." (One licensee - operators

and engineers)

3.98 One region is tougher and more negative than the others based on reviews of

SALP reports, inspection reports, and discussions with contractors that have

worked in other regions. As an example, a low-power reactor physics test

procedure in another region can be two pages long while a licensee in the

affected region cannot get by with less than 36 pages. (Two licensees -

engineers and middle management)

3.99 The regions are not consistent in the areas they emphasize. Licensees are

aware of this by contact with other licensees and through exchanges of employees.

(One licensee - middle management)

3.100 There appears to be inconsistency between HQ and the region. The licensee

cited as examples instances when the region had to repeat an inspection because

no human factors person accompanied the original inspection team, as required by

the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations (NRR); and the region and NRR differed

about an acceptable sample size for the examination of fraudulent bolts. It is

not clear there is a close working relationship between NRR and the region. (One

licensee - middle management)

3.101 One licensee is not clear what NRC means by administrative closure of open

items due to "lack of safety significance, age of the item, and other priority

work." The inspection report further states that "the licensee is reminded that

commitments directly related to these open items are the sole responsibility of

the licensee and must be met as specified." The region will "review licensee
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actions by periodically conducting a statistical sample of administratively

closed items." If the items lack safety significance, why is the licensee

required" to take actions in each case? The criteria for opening inspection

items appears inconsistent. This administrative closure does not reduce the

resources expended by the licensee to resolve the issues. (One licensee - middle

management)

3.102 Some inspectors cannot reach a conclusion until it is approved by the NRC

Regional Administrator. (One licensee - middle management)

3.103 NRC security is not in the mainstream of NRC thinking. Security inspectors

tend to operate more independently than others, are less controlled by NRC

management, and tend to be "military types." (One licensee - middle management)

3.104 Information Notice 86-83, "Underground Pathways Into Protected Areas, Vital

Areas, Material Access Areas, and Controlled Access Areas," indicated that vital

area barrier degradations of greater than a specified dimension were not a

problem if a circuitous path exists. Since inspectors interpret what constitutes

a circuitous path, the licensee considers any opening greater than the specified

dimension a degradation. (One licensee - middle management)

3.105 An inspector's position that any document that mentions a vital area is

safeguards information is inconsistent with the way NRC publishes similar

information. This new interpretation would pose an unwarranted additional

licensee burden. (One licensee - middle management)

3.106 Internal disagreements within the region's security and EP groups regarding

interpretations of emergency classifications led to a considerable expenditure of

resources by the licensee. (One licensee - middle management)

3.107 EP inspectors are inconsistent in their inspections. For example, (1) One

inspector told a licensee to follow NUREG-0654, "Criteria for Preparation and

Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support

of Nuclear Power Plants," verbatim; another inspector told the licensee to follow

its emergency plans, not the guidance in NUREG-0654. 2 One inspector advised

the licensee to begin planning to discontinue unusual event reports; another
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inspector advised them not to do so. 3 Finally, one inspector told a licensee

its emergency operations facility (EOF) was adequate; several months later

another inspector told the licensee that the EOF needed to be expanded. In fact,

subsequently, an NRC Commissioner and branch chief also commented on its small

size. The licensee plans to expand the EOF so that its size does not become a

SALP issue. (One licensee - middle management)

3.108 A licensee received mixed signals concerning the realism of EP emergency

exercises. The Regional Administrator suggested more realism. Accordingly, the

licensee positioned a pump to add realism to an exercise. NRC inspectors then

issued a violation related to the pump's position, concluding that its presence

prompted the operators to use it to mitigate the emergency. (One licensee -

middle management)

3.109 The plant simulator should not be used for EP drills, the evaluation of

operators, or EOP inspections. It was designed as a training tool. EP

inspectors do not care what operator licensing examiners have found; they want to

watch the operators during an EP drill. Also, EOP inspections cut down on

available simulator training time. (Two licensees - senior management)

3.110 NRC inspections of emergency exercises overemphasize weakness findings.

This is a disincentive to develop challenging exercise scenarios which provide

maximum training benefits. (One licensee - middle management)

3.111 NRC contractors are more opinionated than NRC personnel, further

complicating licensee resolution of concerns. The contractors were the source of

the most significant challenges to the way the licensee was doing business,

frequently well beyond regulatory requirements. An EP exercise observer was

given as an example. (One licensee - operators)
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4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

The Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) Process

4.1 The Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) process is both

necessary and appropriate. One licensee stated that they learn and improve as

a result of the SALP program. The licensee incorporates the SALP results into

corporate goals to let workers know of their interest in safe, well-run

facilities. Licensees use SALP ratings as a factor in determining plant

management and staff bonuses. (Two licensees - all organizational levels)

4.2 The basis for SALP numerical ratings is too subjective and keeps changing.

Licensees do not know what it takes to get a Category 1, the highest SALP

rating, and when they ask, they are told to "do better." One licensee

representative stated that he does not believe the NRC can distinguish between

Category and Category 2 performance. (Many licensees - engineers, and middle

and senior management)

4.3 The NRC should be making "yes" or "no" determinations on performance and

not use a subjective analysis. (One licensee - engineers)

4.4 The functional areas assessed in SALP are too broad. Such evaluations may

result in injustices to various licensee departments. For example, a broad

functional area may receive a low SALP rating even though it contains a

discipline that performed well. That discipline is tarnished, however, in the

eyes of management. The safety assessment/quality verification (SA/QV)

functional area is a catch-all area for problems in all other functional areas.

SA/QV should be judged on the rate of undiscovered problems to determine if the

SA/QV program is working. Since training is not a separate functional area, it

is not getting the appropriate credit in the SALP evaluation criteria matrix

that is presented to show functional area strengths and weaknesses; therefore,

it is better not to present the matrix at the assessment meetings with

licensees. Training and operations are evaluated in one functional area and

when the rating dropped from a I to a 2 at one plant, it caused animosity

between the operations and training personnel. (Several licensees - all

organizational levels)
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4.5 Although NRC and licensees recognize that performance is improving, SALP

ratings are declining. This contradiction sends the wrong message to the media

and the public. (One licensee - senior management)

4.6 The SALP reports should have either no numerical ratings, or an expanded

numerical scale. One licensee suggested five categories rather than three.

However, the text of the reports and discussions are useful. (Several

licensees - engineers, and middle and senior management)

4.7 The SALP reports are generally accurate. They identify areas for

improvement and focus on what NRC thinks is important. However, licensee

groups may continue or intensify unreasonable practices to satisfy the region

in order to achieve a SALP Category I rating. (One licensee - engineers and

middle management)

4.8 SALP conclusions are not supported by facts. (Two licensees - engineers)

4.9 SALP reports focus on the negative and most recent events and do not give

corresponding credit for positive actions and programs that occur throughout

the SALP period. This skewed pattern results in an inappropriately negative

report that gives members of the public an improper impression of plant

operations. A few comments in a resident inspector's report can lead to a

condemnation of an entire licensee program. Also, inspectors are tasked with

an adversarial role and present predominantly negative views that bias SALP

Board ratings. However, one licensee thought that although the reports were of

high quality, they should focus on current licensee performance rather than

that of the entire period. (Several licensees - engineers, and middle and

senior management)

4.10 SALP reports are largely based on inspection reports which mostly document

negative findings. This practice leads to unbalanced conclusions. Although

inspection reports are improving slightly, they document very few positive

features of plant performance. The "Strengths Observed" section is a good

step, however. Negative SALP results for one licensee were influenced by

violations that were incorrect. The violations were not challenged because the
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licensee felt it was not worth the effort and because they wanted to appear

responsive to NRC. (Two licensees - operators and engineers)

4.11 A number of people on the SALP Board are not cognizant of plant activities

and, therefore, are not capable of rendering appropriate judgements. SALP

ratings are largely based on senior resident inspector (SRI) input since voting

members of the SALP Board do not generally visit the plant. One licensee

believes that while they might get a poorer rating in a category than is

reflected in the SRI's opinion, they would never get a better one. (Many

licensees - all organizational levels)

4.12 SALP ratings are not always representative of performance. For one

licensee, security and emergency preparedness performance received only

Category 2 ratings, even though no violations or weaknesses were reported.

(One licensee - engineers)

4.13 SALP is not a good measure of plant performance because it counts such

things as Licensee Event Reports (LERs), even though the threshold for

reporting LERs varies from licensee to licensee. Licensees believe that both

subjective comments and "bean-counting" are used in these ratings. (Many

licensees - all organizational levels)

4.14 The NRC needs to do a better job of considering all aspects of a

functional area. Accordingly, a SALP rating should not be based on a single

finding. One licensee claimed that the lack of a random drug testing program,

although not required at the time, was the major reason that NRC dropped them

from a SALP Category to a Category 2 rating. (One licensee - middle and

senior management)

4.15 The SALP process is implemented inconsistently within and among the

regions. One licensee compared its SALP rating with those of other plants.

The comparison shows that this licensee received different SALP ratings,

despite similar regulatory records. Another licensee exchanged a health

physics staff person with a SALP Category I plant in their region for six

months to get insights into what it takes to be a SALP Category plant. The

staff person reported that the other plant had similar programs but that it was
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not cited for similar findings, which included violations. This resulted in a

perception that the licensee was being treated differently by NRC because they

were perceived by the NRC as a "problem plant." (Several licensees - engineers

and middle management)

4.16 Each region emphasizes its own issue to determine who deserves a SALP

Category I rating. (One licensee - senior management)

4.17 Manual scrams influence SALP ratings. Purportedly at least one NRC

official told senior licensee management of NRC's concern that the licensee had

"V number of total scrams, which included the manual scrams. This emphasis on

manual scrams could potentially affect operator performance. (One licensee -

senior management)

4.18 Overrunning an outage schedule is not related to public health and safety

and should not be considered in the SALP assessments. (One licensee - middle

management)

Improper Use of the SALP Process by NRC

4.19 Every licensee stated that the SALP process is being used as a mechanism

to obtain better performance. For example, one licensee stated that the NRC

uses SALP to gain further improvements, even though the licensee received a

SALP Category rating. Another licensee reported that a Regional

Administrator told the print media that it (the licensee) needed added

attention to improve performance in a SALP Category functional area. If a

licensee does not respond to inspector findings and/or desires, or to generic

communications, even if they are not requirements, it is considered

unresponsive and receives a poorer SALP rating. If action is taken on these

items, it lessens the time available for licensees to work on other activities.

Also, old plants are held to the same standards as new plants. These matters

are significant because outsiders use SALP ratings as a measure of plant

safety; thus, SALP is politically and economically important.

Concerns for SALP ratings also resulted in licensees adopting or considering

adopting the following "informal" requirements: (1) issuing voluntary reports
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by "red phone" and LERs 2 preparing more detailed logs-, 3 making engineers

available for inspectors during outages to provide quick answers to questions;

(4) making voluntary commitments on such things as emergency response data

system (ERDS) and Mark-I upgrades; (5) taking actions to resolve Regulatory

Effectiveness Review (RER) findings; 6 tagging out equipment to allow

inspection, thereby reducing the number of available trains; 7 upgrading

equipment when it is not necessary for safety, such as chlorine monitors:

(8) manually touching auxiliary feedwater pumps o detect check valve leakage,

even though temperature alarms make it unnecessary; 9 checking daily on all

emergency diesel generator (EDG) oiler caps because one EDG oiler cap was found

off; (10) procuring a fire truck for potential grass fires; (11) adopting

regional direction on how a system engineering program should be structured;

(12) providing armed guards even though the plant Security Plan allowed unarmed

guards; 13) installing a third security fence; 14) meeting inspector time

frames for LER corrective action implementation; (15) responding to threats to

make issues of "Open Items"; 16) responding to a statement at an entrance

meeting that the response to RER findings would have an impact on SALP ratings;

and 17) logging in more security events as a result of a threat of receiving a

SALP Category 3 rating.

As an additional example, inspectors have stated that to retain a Category 

rating in security, the licensee must limit the number of persons who have

access to vital areas. Anyone not entering a given vital area within 30 days

is flagged for possible elimination from the access list. To maintain access

is an administrative burden to the supervisors. Therefore, this practice is

either limiting the access of individuals whose presence could improve plant

performance, or decreasing efficiency as a result of the administrative burden

needed to maintain or reinstate someone for access. Additionally, some people

are entering vital areas just to remain eligible, a practice leading to

unnecessary radiation exposure. (All licensees - all organizational levels)

4.20 There is a pervasive conviction among all levels of licensee staff that

failure to accede to NRC staff findings and concerns may result in retribution

through poor performance evaluations. This is believed to occur when a

licensee begins to challenge a reviewer's or inspector's position. If during

the challenge it becomes clear that there is no middle ground for resolution,
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the licensee will usually accede to the staff members' demands rather than

appeal. (Several licensees - all organizational levels)

4.21 There is a strong perceived linkage between SALP ratings and the quality

of the relationship with the region. Licensees do not want to complain to NRC

because of their concern about damaging relations. Since inspectors and

regional staff can have a big impact on a licensee through its SALP ratings,

licensees weigh an issue carefully before complaining. Also, they do not want

to offend someone by going over his or her head -- region over inspector,

Headquarters over region. Licensees only have so many "silver bullets" to use.

As an example, one licensee complained that a inspector was planning to issue a

violation for a situation that a previous inspector accepted. When the

licensee objected, the vice president was called by the region to discuss the

licensee's "bad attitude." Also, licensees that complain about requirements

are accused of being overly legalistic. Another licensee points out that if

they argue successfully on some technical issue, it is a hollow victory because

the next SALP report will admonish them for being "unresponsive to NRC

concerns." This licensee noted that "not jumping through hoops is being

unresponsive." For example, one licensee was considered unresponsive when it

evaluated cracking in a service water pump wear ring and delayed corrective

action until a good solution was found. The delay took longer than the

previous quick fixes which were not effective. Another licensee received a

10 CFR 50, Appendix J, "Primary Reactor Containment Leakage Testing for

Water-Cooled Power Reactors," violation and appealed the finding. The Regional

Administrator sent a letter agreeing with the licensee; however, the inspector

called the licensee and said that the Regional Administrator should not have

signed the letter. The subsequent SALP report then contained an "unresponsive"

comment. (Many licensees - all organizational levels)

4.22 Licensee managers are afraid to negotiate reasonable schedules to

prioritize all of NRC's desires. If they do so they believe that their SALP

ratings will suffer because they are perceived as "lacking in responsiveness."

They are also concerned that the region will conclude that they do not exhibit

enough initiative and/or excellence to deserve a SALP Category rating. (Two

licensees - engineers and middle management)
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4.23 Licensees made reference to such NRC statements as: "Why are you fighting

Severity Level IV and V violations? Why not just accept them?" "If you were a

SALP Category plant, you would handle this problem in the following way

(Two licensees - all organizational levels)

Interpretation of the SALP Process by Others

4.24 Publicizing SALP ratings is undesirable. A SALP Category 3 raises the

specter of a dangerous plant to the public. As an analogy, the public does not

see published ratings from the Federal Aviation Administration on aircraft

maintenance. (One licensee - senior management)

4.25 Numerous concerns were expressed regarding the improper use of SALP

ratings and performance indicators by Public Utility Commissions, States and

utility management. Bond rating agencies factor SALP results into their rating

processes. Public Utility Commissions factor the ratings into formulas for

determining electricity rates. Improper uses such as these continue to expand.

NRC should consider taking actions to modify the SALP process to prevent its

misuse. (Many licensees - engineers, and middle and senior management)

Performance Indicators

4.26 Performance indicators (PIs) must be handled with great sensitivity.

"They are a most valuable tool but also a most dangerous tool." They should

not be treated as absolutes, nor should they be used for comparisons among

plants. They should be used instead to spot trends. One example of NRC's

misuse of PIs occurs when it compares plant "as-low-as-reasonably-achievable"

(ALARA) performance and pressures one plant to be as good as the next plant.

One plant manager said he resented having "dose numbers of other plants thrust

in his face." (One licensee - middle and senior management)

4.27 There is no need or benefit for both NRC and INPO to have PIs. The

licensee is locked into using INPO's PIs. (One licensee - middle management)

4.28 Licensees made the following additional comments about PIs. Operators at

one plant were not aware of NRC's PIs. No licensee believes anyone would do
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anything unsafe to make PIs look good, but also believes most licensees

"manage" PIs. Licensees believe NRC should set sandards, and leave the PIs to

INPO and utility management. A licensee stated it dd not believe aintenance

qua 14 ty could be depicted by a single PI. A licensee stated that Pis tend to

make them more conservative in their operations. Licensees do not feel

inhibited to initiate a manual scram if it is necessary and manual scrams are

not done to influence the automatic scram PI. However, one senior -Tanager

stated that NRC's counting of manual scrams inhibits operator behavior.

(Several licensees - all organizational levels)

4.29 Licensees manage PIs in a sense by taking troublesome eqjipment out of

service, such as a spiking radiation monitor, to avoid a reportable engineered

safety feature (ESF) actuation. Licensee personnel stated that n no case were

these actions contrary to safety.

One licensee plans to modify its radiation monitoring and chlorine monitoring

and supply systems one or two years earlier than it normally would because of

NRC's interest. Also, a temporary modification will be made at a cost of

S167,000 to avoid extra LERs. Spurious ESF actuations, which do not adversely

affect the actuated equipment and do not impose a significant burden on the

operators, make the licensee's record 7ook bad. (However, they are required to

make a 0 CFR 50.72 phone call.) The licensee is concerned that eOnomics may

prohibit some changes in the future from being made on a schedule driven by

PIs. (Two licensees - engineers and mddle management)

4.30 Managers focus on assuring that the PIs that are of interest to resident

inspector staff are the ones the licensee purposely manages to assure a

positive NRC impression. (One licensee - middle management)

4.31 A licensee was told that the number of open maintenance work requests

(MWRs) was being used by NRC to judge the balance-of-plant material condition.

As a result, resources are being spent to rewrite MWRs instead of 'lo plan and

complete the work. (One licensee - operators)
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Others Comments

4.32 Although SALP ratings and PIs are not to be used for comparisons among

plants, this is "hog wash." People add and use numbers and will continue to do

so as long as numbers exist. A licensee pointed to a public periodical that

listed all U.S. plants by average SALP rating. One licensee admitted that they

have a goal to attain an average of 1.5 on their SALP reports. (Several

licensees - middle and senior anagement)

4.33 The NRC should consider giving fewer SALP Category ratings. The

negative impact of going from a I to a 2 rating is such that a licensee is

better off staying within the 2 range or the high side of a 2 Another

licensee stated that a Category I rating encourages the group receiving it to

be less responsive to changes that may enhance safety so as not to change from

the program NRC recognized as good. (Two licensees - engineers, and middle and

senior management)

4.34 Licensees desire more positive feedback and recognition, believing that it

would encourage future additional proactive efforts in such areas as

reconstituting documentation regarding the design-basis of the plant,

instituting probabilistic risk assessments (PRA), developing the Integrated

Safety Assessment Program (ISAP), and reanalyzing Chapter 15 of Final Safety

Analysis Reports (FSAR). This type of feedback would encourage licensees and

inform the public and media of such efforts. (One licensee - middle and senior

management)

4.35 The NRC does not give sufficient credit for voluntary programs. There is

a concern by lower level licensee personnel that their management will not

support voluntary programs if they are not recognized in SALP reports. (One

licensee - engineers and middle management)

4.36 The NRC does not have the statutory authority to conduct management

assessments (such as SALP) and discuss them publicly. However, SALP-type

dialogs without written reports would be beneficial to licensees. (Two

licensees - senior management)
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4.37 One licensee stated there is no apparent influence of SALP ratings on the

number of inspections conducted at its site. However, another licensee stated

that a reduction in inspections because of a SALP Category rating was seen as

a threat to a continued Category rating since there were fewer inspection

results on which to judge performance. Fewer inspections may cause NRC to put

too much weight on a single performance indicator rather than basing the rating

on an overall understanding of the functional area. (Two licensees -engineers)

4.38 Operators stated that they were not affected by the SALP process. If they

performed well, good SALP ratings would follow. (One licensee - operators)

4.39 One licensee stated that it would receive a SALP 3 rating for meeting the

fitness-for-duty rule but that it would have to "significantly exceed" the rule

to obtain a SALP I rating. (One licensee - middle management)
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5. THE IMPACT OF MULTIPLE OVERSIGHT ORGANIZATIONS

Extent of Impact

5.1 Collectively, the impact of oversight organizations, including the

licensee's own quality assurance/quality control QA/QC oversight, is almost an

impossible burden. There is competitiveness among oversight organizations.

Each gets as involved as its peers and checks on the responses licensees have

made to the other organizations. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI),

the Nuclear Utility Management and Resources Council (NUMARC), and an owners'

group are all interacting with the licensee on various issues. (Two

licensees -all organizational levels)

5.2 The initiatives by oversight organizations and the licensee are driving

operation and maintenance costs to the point of making nuclear plants

economically uncompetitive, and may force a plant shutdown in a few years. One

licensee sees no change in this upward trend of initiatives. The situation

will be exacerbated if the licensee's partners pull out of the partnership, an

option they are now exploring. Items that are driving up costs include:

Generic Letters (GLs), Bulletins, Significant Operating Experience Reports

(SOERs), accident management initiatives, configuration management, Safety

System Functional Inspections (SSFIs), and inspector initiatives. (One

licensee - senior management)

5.3 Four to five senior engineers are needed full time to answer or address

the questions and concerns from NRC, Institute for Nuclear Power Operations

(INPO), NUMARC, and the owners' group. Another licensee has a staff of 1 to

20 people per site to address regulatory activities. (Two

licensees - engineers and senior management)

5.4 Estimates by various licensee groups of the time devoted to oversight by

outside organizations varied from to 90 percent. As a result, some managers

do not have as much time to manage as they would like. Although the impact was

not identified as being adverse to safety, it was perceived as delaying other

desirable work. Various estimates were made: (1) 90 percent by one training

manager; 2 85 percent by one senior manager; and 3 12 percent on NRC
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issues, primarily for generic correspondence, 12 percent on State issues, and 4

percent on INPO issues by another senior manager. (Many licensees - middle and

senior management)

5.5 The impact of NRC and INK assessments on a licensee's training department

is staggering. During a six-month period one licensee had: (1) an INK

simulator evaluation, 2 an INPO training visit, 3 an NRC training

inspection based on a NUREG 4 a requalification training program change, (5)

a requalification examination, and 6 an NRC Emergency Operating Procedure

(EDP) inspection. Many of the same issues were evaluated for each. (One

licensee - operators)

Conflicts and Duplication of Effort

5.6 The NRC should restrict its regulatory activities to requirements and

leave the pursuit of excellence to licensees and licensee organizations, such

as INPO. NRC has been pushing licensees toward excellence in all phases of

plant activities and the target is moving toward perfection. Attempts to

achieve perfection are impossible and inhibit motivation. Also, one licensee

stated the NRC should restrict its mission to safety-related systems only and

leave balance-of-plant matters to licensees and licensee groups. (Several

licensees - engineers, and middle and senior management)

5.7 There was little reported conflict between NRC and INPO activities.

However, there is redundancy in their activities and one organization may

emphasize an area more than the other. There was also apprehension concerning

the movement toward dual regulation by NRC and INPO. The following examples

were cited. (1) INPO maintenance reviews and NRC Maintenance Team Inspections

are both of good quality but redundant and require that licensee personnel

spend a significant amount of time with both organizations on the same topics.

This comment also applied to NRC and INPO reviews of emergency preparedness.

(2) INK is more prescriptive in radiation protection inspections than NRC is,

particularly with respect to whole-body exit monitors. 3 INK and NRC both

emphasize the condition of painted surfaces throughout the plant and the

material condition of equipment. 4 An INK training accreditation visit and
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an NRC team inspection covered essentially the same topics within a 10-month

period. (Several licensees - engineers and middle management)

5.8 When NRC and INPO look at the same thing, they sometimes give conflicting

views, which affects licensees and increases operating costs. Moreover,

licensees do not know how to react or respond to such situations. Examples of

such conflicts include: (1) NRC Operational Safety Team Inspections (OSTI) and

INPO evaluators at one site came to opposite conclusions, as did an NRC

maintenance team and INPO evaluators at another site; 2 INPO and NRC gave

conflicting examples of what each thought was a good plant chemistry program;

and 3 NRC and INPO wanted EPs written differently. (Many licensees -

engineers, and middle and senior management)

5.9 There were mixed views on whether competition existed between NRC and

INPO. One licensee stated that little competition exists. Several licensees

believe that competition does exist, up to and including the observations that

NRC and INPO having "competing admirals." Examples cited included: () both

have performance indicators; 2 both are pursuing maintenance improvements;

and 3 INPO accredits training programs while NRC searches for its role when

INPO puts a licensee's training program on probation. (Several licensees -

operators, and middle and senior management)

5.1 Mny NRC generic issues are duplicated by other organizations. It is

wasteful and demoralizing to have to respond to so many different

organizations. Neither NRC nor INPO will accept information developed for the

other. The correspondence should be coordinated to save licensee resources.

For example: (1) After the LaSalle flux oscillation event, licensees received

a Bulletin, Information Notice (IN), SOER, and Service Information Letter

(SIL); 2 after the Surry pipe failure, licensees received a Bulletin, GL, and

SOER 3 on motor-operated valve problems, licensees received a Bulletin,

SOER, GL, and possibly more; 4 on the metal clad circuit breaker issue,

NUMARC expanded the NRC position to include nonsafety-related systems. There

was similar duplication on the following topics: (1) instrument air; 2 decay

heat removal; 3 Rosemount transmitters; 4 shutdown margin; and (5) thermal

cycling. (Many licensees - engineers, and middle and senior management)
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5.11 The multiple "regulators" spend time flowing how licensees address the

other "regulators'" concerns. (Two licensees - all organizational levels)

5.12 INPO takes more licensee time than NRC does. INPO "paper" is more

voluminous and more general than NRC's. The general information INK

communicates to utilities is difficult to deal with. (One licensee - senior

management)

5.13 NRC sent an Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) to a site after NRC learned of

its INPO rating. It is wrong for NRC to follow-up on INPO findings. (One

licensee - senior management)

State Involvement

5.14 The NRC should take a tough stand on State intrusion into areas of NRC

jurisdiction, since it will not end at a reasonable point if the NRC continues

to be passive in this matter. Licensees complain about specific initiatives

being taken by several States. In another instance, a licensee planned to

install a hardened vent; the State does not want it installed and NRC has not

effectively resolved the issue. Licensees claim that NRC does not stand up to

State politics: "The state calls the tune and the NRC dances." (Several

licensees - engineers, and middle and senior management)

5.15 Concern was expressed that the Commission's Policy Statement on State

involvement in NRC activities may encourage less active States to become more

active in the process. (One licensee - senior management)

5.16 One licensee that has spent $0.5 million for facilities to accommodate

State needs is concerned about duplicate regulation. The licensee claims that

there are now enough oversight organizations; more are not needed. (One

licensee - operators and middle management)

5.17 One licensee electronically provides 1300 data points every two minutes to

the State. If the licensee did not report voluntarily, the State was going to

pass a law requiring that the data be sent. (One licensee - senior management)
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5.18 The State reviews NRC inspection reports and can make recommendations to

which the licensee must respond. (One licensee - senior management)

5.19 Based on one year of experience with a State resident engineer who "did

not do much," one licensee notes that State involvement may not have an adverse

impact if good, well-trained personnel are used. Differences between NRC and

State findings may depend on the personalities of the inspectors performing the

inspections. Another licensee stated that the State nuclear engineer is

acceptable if he does not impede activities. However, licensees are concerned

that such inspectors may be "politically" motivated. (Two

licensees - operators, engineers and senior management)

5.20 There were mixed comments regarding economic regulators. Even though

economic regulators were not viewed as a problem by some licensees, they

maintain that there is a need to be careful and prudent in voluntary

expenditures to ensure cost recovery through rates. For example, one licensee

was hesitant to install an emergency response data system (ERDS). This problem

could be remedied by formally issuing NRC requests in standards and rules.

Another licensee reported that its economic regulator is scrutinizing

operations and maintenance expenditures more closely each year. (Many

licensees - middle and senior management)

One licensee is able to recover all construction costs only if the units

operate at a lifetime capacity factor of 73 percent or better. This has

resulted in significant emphasis on "long-term" operation and "doing it right"

the first time. Management is very responsive to NRC concerns to avoid an

NRC-mandated shutdown. (One licensee - all organizational levels)

Emergency Planning

5.21 The Federal Emergency Management Agency's (FEMA) six-year cycle and NRC's

five-year cycle for emergency exercises are incompatible. (Two licensees -

middle management)

5.22 Licensees, States, and the NRC use different criteria for determining

emergency action levels (EALs) and protective action recommendations. This
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causes confusion at times. (One lice9see - operators. engineers and middle

management)

5.23 FEMA has promu'gated guidance emoranda that interpret standards in

NUREG-0654, "C-iteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency

Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants." These

memoranda constitute increasing standards, are being treated as requirements by

FEMA, and are not controlled within the NRC backfit process. (Two licensees -

middle and senior management)

5.24 ne FEMA region is "out of cont-ol." (One licensee - senior management)

Hazardous Waste and Radioactive Emissions

5.25 At present there are no joint NRC/Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

licensed disposal facilities for mixed radioactive and hazardous wastes.

Consequently, mixed waste must be stored onsite. In order to store the waste,

an 7DA storage permit is required. At present, an interim permit is required;

however, n the rear future, a Resource Corservation and Recovery Act Part 

storage permit will be required which will crea-�e a severe financial and

administrative burden. Fr example, the Part application fee is $100,00 to

S350,300 per site and will cost an additional S50,000 to 00,000 per year to

Maintain. The costs associated with he oual regulation of mixed wastes

discourages development of new disposal facilities and treatment methods. (Two

licensees - engineer and middle maragemert)

5.26 NRC and EPA do not have a cons'stent approach for determining what level

of risk is acceptable to the puolic for airborne radionuclide emission

standards. EPA's 40 CFR, "Protection of Environment," airborne radionuclide

emission standard is set below the acceptable rsk evel identified by the NRC.

NRC and EPA also use different calcu'ational methods for these emissions, which

result in different values. (One licensee - middle management)
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6. OPERATOR LICENSING

NRC's Role in the Examination Process

6.1 The Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) accreditation program,

combined with NRC's approval of licensee training programs, should make it

possible for NRC to monitor the examination process only, rather than to be

involved as an examiner. Also, NRC's examinations sample only a small amount

of the operators' knowledge and this sampling is then used to judge the

adequacy of the entire program. (Several licensees - operators, engineers, and

middle management)

6.2 There are too many organizations involved in the training and evaluation

process. These include NRC, INPO, and the licensee's training and operations

departments. "Somebody needs to drop out of the picture." This excessive

oversight requires too many tests and evolutions, and leads to unneeded stress

on operators. One licensee examination had a total of 17 examiners,

evaluators, and observers, including four from NRC. (Several licensees -

operators, and middle and senior management)

Requalification Examination Program

6.3 The current requalification program is an improvement over the previous

program in that one training program now prepares operators both for the

examination and for plant operations. (Many licensees - operators, and middle

and senior management)

6.4 Continuing changes to how the requalification program is being implemented

increase stress on operators. It is time to stabilize the process.

Additionally, program changes should not be permitted in the six months

preceding an examination. Otherwise the impact can be drastic, as when a

senior reactor operator (SRO) is taken offshift to assist the training

department. It takes three to four years to replace an SRO. (Many licensees -

operators, engineers and middle management)
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6.5 The six-year schedule of examinations should not be compressed, as is

currently being done, because the NRC got a late start in implementing the

requalification program. (One licensee - operators, engineers, and middle

management)

6.6 Changes to NUREG-1021, "Operator Licensing Examiner Standards," are

continually made in a somewhat uncontrolled manner and provided to licensees

informally by the NRC. One licensee had five different versions of Revision 

to NUREG-1021. Licensees are expected to implement these changes before

Section 601 of NUREG-1021 is officially revised. The NRC should carefully

determine needed changes and then promulgate them officially with adequate lead

time (six months up to two years) before the changes become effective. (Many

licensees - operators, engineers and middle management)

6.7 Resource expenditures for examinations are tremendous. One licensee

expended one staff-year of effort over a one-to-two month period to develop and

administer examinations to 24 operators. These tasks were in addition to the

routine effort to maintain and improve existing requalification material.

Further, the need to generate approximately 250 new questions a year cannot go

on forever. Creating these questions now requires the services of about two

full-time people. (One licensee - middle management)

6.8 The NRC treats Section 601 of NUREG-1021 as if it is a regulation, which

it is not. (Several licensees - operators and middle management)

6.9 Proposed changes to Section 601 of NUREG-1021 should be provided to

licensees for comment before they are implemented. (Two licensees - operators

and middle management)

6.10 The regions are not implementing the requalification program uniformly.

One licensee recommended that periodic meetings among all regions and all

licensees be held to promote uniformity rather than the current NRC practice of

holding internal NRC counterpart meetings. (One licensee - engineers)

6.11 One region requires all training and other requirements to be completed

60 days before an examination when the application is submitted. This
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requirement is more restrictive than either the rule or the instructions on the

application form, which allow training and requirements to be completed within

this 60-day period. (One licensee - operators and middle management)

6.12 Different examiners interpret Section 601 of NUREG-1021 differently, both

within and among regions. Examples include: (1 A feedwater pump trip

scenario resulted in a one-page examination by one examiner and a four-page

examination by another examiner; 2 One region permits a licensee to submit a

proposed examination and other regions do not; and 3 The regions require

different conditions for the static simulator examination. (Many licensees -

operators, engineers and middle management)

6.13 The licensee training staff and NRC examiners interpret Section 601 of

NUREG-1021 differently, which causes more work for both because of the need to

write and review new questions. (Several licensees - operators, engineers, and

middle management)

6.14 The type and style of requalification examination questions need to be

defined and stabilized. The NRC does not accept direct lookup questions

patterned after examples given in NUREG-1021 because they are too simple, yet

the NRC refuses to define direct-lookup questions. Also, the NRC has

vacillated between using essay and multiple-choice questions. One licensee

cited an example of where an NRC-composed question given in one licensee's

examination was proposed by another licensee in the same region for its

examination but was rejected by the NRC. (Several licensees - operators and

middle management)

6.15 The application of critical tasks in examinations should be standardized.

Both the tasks identified as critical and the number of critical tasks in an

examination are region and examiner dependent. As an example, one licensee's

scenario that had seven critical tasks was approved by the NRC while another

licensee's scenario with thirteen tasks was considered inadequate, even though

examinees at the second plant have twice the.chance of failing. (Several

licensees - operators, engineers, and middle management)
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6.16 The job performance measures (JPMs) portion of the requalification

examination should be discontinued. The industry pass rate is approximately

99 percent and NRC and the utilities could make better use of their resources.

It took one licensee approximately 1500 staff-hours to prepare 75 JPMs.

Additionally, it takes one operator, one utility evaluator, one NRC evaluator,

and sometimes one SRO procedure reader about 15 to 20 minutes to administer one

JPM. During a 1989 NRC Requalification Examination, 250 JPMs were given at one

facility. (Two licensees - operators, engineers, and middle management)

6.17 The examination process is artificial and unfair in some respects.

Examinations are perceived to be more demanding than plant operations. Missing

a single critical task in a one-hour simulator examination may result in the

operator failing the examination. This standard was considered to be unfair in

view of the number of tasks in such a scenario, of the options available to

recover from such a mistake, and the possibility that the mistake may be

averted by crew interaction were it permitted. While operating a plant, the

same omission may only result in a Licensee Event Report (LER) and/or a

Severity Level IV violation. Operators must be "actors" for the benefit of the

examiner in that they must vocalize their thoughts so that the examiner

realizes that operators are observing and considering the proper things.

During examinations, examinees are not permitted to consult with and get advice

from other shift members and management, as would normally be done during

operations. Because there are too many constraints on examination questions,

only a small portion of the static simulator examination pertains to the

conditions presented on the simulator. Finally, an individual may be examined

more than once since he or she may be used to fill more than one crew

complement being examined. Multiple examinations create multiple opportunities

to fail. (Many licensee - operators, engineers and middle management)

6.18 Training now emphasizes severe accident scenarios so that operators can

pass the examinations. This focus leaves little time for operators to train on

the normal plant evolutions needed to operate the plant. Licensees question

whether emphasizing severe accidents strikes the proper balance in the

knowledge they need. (Many licensees - all organizational levels)
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6.19 The operator licensing training program is developing operators who are

trained to follow procedures verbatim rather than to think about what they are

doing. This type of training will hamper operator responses when split-second

decisions are needed. (Several licensees - operators and engineers)

6.20 The examination process is unnecessarily stressful to operators and is

even more stressful than operating the plant during an actual event. Examples

cited include: (1) The third crew to be examined in one day was sequestered in

a room for four hours before the examination because all crews were to be

examined on the same scenarios; and 2 The suggested time periods listed for

each question (as an aid) caused some candidates to panic when they thought

they were getting behind. (Two licensees - operators, engineers, and middle

management)

6.21 Licensees rather than the NRC should be permitted to determine when a

person is selected for examination and how the shift crew should be composed.

(One licensee - engineers)

6.22 Development of requalification examination questions was complicated by

the inadequate time available for the NRC examiners to interact with licensee

training staff because of the amount of examination material to be prepared.

(Many licensees - operators, engineers and middle management)

6.23 One operator stated that operator discussions with the examiners

immediately after an examination would be beneficial to clarify any issues that

were raised or operator actions that occurred during the examination. (One

licensee - operators)

6.24 The NRC overreacted to the finding that the requalification program was

unsatisfactory by requiring a written justification for continued operation in

five hours and holding a regional meeting the next working day. This type of

overreaction was very disruptive and caused intense public pressure. (One

licensee - operators)
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Replacement Examinations

6.25 The Replacement Examination Program should be changed so that it is

similar to the Requalification Examination Program. (Two licensees - operators

and middle management)

6.26 An operator is required to refer to source material and procedures when

operating a plant and examinations should be consistent with this practice. At

the present time, the upgrade examination from reactor operator (RO) to SRO

does not permit operators to refer to procedures and other documents. Instead,

it requires extensive memorization. (Two licensees - operators)

6.27 The replacement examination process tends to be discriminatory in that

licensees are conservative about who they permit to take the examination

because they do not want to put their training program at risk. (Several

licensees - operators, engineers and middle management)

6.28 To better utilize resources, the Generic Fundamental Examination should be

administered at or near the facility rather than at the NRC regional office.

The NRC resident inspector, NRC examiner, a contractor, or the utility could

proctor the examination onsite. In one case, this would have saved a licensee

$3500 in travel expenses alone. (One licensee - middle management)

6.29 The training program for replacement examinations does not allow credit

for activities done by candidates prior to their entering the operator

licensing program. For example, an equipment attendant must repeat some of his

or her normal job functions under the training program to be eligible to sit

for the examination. (One licensee - operators)

6.30 NRC does not give adequate credit for operating experience. For example,

no credit is given for plant evolutions in modes and 6 on a pressurized water

reactor, even though these evolutions can provide more valuable experience than

normal power operations. It is difficult to get the required experience for

reactivity manipulations when the plant is operating at power for an extended

period. Also, one licensee was told that on-duty time beyond an eight-hour

shift could not be taken for credit even if the licensee was on 12-hour shifts.

(One licensee - middle management)
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Other Comments

6.31 Emergency Action Levels (EALs) should be removed from the examination

process, since they are covered in the emergency preparedness inspection

process. If kept in the examination process, overly conservative event

classifications should not result in failure of a critical task. Additionally,

it should be recognized that an EAL decision is rarely made by one person

without advice from and discussion with others. (Two licensees - operators and

middle management)

6.32 NRC should not inspect the adequacy of Emergency Operating Procedures

(EOPs) as a part of a requalification examination, since it is a distraction to

the examination process. Separate EP inspections are worthwhile and have

resulted in improvements to the procedures. Also, EP inspections and

requalification examinations should not be done simultaneously since some

licensed operators are involved in both, which has is an unfair impact on them.

(One licensee - engineers and middle management)

6.33 Testing candidates on "cascading" Technical Specifications (defined in

Section 230 of this Appendix) is currently unfair since neither the NRC nor

the licensee have developed a firm position or guidance on it. (One licensee -

senior management)

6.34 Individuals should not be examined for positions they do not hold or on

activities they do not conduct. For example, a control room operator who holds

an SRO license but does not perform as a shift supervisor (SS) should not be

examined in the SS position. Also, an SS had to spend time training for how to

discharge a liquid holding tank for a JPM a task which he normally would not

do. (One licensee - operators, engineers and middle management)

6.35 A person appealing a failed examination may lose the opportunity to sit

for the next examination because the appeal process is not completed before the

next examination is scheduled or held. Additionally, some operators expressed

the view that they would not get a fair review of an appeal by the region; they

felt Headquarters would be fairer. They base this conclusion on prior regional
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denials that were overturned by Headquarters. (One licensee - operators and

middle management)

6.36 The letter sent to an operator who fails an examination is very

disturbing, and even intimidating. It is perceived as a threat to revoke the

license and possibly to require a hearing. (Two licensees - operators and

engineers)

6.37 Examinations should only be given by an examiner who holds or has held a

license. Currently, some examiners are relatively inexperienced. Also one

licensee had a candidate that they would not let sit for an examination; that

individual is now an NRC examiner. (Two licensees - operators and middle

management)

6.38 The examiners need to be more familiar with the plant simulator and

understand its characteristics before giving examinations on it. (One licensee

- operators, engineers and middle management)

6.39 The NRC decision not to impose the degreed operator rule was generally

praised; however, retention of the concept as an NRC policy statement leaves

the operators feeling there is still an uncertainty about their futures.

Additionally, operators stated that once they received a degree, it would be

their "ticket" to get off shift work. They also questioned the value of a

degree in view of improved training, simulators, and procedures. (Several

licensees - operators)

6.40 Multiple, overlapping requirements placed on operators, such as the

training program and shift work, and the pressure to get a degree, are forcing

all but the most dedicated operators to apply for other jobs in the

organization. For example, a good shift supervisor wth 14 years experience is

moving to a daytime position in the Independent Safety Engineering Group and

taking a 15,000 per year pay cut to escape the stress. (Two licensees -

operators)
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6.41 The examinations should permit one person to read a procedure while a

second person executes it, as is done during actual plant operations. (One

licensee - operators, engineers, and middle management)

6.42 The knowledge level measured by examinations varies. Some test a person's

ability to memorize, while others test the ability to safely operate a plant.

(One licensee - operators)

6.43 One senior manager questioned the need to spend 20 million for an

incremental improvement of the control room simulator for certification since

the training program is judged to be good. (One licensee - senior management)

6.44 The national examination schedule was viewed positively. (One licensee -

middle management)
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7. ENFORCEMENT AND INVESTIGATIONS

Enforcement Policy Implementation

7.1 Statistics show that enforcement actions have increased since 1985, even

though plant performance has improved. These two conditions appear to

contradict one another. (One licensee - senior management)

7.2 NRC's regions are inconsistent in their application of enforcement policy.

One region leads the nation in the number of violations issued per plant, even

at an Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Category plant.

Management at this region changed within the last couple of years and got

tougher on violations. One licensee in this region receives far more

violations than its sister plant in another region. Violations are now issued

where previously they were classified as unresolved items, a change attributed

to regional policy. Relations between one licensee and the region are

bordering on being adversarial. Also, this licensee believes that it does not

get a fair hearing when it denies a violation. A licensee in another region

stated that its region is the toughest on enforcement. For example, it

received a violation for not following a step n a procedure, even though the

step was not mandatory (i.e., it said "should," not "shall"), and was

consciously not done. (Several licensees - engineers, and middle and senior

management)

7.3 The enforcement process does not motivate. Many enforcement actions are

counterproductive in that they require a considerable effort to resolve issues

of marginal importance. Any violation, whether escalated or not, requires a

considerable amount of licensee resources. Sometimes the licensee takes

extreme corrective actions to appear responsive to the NRC, even when these

actions are not deemed necessary by the licensee. As an example, a

licensee-initiated procedure requires 20 hours a year of training for each

safety review board (SRB) member. One inspector issued a violation for a board

member having 18 of the 20 hours required. Moreover, the response to the

violation required a great deal of unnecessary paperwork. When the SRB Chair

waived the requirement, as permitted by the procedure, the inspector required

the Chair to complete a checklist to document how waivers were done. The
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inspector did not consider the discretionary language in the procedure, "in the

judgement of the manager," sufficient. (Two licensees - engineers and senior

management)

7.4 Licensees are very sensitive to violations because of the State and media

attention given to all violations, even for those of Severity Levels IV and V.

(Two licensees - all organizational levels)

7.5 In a number of cases, the NRC has cited licensees for violations based on

the licensee's findings rather than on NRC findings. This practice does not

credit the vigilance of licensee programs and creates an additional resource

burden since both the licensee's findings and NRC violations require corrective

action reports and management reviews. One licensee indicated that of four NRC

violations issued in 1989, three were identified by the licensee. Examples of

licensee-identified violations include the following: (1) the design of a

control room ventilation system heater that resulted in a Severity Level III

violation; 2 a problem in closing an residual heat removal system valve that

resulted in a Severity Level III violation; in contrast, the same problem was

not cited at another facility; and 3 quality assurance (QA) findings were

used as examples of an NRC violation; however, NRC has improved in this area.

Issuing NRC violations for licensee-identified findings may inhibit licensees

from being open with the NRC and act as a disincentive for aggressive licensee

self-assessment programs and to the alert licensee employees who carry them

out. Also, NRC's use of QA findings as the basis for violations dampens QA

effectiveness and may cause licensee staff to be less open and cooperative with

their own QA organizations. Licensees have stated that they will provide

answers only to specific questions for fear that the inspector will play "I

gotcha." They are concerned, for example, that design reconstitution programs

will uncover past problems and that issuing violations for those problems may

discourage further efforts. In another instance, a licensee found an unlocked

security safe, corrected it, took long-term corrective action, and reported it

to an NRC security inspector. The region held an enforcement conference on

this problem, prior to which the region would not discuss it. The intensity of

attention to the clerk who found the unlocked safe could have the tendency to
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persuade the clerk not to report other problems when they are discovered.

(Many licensees - all organizational levels)

7.6 The recent enforcement policy change that gives increased credit for

licensee-identified items is an improvement. However, escalated enforcement

implementation does not give as much credit for licensee identification and

reporting of problems as the enforcement policy implies. (Several licensees -

engineers, and middle and senior management)

7.7 Two licensees perceive a changing enforcement threshold, noting instances

where previously acceptable programs were later cited for program deficiencies.

(Two licensees - all organizational levels)

7.8 Although NRC appears to be conducting more enforcement conferences, it is

not issuing more civil penalties. The concern is that the licensees are being

set up for more stringent enforcement for repeat violations. (One licensee -

engineers and senior management)

7.9 Enforcement is broadening into nonsafety-related areas. As an example, a

licensee performed a nonsafety-related condensate pump hydrostatic test that

resulted in some problems. The results were extrapolated to the point where

management breakdown was cited. (One licensee - engineers)

7.10 Little purpose is served after a Licensee Event Report (LER) is submitted

with acceptable corrective action to receive a violation based on the LER. The

licensee then submits the same corrective action described in the LER.

Additionally, why is an enforcement conference required if all the details are

provided in the LER? Licensee and NRC resources could be saved if the

enforcement conferences were not mandatory. (Two licensees - engineers and

middle management)

7.11 The NRC should continue to improve the regulatory process to reward

licensees who identify and resolve safety issues. On occasion, the first

licensee to identify a generic problem is punished by the regulatory process

rather than rewarded. (One licensee - middle management)
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7.12 The appropriateness of NRC enforcement actions should be reevaluated. For

example, a civil penalty was issued for commercial-grade dedication violations.

Although the violation was correct, the licensee was in the process of

upgrading its program and believed it was ahead of the industry in doing so.

Thus, it believed it was victimized by an early inspection schedule in this

area. (One licensee - engineers and middle management)

7.13 Elimination of Severity Level IV and V violations would not affect

performance. For the most part, strong corrective actions would be taken on

all findings, irrespective of whether they were violations. (One licensee -

middle management)

7.14 Some violations are given for very minor discrepancies, a practice that

shows a lack of good safety perspective. Regardless of its actual

significance, any NRC violation is treated as a high-priority item by licensee

management. However, NRC has improved in this area over the past several

years. Licensees provided the following examples of questionable violations:

(1) One licensee upgraded to a new version of the inservice inspection (ISI)

code. Although exempted by the code for preservice inspection (PSI), it

elected to conduct the PSI anyway. When one weld was found inaccessible, it

filed for relief, but got a violation for not requesting a PSI exemption in

advance. 2 A licensee was using an underwater TV camera to examine a bent

tab on a fuel assembly. The licensee was cited because the procedure did not

mention underwater video examinations. (One licensee - engineers and middle

management)

7.15 There have been enforcement actions for events purported to be significant

in that violations of Technical Specifications (TS) or regulations occurred,

when in fact such violations are of extremely low significance seen in the

context of probabilistic risk assessment. Risk should be considered. It would

save licensee and NRC resources since enforcement has a major resource impact.

(One licensee - middle management)

7.16 Headquarter's and regional staff members need to focus on plant and

equipment safety rather than just on compliance. (Two licensees - all

organizational levels)
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7.17 Violations should be put in perspective. As an example, a violation was

issued when an individual inadvertently left his dosimeter on his jacket. The

citation did not mention that everyone else at the plant wore their dosimeters

properly. (One licensee - middle and senior management)

7.18 According to one licensee, an inspector stated that his directions were

that if there were any doubt about a finding, write a violation rather than

treating it as an unresolved item, and then let the licensee defend it. The

licensee accepted the following violation because they would have expended

resources to fight and they did not want to appear unresponsive. The violation

was for conducting an inadequate survey because it used a 10.3-ml vial rather

than a 10-ml vial, per procedures, although the results from the 10.3-ml sample

were conservative. Such violations destroy NRC's credibility. (One

licensee - engineers)

7.19 Appealing violations is not worth the resources expended and could lead to

lowered SALP ratings if a licensee is perceived as uncooperative. One licensee

stated that although it had appealed a regional inspector's violation, it has

not appealed resident inspector (RI) staff violations to keep a good

relationship with RI staff. In one case, the NRC response to an appeal went

only as far as the section chief for signature, thereby calling into question

the fairness of the appeal process. (One licensee - engineers)

7.20 NRC is unwilling, once a violation is proposed in writing, to back down

from it, regardless of arguments and information provided by the licensee. In

one instance, the licensee's Security Plan did not require a roof hatch to be

alarmed, but a violation was issued because it had no alarm. The licensee

denied the violation, but the region sided with inspector. (One licensee -

middle management)

7.21 Multiple-site licensees are expected to meet higher standards because the

enforcement policy takes into account violations at one site as prior notice

that corrective action should have been taken at the other sites. Single-unit

licensees are not treated similarly. (One licensee - senior management)
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7.22 Information Notices are used to escalate civil penalties for prior notice,

even when the information is not closely related. (One licensee - engineers)

7.23 The NRC is too quick to consider repetitive violations as programmatic,

when in fact they might be isolated failures. (One licensee - engineers and

senior management)

7.24 Some resident inspectors are more concerned with waiting until a violation

occurs and then issuing the violation rather than in resolving issues

beforehand and avoiding the violation. (Two licensees - operators and

engineers)

7.25 An opportunity should be provided for licensees to discuss issues with NRC

before the escalated enforcement process begins. (Two licensees - engineers,

and middle and senior management)

7.26 The region has trouble getting applicable inspection reports to the

licensee in time to allow preparation for the enforcement conference. (One

licensee - middle management)

Enforcement Timeliness

7.27 Although not arguing the fairness of civil penalty enforcement actions,

licensees believe NRC's timeliness in reviewing an event and processing the

enforcement case is a significant problem from the standpoint of media and

public perception. Initially, an event receives a significant amount of media

attention; six months later when the enforcement action is finalized, the case

again receives a considerable amount of media and public attention. As a

result, the public believes, incorrectly, that two separate events have

occurred. (Two licensees - operators, and middle and senior management)

7.28 The Office of Investigations (OI) findings have no stated relation to

safety. OI findings are issued 3 to years after the issue was initially

raised. By then, licensee personnel involved with the issue may be gone and

the programs may have changed.This delay can confuse the public as to whether

or not a problem is current. In some cases, the region sends an OI report that
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contains substantiated allegations with a letter requesting no response. The

licensee believes that the report necessitates a licensee response to clarify

and close the issue, regardless of what the transmittal letter says. (One

licensee - middle management)

7.29 Investigations by the OI can have devastating effects on public

perceptions and licensee morale. OI is conducting investigations merely to

justify its existence. In one case, despite its many inspections for the

potential falsification of documents, OI finally concluded that there was no

actual problem. Notwithstanding this, the issue was covered by the press. In

the end, no wrongdoing was found but there was no equal press coverage of this

finding. In another case, OI began an investigation by calling a newspaper

reporter to find out what he knew about a situation before contacting the

licensee. The licensee viewed the NRC staff as afraid to control OI. (Several

licensees - operators, engineers and middle management)

7.30 NRC's regional offices work very well with licensees and staff from the

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) on enforcement discretion.

Additionally, one licensee received an excellent tutorial from NRR on

enforcement discretion and temporary waiver of compliance. The licensee has

included these guidelines in its operating instructions. (One licensee -

middle management)

Other Comments

7.31 Licensees would prefer to be issued an unresolved item rather than a

violation for an initial finding. This would give the licensee an opportunity

to argue the merits of the finding before the violation is firm, or to fix the

item. A violation could be issued subsequently if the licensee is not

responsive. (One licensee - all organizational levels)

7.32 Issuance of violations by both the State and NRC on the same

transportation issue causes the licensee double jeopardy with the press.

Additionally, it is not clear why both are needed. (One licensee - senior

management)
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7.33 The licensee should be permitted direct access to the Office of

Enforcement (OE) if OE takes a different approach to an enforcement action than

the region does. (One licensee - middle management)

7.34 A licensee will do "almost anything" the NRC desires if it is subject to a

shutdown confirmed by a Confirmatory Action Letter. (One licensee - middle

management)

7.35 A $50,000 civil penalty at a nuclear power plant makes front page news,

while a 500,000 civil penalty at a chemical plant appears on page 6 of the

newspaper. (One licensee - operators)
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8. REPORTING EVENTS

Reporting Requirements

8.1 The reporting threshold is too low for requirements in 10 CFR 20,

"Standards For Protection Against Radiation," 10 CFR 50.72, "Immediate

Notification Requirement For Operating Nuclear Power Reactors," 10 CFR 50.73,

"Licensee Event Report System," and 10 CFR 73, "Physical Protection of Plants

and Materials." The reporting criteria are so comprehensive and cover such a

wide spectrum that items low in safety significance are deemed as important as

items of higher safety significance and take up as much time. Licensees

questioned the need for making some reports since no apparent action is taken

in response to them by the NRC. Also, the security threshold is substantially

lower than for nuclear safety events. Licensees questioned the need to report

the following events: (1) when a bird on an endangered species list flew into

a power line and was killed; 2 when engineered safety feature (ESF)

actuations occur which have no safety significance, such as for a reactor water

cleanup system isolation; 3 when ESF actuations are caused by such things as

welding interference, which do not in fact actuate a system; 4 when ESF

actuations occur which were not previously identified and would not be

reportable if they had been; (5) when limiting conditions for operations (LCO)

shutdowns occur that are required by the Technical Specifications (TS), but are

within the TS; 6 when grass fires and construction trailer fires happen that

do not threaten plant safety; 7 when specified radiation exposures are

exceeded; and (8) when a security component is inoperable for longer than ten

minutes without compensatory measures. (Many licensees - all organizational

levels)

8.2 NRC's events reporting requirements need to be reexamined, since they may

adversely affect a licensee's ability to respond to an incident. Several

representative examples were cited. Licensees are required to staff the "red

phone" continuously during an event, which ties up a valuable staff resource

that would be better applied responding to the event. When someone is injured,

the first question pursued about their condition is whether or not the worker

is contaminated, since contamination requires a prompt report to NRC. Instead,

the immediate concern should be for the welfare of the worker. The first
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15 minutes following any event are critical to plant safety and the reporting

requirements may interfere with maintaining plant safety during this period.

To date, problems have occurred during simulator training but not during actual

plant events. (Many licensees - operators and senior management)

8.3 One licensee stated that its emergency plan requirement to make reports to

States and/or localities within 15 minutes of an event is unrealistic and

unnecessary. Outside organizations rarely, if ever, react on a time scale

warranting the receipt of a report in 15 minutes. Another licensee,

recognizing the importance of keeping Federal, State and local agencies

informed of events in the first hectic 15 minutes, stated that the requirement

was not a significant problem. This licensee also believed, however, that the

15-minute report period was unrealistic considering everything else going on in

these situations. (Two licensees - operators and middle management)

8.4 The Unusual Event (UE) Emergency Action Level classification is unneeded

for emergency response because it requires reporting for events of low safety

significance. Nor does this classification provide for any additional

assistance for the control room staff. The reports of UEs have adverse impacts

because of the time required by operators to make them and because of the

adverse public perception they create of another "emergency" event at a nuclear

plant. (One licensee - operators)

8.5 The one-hour security reporting requirement is too stringent. Licensees

make the reports but NRC never takes immediate action on them. There is no

need for such a report unless the plant is under threat. Examples of incidents

requiring unnecessary reports involved a guard who was sleeping and an opening

to a vital area that exceeded the size limit for such openings. (One

licensee - middle management)

8.6 For each event requiring a 10 CFR 50.72 call, the associated activities

take about two hours of a shift supervisor's time. Calls must be made to the

State or local agency, the NRC Operations Center, the resident inspector, the

Department of Energy, and the licensee's shift duty officer. In some

instances, licensees receive confirmatory callbacks. (Several licensees -

operators and middle management)
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8.7 The NRC's low threshold for reporting (e.g., "red phone" calls, Unusual

Events, and licensee event reports) allows industry critics to make

insignificant events seem like important issues. The volume of publicly

available events reported is unfairly used by the media and critical

public-interest groups to single out the nuclear industry as unsafe. The NRC

should be more sensitive to the negative publicity its reporting requirements

help to create. (Two licensees - operators and middle management)

8.8 Regional and resident inspector interpretations of what is reportable

under 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73 continue to change and are not consistent or

reasonable. The licensees believe that they are being pressured to report

smaller and smaller events "just to be on the safe side." The attitude is "if

in doubt, report it." A licensee which believes it reports conservatively

requested that the region provide training on 50.72 reporting. This request

was refused because the region would not be able to define a standard; however,

the region said to let each resident inspector set the criteria. Among

examples of questionable interpretations were the following, (1) In some cases

when the licensee reports in accordance with a region's or resident inspector's

desires, the NRC Operations Center representative asks, "Why are you reporting

this?" 2 A licensee knew that the movement of a moisture separator would

result in an ESF actuation. Since the ESF actuation was expected, the licensee

decided that a 10 CFR 50.72 report was not required. The resident inspector,

however, stated that a report was required because the procedure did not state

that there would be an ESF actuation during this evolution. 3 The fuel

building door was opened briefly as fuel was being moved. When workers

realized that the door was open, they stopped the fuel movement and closed the

door. Although the TS allowed the doors to be open for 24 hours, the event was

deemed reportable by the resident inspector. 4 One resident inspector

believes that entering a shutdown condition as specified in TS 30.3 requires a

50.72 report, while others do not. (5) Some licensees report all ESF signals,

while others report them only if equipment actuates. 6 The need to issue a

licensee event report (LER) for an unattached snubber was questioned. (Several

licensees - all organizational levels)

8.9 In addition to reports required by the regulations, some resident

inspectors request informal notification of events of lower significance.
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However, guidelines given to licensees for informal notification are vague,

resulting in confusion and friction between shift crews and the resident

inspectors. Operators are concerned about making unnecessary reports and the

administrative burden" resulting from these reports, as when one inspector

required" that a licensee report a spill of 20,000 gallons of clean water.

They are also concerned about the criticism they receive if they do not call

and the NRC complains to their management. Operators indicated that their

management has in the past overreacted to such complaints from NRC. (One

licensee - operators)

Other Comments

8.10 When a licensee made a report pursuant to 10 CFR 50.9, "Completeness and

Accuracy of Information," the region was not knowledgeable about the

requirement for such a report. In another case, a licensee was "forced" to

report a training problem per 10 CFR 50.9. In both cases, the regions required

a written report, even though 10 CFR 50.9 does not. (Two licensees - middle

and senior management)

8.11 Although a licensee submitted several 10 CFR 21, "Reporting of Defects and

Noncompliance," reports, the licensee has no knowledge of any follow-up actions

by NRC. (One licensee - middle management)

8.12 If LERs are used to gather data, such as in chlorine monitor failures, a

more informal method should be used to compile them since each LER takes

approximately two staff weeks of review. (One licensee - engineers)

8.13 Contradictory guidance on security reporting and logging are given in the

relevant Regulatory Guide and NUREG report, and in 10 CFR 73.71, "Reporting of

Safeguards Events." (One licensee - middle management)

8.14 There is a conflict between the reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 and

those in NUREG-0654, "Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological

Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants."

Some Unusual Events defined in NUREG-0654 are classified as non-emergency

events in 10 CFR 50.72. This discrepancy has caused confusion and reporting
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problems. Examples include: (1 a ten-minute fire; 2 a TS-required shutdown

in cases where an emergency plan declaration was inappropriate; 3 a stuck

open power-operated relief valve; and 4 transportation of a contaminated

individual. (One licensee - operators and middle management)

8.15 Many organizations called by licensees are staffed by individuals who are

not knowledgeable about plant operations or requirements, although NRC

Operations Center Duty Officers are improving in this regard. Operators stated

that the individuals called do not always understand the significance of the

information provided. The operators also object to having to talk slowly about

an event so that the Duty Officer can write it down. A licensee suggested that

they be permitted to submit facsimile reports in lieu of holding these lengthy

conversations. (One licensee - operators)

8.16 The Operations Center Duty Officer asks questions about the event being

reported before the licensee has enough information to answer them. For

example, the Duty Officer asks about the root-cause of a trip when licensees

have not yet assessed the cause themselves. This practice was viewed as an

inconvenience rather than adverse to plant operations. (One licensee -

operators)
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9. COMMUNICATIONS

Communications with NRC Headquarters

9.1 Licensees appreciate Commissioner visits. They give licensees the

opportunity to be heard, and show that the Commissioners care about plant

operations. (Several licensees - middle management)

9.2 The NRC Regulatory Information Conference was very helpful. Licensees

gained perspective and insight on a variety of issues, as well as information

on how the NRC regulates. (Two licensees - senior management)

9.3 Two licensees in different regions stated that their contacts with NRC

Headquarters is better than ever, and is far smoother than their contacts with

the regions. One of these licensees stated that the Headquarter's project

manager (PM) visits the plant more frequently than the regional section chief

does. (Two licensees - engineers and senior management)

Communications with Regional Management

9.4 Many licensees are reluctant to complain to regional management for fear

of being perceived by the region as unresponsive or overly legalistic, which

results in poorer Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) ratings.

(Many licensees - all organizational levels)

9.5 One vice president who had worked for utilities in two different NRC

regions stated that the regions are not consistent in how they regulate. There

is good give and take in one region, but not in the other. (One licensee -

senior management)

9.6 It is difficult to initiate or carry on an informal dialog with regional

staff because they are often not available and informal discussions can lead to

unpredictable regional responses. (One licensee - operators, engineers, and

middle management)
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9.7 It has been difficult to meet with regional staff either because the

region lacked the resources or did not believe a meeting was necessary.

(Several licensees - all organizational levels)

9.8 Regional meetings with all licensees are beneficial because they promote

an understanding of regional positions on issues and prompt good discussions of

the issues. Mid-SALP cycle meetings with the regional office were beneficial,

as was an open forum regional meeting with licensee Radiation Protection

Managers. However, one licensee thought that Regional Administrator meetings

with licensee management to discuss the region's approach to regulating would

be desirable. (Several licensees - engineers and middle management)

9.9 Joint NRC-American Nuclear Society meetings were viewed positively. (Two

licensees - engineers and senior management)

9.10 Problems of no urgent or immediate safety concern are at times reported to

the Regional Administrator who in turn calls the licensee vice president before

the problem has even been reported through the licensee's chain of command.

This occurred at one facility within one hour of a report on a valve problem

when the reactor was shutdown. The vice president would normally have been

informed of the problem through the licensee's organization in approximately

four to eight hours. (One licensee - operators)

9.11 One senior licensee manager feels uncomfortable in calling the Regional

Administrator, although sit-down meetings with the Regional Administrator were

seen as beneficial. (One licensee - senior management)

9.12 There was not much contact with regional managers. The Regional

Administrator does not want to be bothered with the operators when he is at the

station, yet he makes negative statements during exit meetings with no basis or

reasons given for such statements. (One licensee - operators)

Communications with Instor�s

9.13 Good licensee communications with inspectors are important because

well-informed inspectors help to provide the proper perspective on issues to
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others in the NRC. To foster good communications, many managers go out of

their way to discuss operations and issues with inspectors. One plant manager

located the resident inspector's office adjacent to his to ensure good

communications. Another plant manager stated that he spent more time talking

to the senior resident inspector (SRI) than he did to his own subordinate

managers. (Two licensees - middle management)

9.14 Licensees wish to receive communications from the NRC that will help them

improve. For example, one licensee appreciated a region-based inspector

suggesting several improvements that could be made in response to a generic

letter on service water systems. The licensee reviewed the suggestions and

adopted them. The licensee considered this to be a positive interaction and in

stark contrast to the normal approach of "Here is what is wrong and you better

fix it." (One licensee - middle management)

9.15 Inspectors travel to many facilities and have good insights but are told

not to talk about other facilities. Licensees want to hear about practices at

other facilities that inspectors believe are good. (One licensee - middle

management)

9.16 Communications between licensees and inspectors vary from inspector to

inspector. One licensee with multiple sites has good communications with most

but not all SRIs. Another licensee had poor communications with its SRI. A

third licensee has not had a good relationship with either resident or

region-based inspectors in the last two years; inspection findings are provided

only at formal exit meetings to management rather than being communicated to

the individuals who interact with the inspectors during the inspection.

(Several licensees - middle management)

9.17 Better communications are needed at inspection exit meetings to avoid

misunderstandings about inspector and regional priorities. (One licensee -

senior management)
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Other Comments

9.18 The continuity of inspectors and regional management is important. It

results in better communications and assessments because the NRC knows the

licensee's personnel and its systems. Of course some change is good, but it

should not be too rapid. (One licensee - middle management)

9.19 Licensees believe that they carry an inordinate burden to communicate and

clarify issues for the NRC staff. They have to expend effort to do so on

multiple occasions because NRC is unable or unwilling to deal with their own

communication problems. The following examples were given: (1) NRR staff come

to the site and want information that has already been provided to regional

staff or inspectors; 2 The NRC events assessment group calls the site to

request information on an unreportable event (e.g., leaking power operated

relief valves about which both the resident inspector and region are already

aware. (Several licensees - operators, and middle and senior management)

9.20 The NRC should assure that a balanced perspective is provided to the

public on nuclear power issues. A factual discussion of routine activities

that are performed properly should be included with discussions of identified

deficiencies to help ensure that the media and the public get a balanced

perspective and appreciate the bigger picture. (One licensee - senior

management)

9.21 NRC has not handled a number of events attracting media attention very

well. The implication is that individuals not experienced in dealing with the

press can leave the wrong impressions, thus undermining public confidence in

licensees. As an example, an Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) leader handed to

the press (during a post-exit-meeting press conference) copies of the final

inspection report before the licensee had a chance to review the report and

prepare to respond to press inquiries. The licensee took issue with the final

report later, believing that it was not consistent with the preliminary exit

meeting regarding operator response to the event. Licensees need about a day

to review documents before they are handed to the press. Reporters should have

to obtain reports from the NRC Public Document Room rather than being handed

copies by NRC inspectors. That way they may take more time to understand the

report and may call the licensee or NRC with questions. Otherwise, when handed
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a report, they will form their own conclusions hastily to meet their deadlines.

(One licensee - middle and senior management)

9.22 Licensees were mixed in their views about the quality of communications

between the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and the regions. One

licensee stated that resident inspectors and NRR PMs communicate and coordinate

activities very well. Another licensee stated that it occasionally had to

referee issues between NRR and a region. (Two licensees - engineers and middle

management)

9.23 Over the past several years, the division of responsibilities between the

NRR PM and the resident inspector staff has become blurred. One senior manager

wants a single line of responsibility. The PMs are spending far more time at

the site and questioning what is happening at the site on a day-to-day basis.

However, resident inspector staff have the best perspective and knowledge of

the plant and they should be the primary point of contact for the licensee.

There has been a lack of coordination between the PMs and resident inspector

staff in some cases. At times there appears to be competition between the PM

and resident inspector staff for who is more knowledgeable about current plant

activities. It is not desirable for PMs to feel they have total responsibility

for the plant. Another licensee stated that the enhanced involvement of NRR in

oversight and inspection activities at sites is undercutting the regions and

makes them less effective. They ask, "Who is the plant responsible to and who

is the main point of contact?" (Two licensees - senior management)

9.24 The quality of NRC written material is very poor, which makes it difficult

to understand. One licensee uses an industry service to assist them in

understanding NRC documents. Some generic communications are poorly written

and others have specified reporting requirements that do not match the schedule

for the action requested. The Bulletin on pressurizer surge lines was given as

an example. Of all NRC documents, licensees consider inspection reports to be

the poorest. Additionally, inspection report "boilerplate" information is not

helpful. However, another licensee thought that the majority of NRC

communications are understandable. (Two licensees - middle and senior

management)
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9.25 Security inspection reports should not contain safeguards information and

should be handled like routine reports. (One licensee - middle management)

9.26 In its relations with the press, the NRC appears to be a licensee

adversary rather than an objective regulator. The NRC "plays to the press."

(One licensee - senior management)

9.27 Communications with NRC lack openness because NRC plays the role of

regulator. Some licensees do not volunteer any more information than they have

to because it may be used against them, misinterpreted, or later found to be in

error. Some licensee employees believe that providing erroneous information,

even if it is inadvertent, may be used against them. However, several

licensees had good communications with inspectors. (Many licensees -

operators, engineers and middle management)

9.28 Employee interviews, official NRC investigation reports, press releases,

etc., must be carefully managed to avoid creating unnecessarily negative

impressions on licensee employees and the public. (One licensee - middle

management)

9.29 NRC's communication methods are too slow. As a result, the resident

inspector staff ask licensees to communicate information to other licensees

through industry channels, such as the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations

(INPO) Notepad. (One licensee - operators)

9.30 One licensee would like to pursue an electronic message system to improve

its communications with the NRC. Improving the communication of such

information would improve the efficiency and quality of NRC-licensee

activities. (One licensee - middle management)

9.31 Licensees appreciated having this Regulatory Impact Survey to use as an

open forum to express their views on the NRC's activities. (Many licensees -

all organizational levels)
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10. QUALIFICATION, TRAINING, AND PROFESSIONALISM OF NRC PERSONNEL

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission

10.1 The NRC is much more professional, responsive, and technically competent

than other Federal and State agencies, One licensee stressed that these

qualities do not mean that NRC seeks coziness with licensees. NRC personnel

are available during nights and on weekends to address significant problems.

It is important that this practice continue as new design-basis and

configuration-management programs are implemented, since they will cause more

operability questions to be raised at a more frequent rate. A more streamlined

approach will be needed to avoid excessive disruption of both licensees and NRC

activities. (Several licensees - middle and senior management)

10.2 Industry needs a strong, competent NRC for nuclear plant safety and for

public acceptance of nuclear energy. (One licensee - senior management)

10.3 Licensees praised the resident inspector program, believing it to be one

of the best things NRC has done. The resident inspectors, particularly senior

resident inspectors (SRIs), are viewed as technically competent. (Several

licensees - all organizational levels)

The NRC Staff

10.4 Operators for one licensee stated that they do not have significant

problems with the qualifications of NRC inspectors. (One licensee - operators)

10.5 NRC inspectors are well-qualified technically, although they do not know

the plants as well as operating personnel do. Two separate points were

emphasized: (1) inspectors need more training on assessing the true

significance of an issue and at avoiding non-beneficial issues; and 2)

inspectors could benefit from plant operations experience and NRC should find a

way to provide such experience. They also believe that inspectors should be

required to do more self-training on licensee hardware and software systems

rather than expecting licensees to educate them. They also believe that

approximately 20 to 30 percent of NRC inspectors lack good personal interaction
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skills and should receive training to improve them. (Several licensees - all

organizational levels)

10.6 The resident and region-based inspectors and NRC contractors do not have a

good technical knowledge of power plant operations and systems. Even ex-Navy

personnel need more training. Some believed that the resident inspector (RI)

staff should be trained to a knowledge level equivalent to that of a senior

reactor operator (SRO); otherwise their credibility is low. Inspectors

singled-out as needing more training include direct hires from outside the NRC,

who are assigned as Us, and ex-Navy inspectors, who equate plant operations

with submarine operations. (Several licensees - operators and engineers)

10.7 NRC inspectors, including those on maintenance and diagnostic teams, are

not qualified to evaluate management or management systems. NRC should instead

look at results and let licensee management determine the best systems and

methods to achieve those results. (One licensee - senior management)

10.8 Some resident and regional-based inspectors seem to be poorly trained and

qualified. The suggestion was made that inspectors should receive training at

a licensee's plant in an NRC region other than the one to which they will be

assigned to enhance their knowledge. (Two licensees - operators, engineers and

middle management)

10.9 Few NRC inspectors have instrument and control backgrounds, which is a

significant shortcoming. (Two licensees - all organizational levels)

10.10 Inspectors and inspection teams have a general lack of familiarity with

Combustion Engineering (CE) plants. These shortcomings require a lot of

licensee time to educate inspectors about why a problem or design

characteristic of a Westinghouse plant does not apply to the CE plant. (One

licensee - operators)

10.11 Inspectors have improved in recent years in their interpretations of

regulatory and licensing requirements. They are much more willing to listen to

the licensee's point of view than before. (One licensee - operators, engineers

and middle management)
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10.12 NRC inspectors do their jobs adequately, but they concentrate on

Technical Specifications (TS) items and events that have no impact on

balance-of-plant operations or operators. The inspectors do not follow control

room protocol and adversely affect operator concentration by asking too many

questions. Licensees also stressed that some RIs are not very competent, with

few as knowledgeable as the shift licensed operators. (Two licensees -

operators)

10.13 The NRC should better prepare its inspectors or send only NRC people who

are both technically competent and have good communications skills to meetings

with State organizations and other lay people. NRC representatives have

performed poorly at meetings with public attendance and media coverage. Their

performance causes attendees to lose confidence in the NRC. (Two licensees -

engineers, and middle and senior management)

10.14 There have been few occasions where NRC inspectors have not been

professional in their dealings with licensees. In these few occasions, NRC

management has taken prompt action to remedy the situation. (One licensee

- senior management)

10.15 Concerns were expressed regarding the quality of RI staff. An inspector

must possess such important attributes as technical knowledge, evaluation

techniques, and communication skills. In general, NRC inspectors lack these

skills. (One licensee - middle management)

10.16 RI staff works hard to get facts before forming conclusions. The same

was not believed to be true about other NRC employees who formed opinions based

on a minimum number of facts. (One licensee - operators and senior management)

10.17 The best SRI at one site had previously been a shift supervisor. The

licensee could communicate with him and respected him. Other inspectors are

prone to misunderstand issues, which limits communications and leads to

problems. Further, the inspectors "jump" on mistakes and frequently focus on

issues not important to safety. Licensees spend a lot of time correcting

inspector misunderstandings. (One licensee - senior management)
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10.18 Some RI staff are good and others are not. The good ones are

knowledgeable and conduct themselves properly, particularly when operators are

performing a significant evolution. Others do not have adequate technical or

interpersonal skills. Also, some Rls are distracting at inappropriate times,

such as when ) an RI asked an operator a theoretical question when the

operator was putting the turbine on-line for the first time; and 2 an RI

required a logbook change to correct a number during a plant abnormal

procedure. (Two licensees - operators and engineers)

10.19 RI staff should be licensed on the units they inspect. RI staff could

attend licensee training classes and judge the training program at the same

time. (One licensee - operators and senior management)

10.20 RI staff does not discriminate well between what is important and what is

not; therefore, licensees are reluctant to talk to them. (Two licensees - all

organizational levels)

10.21 Concerns were expressed that the manpower commitment imposed on licensees

to train new RI staff on the details of their facility, and also to train all

regional inspectors on licensee administrative and quality control programs, is

burdensome. These issues are particularly burdensome when NRC staff undergo

high rates of turnover. (Several licensees - all organizational levels)

10.22 As a group, project managers (PMs) had better skills than most

inspectors. Some equated PMs with SRIs. (One licensee - engineers and senior

management)

10.23 Headquarter's Duty Officers do not always understand the significance of

information on calls about 10 CFR 50.72, "Immediate Notification Requirements

for Operating Nuclear Power Reactors." (One licensee - operators)

10.24 Conference calls with NRC regional and headquarter's personnel to discuss

technical issues are very difficult and time consuming. Some NRC engineers do

not even understand reactor systems. Hence, it takes a lot of additional

discussion to educate them in an effort to continue with the issue at hand.
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Questions often go beyond what is necessary to solve specific problems. (One

licensee - engineers)
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APPENDIX 

OPENING STATEMENT OF REGULATORY IMPACT SURVEY

(Greeting and Team Introduction)

In 1981 the NRC conducted a survey of utility views of the impact of NRC

regulatory programs and initiatives on utility operations and resources. As

a result of that survey, the NRC made a number of changes in its organization

and practices. To assess the effectiveness of those changes and to inquire

into the basis for recent criticisms of some NRC practices, the NRC is

conducting Regulatory Impact Surveys at 13 utilities throughout the country,

of which this is one. At each of the 13 utilities, we will have five discussion

group sessions with a wide spectrum of individuals from the operator and

engineer level up to the executive vice president. We greatly appreciate your

willingness to cooperate in this important initiative.

The NRC will evaluate the information gathered from these discussions to

determine what changes, if any, should be made to the NRC's regulatory

approach to enhancing the safe operation of nuclear power plants. Comments

made by utility personnel will not be identifiable to an individual or

organization. We encourage you to speak freely and openly without reservation

or limitation. The NRC is here primarily to listen to your views and

concerns; however, we may ask questions for clarification and/or introduce

additional topics for consideration. A few topics you may wish to address

include:

• Your experience with backfitting.

• The influences on a licensee's understanding of regulatory

requirements.

• Your experience with NRC's timeliness in handling Technical

Specification changes or other requests for regulatory action.

At this time, we will gladly listen to your thoughts on the impact of NRC

activities on the safe operation of nuclear power plants.
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APPENDIX C

REPRESENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF A SURVEY VISIT

TIME DISCUSSION GROUP*

8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Senior Reactor Operators,

Reactor Operators, Shift

Technical Advisors, Shift

Foreman, and Operational

Supervisors

10:00 a.m. 11:30 a.m. Plant QA Engineers,

Maintenance Engineers,

Nuclear Engineers,

Electrical Engineers,

and Health Physicists

11:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m. Lunch

12:30 p.m. 2:00 p.m. Corporate Licensing Engineer,

Corporate QA Manager,

Manager of Planning and

Scheduling, Project Engineer,

and Corporate Training Manager

2:00 p.m. - 330 p.m. Managers of Operations,

Construction, Engineering,

Maintenance, Design,

Radiation Protection, Security

and Emergency Preparedness
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3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Executive Vice President,

Senior Vice President,

and cther corporate personnel

*The organizational titles listed are general in nature and may not be used at

each facility.
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APPENDIX 

UTILITIES SURVEYED AND NRC REPRESENTATIVES

Meeting NRC

Utility/Date Location Representatives

Team *

Pacific Gas and Diablo Canyon A. B. Davis, Administrator,

Electric Co. Nuclear Plant Region III

September 25, 1989 San Luis Obispo, CA J. G. Partlow, Associate

Director for Projects, NRR

D. M. Crutchfied, Associate

Director for Special Projects,

W. T. Russell, Administrator,

Region I

S. D. Ebneter, Administrator

Region II

Arizona Nuclear Power Palo Verde Nuclear Team 

Project Plant

September 27, 1989 Winterburg AZ

Team 2

Louisiana Power and Waterford 3 Nuclear A. B. Davis, Administrator,

Light Company Plant Region III

October 10, 1989 T. E. Murley, Director, NRR

S. A. Varga, Director, Division

of Reactor Projects, I/II, NRR

*Team Assistant for all Teams was C. D. Pederson, Chief, Technical Support

Staff, Region III
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Meeting NRC

Utility/Date Location Representatives

T. T. Martin, Deputy

Administrator, Region I

L. A. Reyes, Director, Division

of Reactor Projects,

Region II

Nebraska Public Cooper Nuclear Station Team 2

Power District Brownsville, NE

October 12, 1989

Team 3

Northeast Utilities Corporate Office A. B. Davis, Administrator,

October 23, 1989 Berlin, CT Region III

A. C. Thadani, Director, Division

of Systems Technology, NRR

G. M. Holahan, Acting

Director, Division of Reactor

Projects, III/IV/V and Special

Projects, NRR

R. D. Martin, Administrator,

Region IV

E. G. Greenman, Director,

Division of Reactor Projects,

Region III

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Vermont Yankee Plant Team 3

Power Corporation and Corporate Office

October 25, 1989 Brattleboro, VT

Pennsylvania Power Susquehanna Team 3

& Light Company Nuclear Plant

October 27, 1989 Berwick, PA
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Meeting NRC

Utility/Date Location Representatives

Team 4

Illinois Power Clinton Power. A. B. Davis, Administrator,

Company Clinton, IL Region III

November 6 1989 J. H. Sniezek, Deputy

Director, NRR

E. L Jordan, Director, AEOD

J. B. Martin., Administrator,

Region V

J. M. Montgomery, Deputy

Administrator, Region IV

J. Lieberman, Director,

Office of Enforcement

Commonwealth Edison Corporate Office Team 4

Company Downers Grove, IL

November 7 1989

Northern States Prairie Island Nuclear Team 4

Power Company Generating Plant

November 9 1989 Welch, MN

Team 

Alabama Power Company Farley Nuclear Plant A. B. Davis, Administrator,

November 28, 1989 Dothan, AL Region III

T. E. Murley, Director, NRR

F. J. Miraglia, Jr., Associate

Director for Inspection

and Technical Assessment,

NRR
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Meeting NRC

Utility/Date Location Representatives

C. E. Rossi, Director, Division

of Operational Assessment,

NRR

W. F. Kane, Director, Division

of Reactor Projects,

Region I

H. J. Miller, Director,

Division of Reactor Safety,

Region III

South Carolina V. C. Summer Nuclear Team 

Electric Gas Plant

November 29, 1989 Jenkinsville SC

Duke Power Company Corporate Office Team 

December 1, 1989 Charlotte, NC
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APPENDIX E

GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS AND NRC REPORTS CITED IN THIS REPORT

Bulletins

Bulletin 79-02 Pipe Support Base Plate Designs Using Concrete Expansion

Anchor Bolts

Bulletin 79-14 Seismic Analysis for As-Built Safety-Related Piping Systems

Bulletin 88-05 Nonconforming Materials Supplied by Piping Supplies Inc.

and West Jersey Manufacturing Co.

Bulletin 88-10 Nonconforming Molded Case Circuit Breakers

Generic Letters (GLs)

GL 81-28 Steam Generator Overfill

GL 83-28 Generic Implications of Salem ATWS Event

GL 88-20 Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident

Vulnerabilities

GL 89-04 Guidance on Developing Acceptable Inservice Testing

Programs

GL 89-07 Power Reactor Safeguards Contingency Planning for Surface

Vehicle Bombs

GL 89-10 Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance
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GL 89-13 Service Water System Problems Affecting Safety-Related

Equipment

GL 89-15 Emergency Response Dta System

GL 89-16 Mark I Containments: Hardened Wetwell Vent

GL 89-19 Request for Action Related to Unresolved Safety Issue A-47

"Safety Implication of Control Systems in LWR Nuclear Power

Plants"

GL 89-21 Request for Information Concerning Status of Implementation

of Unresolved Safety Issue Requirements

Information Notices (INs)

IN 86-83 Underground Pathways Into Protected Areas, Vital Areas,

Material Access Areas, and Controlled Access Areas

IN 87-21 Shutdown Order Issued Because Licensed Operators Asleep

While on Duty

IN 88-04 Inadequate Qualification and Documentation of Fire Barrier

Penetration Seals

IN 89-59 Suppliers of Potentially Misrepresented Fasteners

NUREG Reports

NUREG-0654 Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological

Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of

Nuclear Power Plants

NUREG-1021 Operator Licensing Examiner Standards
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Regulatory Guides (RGs)

RG 197 Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power

Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During

and Following an Accident

RG 1.108 Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units Used as Onsite

Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants
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